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Lindfast Solutions Group a leading master
distributor of specialty fasteners in North America,
recently announced the completion of its purchase
of Toronto-based Fasteners and Fittings, Inc. (F&F).
Under the leadership of president Ted Robinson
and his team, F&F has garnered a well-respected
reputation in the marketplace over its 45-year
history. The combination of LSG and F&F will
enhance and expand both companies’ already
significant capabilities in Canada.
“F&F shares the same relentless focus on
meeting customer needs as LSG,” said LindFast
CEO Bill Niketas. “We are excited for the opportunity
to combine forces and expand our collective
capabilities to better serve our customers. I am
confident F&F will be a great addition to our team,
and together we will continue to meet and exceed
our customers’ expectations.”
Similar to LindFast, Fasteners and Fittings has
a market-leading position in imperial, metric, and
stainless steel fasteners. The potent combination
of F&F’s market position and LSG’s in Canada,
along with LSG’s strong supply chain capabilities,
will be a significant benefit for both companies’
customers, suppliers, employees, and others.
As with other recent acquisitions by LindFast,
very little change is expected on the customerfacing parts of the business in the near term.
LSG’s goal is to maintain the strong Fasteners and
Fittings brand name in the market. Maintaining

its current policies and infrastructure, F&F will
continue normal operations out of its two stateof-the-art facilities in Toronto and Calgary for
the foreseeable future. LSG also operates two
facilities in the Toronto area, along with another in
Montreal. Comprising a new total of five branches
in the Canadian market, along with 13 more in
the U.S., LSG’s large and strategically located
footprint will allow the company to continue to
improve its high fill rates and short lead times for
its customers.
“My father James Robinson co-founded
Fasteners & Fittings in 1976 and I joined the
company in 1979,” noted Ted Robinson, F&F
president. “I had the honor and privilege to
work with him until his passing in 2002. I am
proud of the company we built and grateful
to the wonderful loyal employees who helped
make Fasteners & Fittings the success it is. I
believe LSG is the correct company to ensure our
continued growth and success and I am looking
forward to working with them.” Headquartered in
Blaine, MN, LindFast is a master distributor of
specialty fasteners in the North American market
serving a broad base of national, regional, and
local distribution customers through its metric
(Lindstrom) and imperial (Stelfast) product brands.
For more information, contact Lindfast Solutions
Groups by Tel: 1-800-328-2430, Email: sales@
lindfastgrp.com or online at www.lindfastgrp.com.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
All America Threaded Products, Inc is
pleased to announce Al Bate has been promoted
from National Sales Manager to General Manager.
He is responsible for managing the AATP Sales
teams and growing and developing their sales
footprint across the USA. He has worked in the
Fastener Industry managing teams and businesses
for over 30 years across the UK, Europe, and
since 2008, the USA.
“Al Bate was brought on at All America Threaded
Products to be our National Sales Manager. After
doing an outstanding job for us managing our
sales team, the General Manager position became

available. Given Al’s strong communication and
organizational skills, we felt he would be successful
for us in this role as well. In February of 2022, Al
was promoted to General Manager of All America
Threaded Products, and he continues to do an
outstanding job for us in his new position. We are
extremely excited about the future of All America
Threaded Products,” says Timothy P. Broderick,
President & COO of Acme Manufacturing.
For more information, contact All America
Threaded Products Inc. by Tel: 1-800-354-3330,
Email: info@aatprod.com or visit them online at
www.aatprod.com.
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Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS
The other day I was watching a construction crew

countries. B18.31.3 covers threaded rod in the Unified

erect a new stoplight at a nearby intersection. As I

Coarse thread series (UNC) in diameters from #4 to

watched them carefully position the pole over the

4”, Unified Fine thread series (UNF) in diameters from

anchoring bolts I became curious about this common,

#4 to 1 1/2”, 8UN thread series in diameters 1 1/8”

yet very important construction exercise. I figured they

to 4” and Acme Threads in diameters from 1/4” to 5”.

couldn’t just run down to the local Home Depot, grab

These rods usually come in standard lengths of 3, 6, 10,

a handful of bolts, and arrange them in the desired

and 12 feet, although they can be produced in shorter,

pattern. No, considering the application, these must be

customized lengths.

special, but just what bolts did they use? What strength

Metric threaded rod is currently governed by DIN

requirements were necessary? Are there unique usage

976, which replaced withdrawn standard DIN 975.

requirements?

These all threaded rods are one meter long and made

This article will explore the basics of Anchor Bolts

of steel or stainless steel. Diameters range from M2 to

and All-threaded Rod. I will summarize the standards

M48. For the steel options, the standard offers eight

that instruct about these products and explore some of

different Property Classes (strengths), 4.8, 5.6, 5.8,

the more common uses for these important fasteners.

6.8, 8.8, 9.8, 10.9, and 12.9. In Stainless Steel they
are available in both A2 and A4 options.

All-Threaded Rod

The UNC and UNF versions are one of the few

All-threaded rod is the name given to a metal rod

standardized products that are specified with a Class 1A

continuously threaded from one end to the other. This

thread fit before plating. The 8UN series is specified with

product is sometimes referred to as “threaded bar” or in

a Class 2A thread fit. Thread inspection is to System 21

relatively short lengths as “studs”. Inch threaded rod is

requirements, which means that a Go ring gage must

governed by ASME’s standard B18.31.3 which was first

freely pass on the threads, a Not Go ring gage must stop

published November 10, 2009. This standard, “Threaded

within three turns, and the Major Diameter is measured

Rods-Inch Series” was developed and released in

within specification. The ends are expected to allow the

anticipation of new US threaded rod manufacturers

mating nut to freely assemble, so that both full length

entering the market due to anti-dumping tariffs being

rods and smaller length cut-offs receive a chamfer so

imposed on imported threaded rod from several foreign

that the mating nut will easily start onto the threads.
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Chris Donnell
Chris Donnell is the National Sales Director for Scanwell Logistics International (CHI)
Inc., specializing in Supply Chain Management, Inventory Control, Logistics Sales and
Management. Chris excels at selling the “Solution” to advanced program analysis and
implementation. A highly ambitious and effective team leader who thrives on the challenges
of this industry, Chris currently oversees a National Sales and Partnership Program consisting
of more than 100 Sales executives who focus primarily on SCM and Logistics development in
most vertical markets. Contact Chris at 847-228-6789 or email: chrisdonnell@scanwell.com.

THIS THREE-YEAR SHIPPING NIGHTMARE
IS FAR FROM OVER
Reflecting back on a year ago, the talk of the town

The lockdown has dramatically impacted the flow

as we headed into the summer months was that our

of goods globally, and nowhere is it more obvious than

fragile global supply chain would bounce back in the

the flow of cargo into the Southern California terminal

latter part of 2021. Boy was that wrong.

complex where congestion has improved since the

Today, and many things on the horizon could make

lockdown. As of today, the terminal complex is reporting

the past two years look like a walk in the park. The

that approximately 40 vessels are sitting idle, whereas

more I speak with people it becomes painfully obvious

just 4 months prior they were setting records of over

that there is a great deal of disinformation out there.

100 vessels - so there has been some significant gains

I will take this opportunity to highlight several of the

in that respect. While this is positive momentum, once

more critical issues that importers, manufacturing and

manufacturing returns in China to pre-shut-down levels,

distributors should be on the look-out for as these will

and once truckers are mobile and have the ability to

certainly have an impact on all product moving into, out

move goods fully to and from the port of Shanghai, we’re

of, and throughout the United States.

going to relapse into the same scenario we saw in mid-

One of the more pressing issues involves the current

2021 as the surge of goods from China starts hitting our

situation in China and the pandemic “Zero Covid” policy.

shores. Congestion could potentially surpass the peak

Pursuant to a recent article I read, there are more than

of 2021 where vessels are sitting off shore for weeks

45 cities consisting of more than 380 million people in

before being birthed and unloaded.

China under some form of quarantine. Most significantly

Make no mistake, the shutdown has provided some

this impacts China’s most populated city, Shanghai.

of our ocean terminals a brief yet needed respite from

For the past seven weeks, the city of some 28 million

the constant congestion battles unfortunately it won’t

people and its impressive port complex which moved in

last? We have also seen ocean rates start to slide. On

excess of 47 million TEU’s (twenty-foot containers) in

average, ocean costs have come down 3% to 5% over

2021 has been severally hampered by strict government

the past month but are still about 150% higher than

lockdowns. This has led to just a trickle of imports and

they were pre-pandemic. Once China returns from its

exports moving and manufacturing has ground to a halt.

current lockdown state, capacity will inevitably become

To put this in comparison, the Los Angeles/Long Beach

non-existent and rates are going to rebound back up to

complex, the United States’ busiest ocean terminal

where they were in late 2021. Smaller ports throughout

complex, only moved 18 million TEU’s yet handles

the Pacific Rim are going to see their carrier allocations

roughly 40% of all containerized cargo into the United

eliminated or the carriers will simply bypass them in

States.

order to dig out the world’s busiest port.
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in the management and science of materials testing laboratories combined with master’s degrees in
physics and education, he excels at bringing solutions to the client. Working specifically in the fastener
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Cajon, CA, 92020. Tel: 909-254-1278, email: sales@aimtestlab.com or online at www.aimtestlab.com

FASTENER SCIENCE: HEY FASTENER WORLD –
SHOW US YOUR UNITS!
Hey fastener world – show us your units! Okay, enough
with being cheeky…I’m talking about dimensional units
used in our industry. You know, the little symbols that
appear (or should appear) after numbers on a material
test report (MTR) or a certified test report from a
laboratory. Things like inch (in), megapascal (MPa) and
pound-foot (lb-ft). These little guys are super important
because they provide meaning to the numbers that come
before them.

FIGURE 1 DISPLACEMENT DIMENSIONS ON A BOLT

The unit is the standard to which things are being
measured. Units also tell us what the things are that are

three can be used to describe almost all the common

being measured such as displacement, mass, or time.

characteristics of fasteners such as their dimensions,

Without them, we would have no context for the number

tensile strength, yield strength, shear strength, impact

we’re interested in, or a sense of its magnitude (size)

strength, torsional strength, and hardness. Units are

compared to other things in the world. For example,

so integrated into our lives; we owe it to ourselves to

when we think of 10 miles, we automatically think of

understand them and recognize their importance.

distances that we would cover on a bike or in a car. If we

Let’s place some focus on the basic three

think of 3,000 kilometers, we think of the distance we

(displacement, mass and time) in the context of fastener

would cover in an airplane. If we think of hours, we might

characteristics. First, we must understand the meaning

think of the amount of time spent at work and if we think

of these quantities.

of milliseconds, we might think of a time duration that is

¤ Displacement is a measure of space. It is

shorter than the time needed to think about very short

comprised of two parts, distance (from here to there)

time durations. The point is that we might not think very

and direction (right, left, north, west, ect.). We call

much about units, but we should. They bring meaning to

this type of unit with two parts a vector. Vectors have

our lives in so many ways.

both magnitude (size) and direction. Much of the time,

When it comes to measuring things, you can do a

in practice, we abandon the direction aspect of this

lot with just three simple quantities: displacement,

dimension and simply state its size, which is called

mass and time. Most of what is around us can be

distance. Often, this is acceptable unless we’re doing

measured and described by these fantastic three. These

physics, then we want the whole vector.
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Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

COST-SAVING IN FASTENING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES
CRITICAL SAVINGS FOR THE END-PRODUCTS
Dear Reader - This article is based on years of

Assembly is a key area in streamlining production.

fastener experience, studies, research, line walks and

The actual designing of a product represents only about

application testing, by engineering and logistics people.

10% of the overall cost of making a product.

This article mainly highlights cost saving potentials in the

Depending on the design, one may either:

engineering or application field. The goal is to lower the

¤ Create a 70% cost saving, or

cost of the end-product. To come up with measurable

¤ Create a 70% cost increase.

cost reductions, it is important that the manufacturers

Assembly costs are about 70% of the overall cost.

of the product reveal labor costs, parts cost, etc.

However, once designed, improvements in the assembly

Individuals (value engineers) conducting the cost studies

itself can only reduce cost by about 10%. It is therefore

must have access to all costs involved.

important to design a product in such a way that enables
a cost-efficient production as well as cost efficient

The Choice Of A Fastening Method

assembly. The cost saving potentials must be realized
for both manual and/or automated assembly.
Typically, small appliances and electronic equipment
are just snaped together. But still, roughly 50% of fastened
joints are still made with threaded fasteners. To realize
the cost savings, the choice of the proper fasteners must
therefore be made right at the design stage.
Washers, inserts and locking
elements are frequently used where
one could use multi-functional
fasteners. Multi-functional fasteners
are fasteners that do more than

The choice of an optimum fastening method largely

fasten two parts together, they drill

depends on the end product’s application, its life cycle,

a hole and they form the mating

and in recent years, the subsequent disposal of the

thread. Some increase self-locking

product. However, the cost savings achieved through an

effects other have a washer or

efficient assembly and the simplification in maintenance

locking element attached (semsed). There are variety of

and repair are just as important.

suitable multi-functional fasteners available.
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ELECTRIFICATION OF FASTENING SOLUTIONS:
THE NEXT FRONTIER by Michael J. Rossi, Marketing Services Supervisor
The electrification of the world is happening

includes busbar (busbar to busbar, busbar to

now – helping to reduce energy usage, lower

cable, busbar to PCB) and PCB (PCB to PCB or

greenhouse gas emissions, and save money

PCB to cable).

for consumer. We’re seeing electrification

The technology enables customers to

everywhere, perhaps the most across all parts

mechanically connect electrical components

of the automotive sector.

in a safe, reliable, and cost-effective way. The
first product now available from the eConnect™

As the electrification of vehicles rapidly

portfolio is the PEM® eConnect™ Pin.

accelerates, a multitude of global teams at
PEM® have been hard at work developing new

About the PEM® eConnect™ Pin

innovations that position us as the market
leader in electrical connectivity fastening
technology.

Through

close

Since introducing the eConnect™ Pin to

engineering

market, it’s been proven to reduce labor costs,

partnerships with some of the world’s top

shorten assembly time, and optimize joint quality.

brands, we’ve developed the PEM® eConnect™

A quick look at the top benefits of the technology:

fastening technology – the world’s first captive

¤ No Hot Spots or Poor Conductivity

fasteners for current carrying.

About PEM eConnect™ Technology
®

The PEM® eConnect™ technology is a

SELF-CLINCHING
PIN FOR METAL
BUSBAR [ABOVE],
BROACHING &
FLARING PIN FOR
PCB [BELOW]

Joint has an electrical resistance of less
than 100 μΩ
¤ Quick and Secure Installation
Installs quickly into any busbar or PCB

first-to-market technology that is helping our

¤ Range of Captivation Options Available

customers develop new captive fastening

Including standard pin, clinch, broach or SMT

solutions

for

their

toughest

electrical

With customers requiring good conductivity

applications. Simply put, it is a fastener

and

connectivity,

good

shock/vibration

or group of fasteners that form part of the

performance, and the need meet various

electrical circuit and are designed to carry

industry standards, it can be a big challenge

current in the application.

to take on new joint designs. In today’s

eConnect™ technology is ideal for use

market, very few cost-effective options exist

in power electronics applications both on

– and traditional attachment methods like

vehicle and off. Some common applications

soldered or loose components do not meet the

where maximum performance can be achieved

requirements for reliable performance.
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WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT TORQUE
A common saying in the racing community was that

are at rest. However, it should be noted that in many

horsepower is how hard you hit the wall and torque is how

cases, joint relaxation will occur due to the ‘spring-back’

far you move it. This can also be related to the assembly

effect of the bolt as it equalizes the twist. Normal ‘spring-

force of a nut being driven onto the bolt threads and into

back’ of the bolt results in an average loss of clamping

the joint surface by a power wrench.

force of 10%.

This type of assembly method with a power wrench is

As mentioned, torsion occurs during tightening the

typical for speed when there are many bolts in the joint.

bolt as it applies a twist to the bolt’s body while the bolt is

However, this leads to several types of potential failures

elongated by the advancement of the nut along the helical

that customers will want to solve. You can provide some

threads (tension). This twist occurs due to the friction

help if you know the particulars of the assembly.

created between the threads of the nut, or tapped hole,

So, what really is torque? Torque is frequently thought
of as the critical force when tightening a joint together,

and the threads of the bolt as the flanks of the mating
threads engage under the pressure of tension.

but there are many variables to consider. Torque is a

Therefore, torque is a function of friction. We are only

combination of forces. In physics, torque is a vector that

measuring friction, not clamp load, which sets us up to be

measures the tendency of a force to rotate an object about

influenced by many variables.

an axis. With a fastener, we are rotating either a nut or the
bolt head about the axis of the bolt.

Friction is that resistance we feel as we rotate the
wrench during tightening, regardless if we use a torque

Torque is the force applied to a lever (wrench),

wrench or a box wrench. We feel the joint becoming tighter

multiplied by the length of the lever rotated about a

with each degree of rotation as the nut is literally being

fulcrum: the fulcrum being the axis of the bolt. The force is

crushed against the joint surface. This is the friction at the

measured in pounds, or Newtons. The lever is measured

interface of the nut and joint surface.

in inches, feet or meters. Therefore, there is the pound-

We have two sources of friction: There is friction at the

inch (lb-in), pound-foot (lb-ft) or Newton-meter (Nm) units of

nut’s bearing surface, or at the washer-face of the bolt’s

measurement.

head, while the mating threads grind against each other at

Torsion is the amount of twisting performed due to

the same time in an attempt to apply enough strain on the

an applied torque. When we stop turning the wrench, or

bolt to carry it into its elastic region and produce a clamp

twisting the bolt, the torsional forces dissipate. All forces

load upon the joint.
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MEASURING DOWEL PINS
increments to clearly determine whether
the measurement is inside or outside of
the required specifications. Resolution and
accuracy are two different terms, and that
is a subject for a later time. For now we will
assume they are close enough in meaning
to better explain our topic of measuring
dowel pins. Generally speaking, higher
resolution means higher accuracy.
Recently, I’ve fielded several calls asking for help on

So to be 10 times better, it means our optimal

the proper measurement of dowel pins. Most of these

measuring instrument must have a resolution of

requests come in due to discrepancies between pin

.000020” (20 millionths of an inch) or better. Most

manufacturers, distributors, and end users.

micrometers, calipers, indicators, and hand tools do

At first glance most people assume that a dowel

not have this kind of high resolution or accuracy. They

pin should be very easy to inspect because its basic

are therefore not acceptable to measure dowel pins

dimensions are a simple diameter and a simple length

accurately.

that can be taken using basic hand tools like a caliper
or micrometer. This assumption is incorrect because of
the fact that the standard tolerance on a dowel pin is
only .0002 inches (.005mm). This tolerance is more
like a gage tolerance than a product tolerance and
therefore the measurements should be treated as such.
Good measuring practice tells us that the measuring
instrument resolution or accuracy should be 10 times
better than the item being measured. This 10:1 rule
is suggested so that you have enough measurement

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@dysartnewsfeatures.com

HOW FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS CAN HANG ONTO
EMPLOYEES WITH THE STAY INTERVIEW
Facing one of the most intense competitions for
employees in years, fastener distributors are finding they
can hang onto valuable employees longer by engaging in
‘Stay Interviews.’
Recruiting experts say these interviews ensure
current employees feel valued -- while uncovering beneaththe-radar problems that could lead to abrupt departures.
Plus, they can also spare fastener distributors the
often arduous process of onboarding a promising new hire
-- if they can find one.
Bonus: There are also a few software packages you
can use to fine-tune, monitor, analyze and continually
improve on your use of stay interviews.
Essentially, Stay Interviews say: “We care about

FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ARE FINDING THEY CAN HANG
ONTO VALUABLE EMPLOYEES LONGER BY ENGAGING IN
‘STAY INTERVIEWS’

produced per employee -- and for the company as a
whole.”

what you have to say, we value you as a part of

Interestingly, Stay Interviews also dispel the common

our organization, we are assessing workplace culture,

notion that money -- and the pursuit of more of it -- is the

workplace communication” and we want to improve for

overwhelming reason why employees disappear from the

you as an organization and leaders,” says Matthew W.

workplace.

Burr, owner, Burr Consulting.

Says Beverly Kaye, co-author “Hello Stay Interviews,

Adds Richard Finnegan, an HR consultant who literally

Goodbye Talent Loss: “Most employees who leave

wrote the book on the topic, “The Power of Stay Interviews

don’t “start looking for other opportunities because of

for Engagement and Retention:” “Senior managers know

dissatisfaction with pay, perks or benefits.”

that unwanted turnover and disengaged employees drag
down profits.
“Conducting Stay Interviews is an effective, fast
solution that gives a mega-return on investment.
“Our research shows that improvements in
engagement and retention have direct impacts on revenue

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

Instead, Kaye says employees are more likely to bolt if
one of these key ‘reasons to stay’ are lacking:
¤ Meaningful, challenging work
¤ A chance to learn and grow
¤ A good boss
¤ The sense of being a part of a team
CONTINUED ON PAGE 110
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC.
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233 EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

CONTAINER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
by Dennis Cowhey

Overseas Shipment Visibility
The Business Edge allows you to see
TM

when things are on the water and when
to expect them without hunting for the
information. You can easily track all of
the items on any container. Information is
available to everyone that needs it, fully
integrated into the screens they already use.
If you are managing your inbound inventory
outside of your ERP system, important
information is difficult to find for people
who need to see it. Avoid losing money and

¤ Vessel Name

customers over miscommunication.

¤ Port of Origin

The features make it easy to keep track of everything
related to your imported products without leaving the
system or storing anything outside The Business Edge.

Container Information
¤ Carrier
¤ Carrier’s Container Number

TM

¤ Port of Entry
¤ Scheduled Departure Date
¤ Expected Arrival Date
¤ Container Status

Increase Your Landed Cost Using Cost
Distribution Categories Defined By You
¤ Port & Harbor Fees
¤ Duties
¤ Tariffs
¤ Transportation Expenses
¤ Storage
¤ Additional Costs
With our well-organized approach to managing
your in-bound containers, you can offer superior
service to your customers with less effort than
before. Having the information at your fingertips
ensures that the data is available for customers
on a timely and accurate basis no matter who in
your organization they contact.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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Endries International is
pleased to announce that we
have acquired certain assets of
Old Dominion Fasteners, Inc.
Old Dominion was founded
in 1995 in Lynchburg, VA by
Mack McCormick, Wanda Hicks
and Gary Kitts. Old Dominion
was built around a commitment
to customer service that has
endured since the inception of
operation. Today the company
provides a full line of fasteners
including many customer
specific per print parts. In
addition, Old Dominion provides
VMI solutions.
“Endries is thrilled to welcome
the Old Dominion associates,
customers, and suppliers into
our family. Mack and Wanda
will be assisting Endries through
a transition period and then
leaving the business to enjoy
their well-earned retirement,”
said Steve Endries, President
of Endries. Over time, the Old
Dominion staff and inventories
will be transferring to Endries’
operation in Lynchburg under
the leadership of Scott Wolf.
Endries is a leading
distributor of fasteners and
Class-C parts serving industrial
OEMs worldwide. From its
headquarters in Brillion, WI and
eleven U.S. and international
distribution centers, Endries
provides over 500,000 SKUs
to its customer base. Endries
operates primarily through a VMI
model for its customers across
diverse industrial end markets.
For more information contact
Endries International by Tel: 920756-5381 or visit them online at
www.endries.com.
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FASTENER FAIR USA REUNITES THE
FASTENER INDUSTRY IN DETROIT
Fastener Fair USA 2022 wrapped up its fourth
in-person event since its debut in 2018, reuniting
the industry in Detroit, Michigan, one of the largest
manufacturing hubs in North America. Featuring a daylong educational program on May 17 and a productive,
two-day exhibit hall on May 18 & 19—Fastener Fair USA
fostered crucial business connections and sourcing
opportunities for hundreds of industry members.
Fastener Fair USA has been one of North America’s
fastest-growing trade shows and conference events for
the fastener industry. It is currently the only exhibition
in the U.S. dedicated to the entire supply chain,

a comprehensive course presented by the Fastener

including mechanical and design engineers, purchasers,

Training Institute. Industry expert Laurence Claus led

wholesalers, distributors, and OEMs.

this day-long intensive training opportunity for fastener
users, distributors, purchasers, engineers, sales, and

Key Highlights From The 2022 Show:

Full-Day, Pre-Show Conference: Fastening 101
Presented by Fastener Training Institute
On May 17, vendors and attendees gathered for

manufacturers, covering manufacturing processes,
consensus standards, quality control, and product and
design fundamentals.

Exhibit Hall With Leading Suppliers
The Fastener Fair USA exhibit hall welcomed leading
and new vendors to the show floor specializing in
manufacturing equipment, finished goods, fastener
supplies, technology, services, and more. The show
floor buzzed with steady traffic throughout the two
days. Key exhibitors to note: CLUFIX North America,
Buckeye Fasteners, Goebel, Avk, Magni, Doerken, Alloy
& Stainless Fasteners, Infasco, The DECC Company,
Wurth, and more. With the uncertainty in global sourcing,
the INDIA Pavilion was a busy place with dozens of
Indian companies displaying their offerings.

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901 EMAIL info@indfast.org

WEB

www.indfast.org

RESHORING FASTENER MANUFACTURING &
STRENGTHENING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN
IFI gather the perspectives from three leaders
in Fastener Manufacturing.
Supply chain disruptions have been a constant theme

Q1: Have you seen a significant amount of
reshoring for parts you produce? If yes, what
type of parts are in highest demand?

in board rooms, warehouses, and headlines. Domestic

Jeff Liter: We are continuing to see opportunities

production has been hamstrung with availability of key

for parts that have been sourced oversees. In the past,

parts and components caught up among trade tensions,

an interruption to supply created a need for “spot” buys.

surging shipping costs, congested ports, and other post-

We are now seeing these customers looking for a more

pandemic shockwaves.

permanent solution. Most of what we have seen is

These disruptions paired with record inflation have

custom parts in the industrial space. With supply chain

fueled a national call to strengthen the domestic supply

issues, companies are changing production schedules

chain, culminating with President Biden’s State of the

daily to match available inventory. More and more

Union address calling for a shift from reliance on foreign

customers are finding they need local quick turnaround

supply chain to increased American production.

on low-cost items like fasteners to facilitate this

Reshoring, or domestically producing and sourcing,

manufacturing flexibility.

supply chains are revitalizing and advancing domestic

Joe Kochan: EFG has been a significant partner

production, including the production of fasteners for

in assisting customers in both providing product where

critical industries and infrastructure.

delivery is delayed as well as supporting reshoring

To learn more about how the fastener industry

and troubled supplier resourcing. The products we

is responding to reshoring trends, interviews were

consistently are asked to support are represented

conducted with Industrial Fasteners Institute members,

throughout EFG capabilities.

Wrought Washer Manufacturing, Elgin Fastener Group
and Kerr Lakeside, Inc. to learn from their experience.

Charlie Kerr: Absolutely. The immediate demand
we see is for standard hex socket cap screws and
special make to print parts that are modified standards.
Some of these orders might be gap fillers, but I’m sure
in time we will hold onto a large chunk of this business.

Jeff Liter

Joe Kochan

Charlie Kerr

President
Wrought Washer
Mfg, Inc.

COO
Elgin Fastener
Group

President
Kerr Lakeside,
Inc.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Q2: What has your company done to meet
the demand for these new parts?
Jeff Liter: We have increased raw material on
hand, added capacity, and are leveraging outages for
longer term commitments.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 118
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048

EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

HOW TO DESIGN THE PROPER HOLE FOR HEAT/
ULTRASONIC INSERTS by Christie Jones, Director of Marketing, Vice President
Optimum Design Guidelines

Threaded Inserts for Plastics allow designers to
replace machined and cast metal components with
plastic to achieve significant cost and weight savings
while maintaining bolted joint strength – provided that:
[1] the proper Insert is selected for the application
requirements,
[2] the Insert is properly installed into the hole, and
[3] the hole in which the Insert is used is designed
correctly given the plastic composition, the selected
Insert and installation method.
Inserts also provide reusable threads and secure
tight threaded joints. Given that Threaded Inserts
are generally twice the diameter of screws, the load
carrying ability of a joint that uses Inserts is increased
by approximately four times the amount as when screws
alone are used. Pull-out resistance can be further
increased by increasing the length of the Inserts.
Retention within the hole is provided by the plastic
conforming to the external features of the Insert. A
sufficient volume of plastic must be displaced to entirely
fill these external features so that the Insert achieves
maximum performance when the plastic solidifies.
This White Paper focuses on the design guidelines
for the holes in plastic assemblies that use Threaded
Inserts installed by heat or ultrasonic equipment to
ensure maximum performance is achieved.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Holes for Inserts installed by heat or ultrasonics
should always be deeper than the length of the Insert.
The assembly screw should never bottom out in the hole
as jack-out would result. The recommended minimum
hole depth is the Insert length plus two (2) thread
pitches.
The top of the installed Insert should be flush with
the surface of the plastic part with maximum protrusion
from the host of 0.13mm (.005”).

TOP OF THE INSERT SHOULD BE INSTALLED AS CLOSE TO FLUSH AS
POSSIBLE WITH THE SURFACE OF THE PLASTIC.

Counterbores are only recommended for Headed
Inserts so that the top of the Insert will be flush with
the surface of the plastic after installation. The diameter
of the counterbore should be 0.5mm (.02”) to 1.3mm
(.05”) larger than the head diameter of the Insert. The
minimum counterbore depth should be specified as the
thickness of the head.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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Endries International
is pleased to announce
that we have acquired Store
Room Fasteners.
Store Room Fasteners
was founded in 1984 in
Montgomery, Alabama by
Tim Wilsford. Tim started
the business out of a
storage shed and for nearly
40 years has continued
to lead the business
with a laser focused
emphasis on meeting
the needs of the Original
Equipment Manufacturing
and Industrial markets.
Today, in addition to the
Montgomery facility, Store
Room Fasteners operates
facilities in: Opelika and
Selma, Alabama; Lagrange,
Georgia; and Nuevo Laredo,
Mexico.
Tim’s ability to build
a dedicated team of
associates that carry
forward the standard he
personally set for meeting
customer
needs
are
the underpinnings of an
organization that has seen
continuous growth since
inception. Additionally, a
commitment to quality has
always been at the forefront
which is confirmed by the
company’s accreditation to
ISO 9001 for over 14 years.
Store Room Fasteners major
fulfillment offerings today
include: vendor managed
inventory, sub-assemblies,
and kitting solutions.
Store Room Fasteners
will continue to operate on
their current ERP system

as Store Room Fasteners, An
Endries International Company.
Tim Wilsford will remain with the
company in a leadership position
over the 60 dedicated associates.
Endries is a leading distributor
of fasteners and Class-C parts
serving
industrial
Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s)
and the Industrial marketplace
worldwide. From its headquarters
in Brillion, WI and eleven U.S. and
international distribution centers,
Endries provides over 500,000
SKUs to its customer base.
Endries operates primarily through
a vendor managed inventory
model, managing C-part categories
for its customers across diverse
industrial end markets.
		 Endries partners with customers
through robust replenishment

39

systems that provide products and
support services which are critical
to maintaining the manufacturing
process.
“Endries is thrilled to welcome
Store Room Fasteners into our
family. Tim has built an organization
that mirrors what Endries was
and is. The methodology and
approach both companies follow
is very consistent. We look forward
to working with our new team
members to improve our overall
market offerings.” said Steve
Endries, President of Endries.
For more information about
Endries International’s products and
services, contact them at 714 West
Ryan Street, PO Box 69, Brillion,
Wisconsin USA 54110. Tel: 920756-5381, or visit them online at
www.endries.com.
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

STAFDA WEBINAR: EMPLOYEE RETENTION
ABOUT MORE THAN 50 CENTS
A positive company culture means the chance of

work culture.
The webinar, titled “How to Keep Your Top Talent

employees leaving “goes down substantially.
A company’s culture is what can keep stand-out
employees from quitting to go down the street for 50

From Becoming Someone Else’s,” Ryan refers to her
experience in executive recruiting.

cents more an hour, a “chief appreciation strategist” told

During meetings, Ryan advised asking employees to

a Specialty Tools & Fastener Distributors Association

write down three things they are grateful for. Spending

webinar.

10-weeks on the positives encourages employees to be

Lisa Ryan recalled intrigue with the welding

happier, she finds.

You’ll have fewer headaches with

consumables industry drawing her into a job with Lawson

happier people than with crabby ones, Ryan finds. You can

Products where she was the only woman in the orientation

expect happy employees “to do more and complain less.”

class. She “fell in” by learning about metal preparation,

Happy employees are ones you “are not afraid to

joining assemblies and the “smell of welding.” But it was

send out to meet with a customer.”
It is part of what Ryan terms “gratigy,” or gratitude/

the culture of the company led by the boss that “kept me
there” for seven years, Ryan recalled.

strategy.

At a Premier Automotive Supply Co. picnic, new

Employers should be looking for the one thing that

employee Ryan approached CEO Mort Mandel. He took

really resonates with an employee rather than the “flavor

interest in meeting her and in doing so created a fan.

of the week,” Ryan told the STAFDA webinar.
Ryan recommends a seven-point program for

Traditionally it could be layers of management asking “if
it is ‘okay’ if Lisa says ‘hello’ to Mr. Mandel,” she said.

employee relations:

Such personal contact can be lost in remote jobs.

¤ Acknowledge excellence. While high performers

Particularly with working remotely during the pandemic

have a six-to-one ratio of positive/negative feedback

the personal connection of “hallway conversations” are

ratio, average workers come from three-to-one ratios.

missed, Ryan found. To retain “human connections” with

Conversely, low performers exhibit three negatives for

remote employees, Ryan suggested “keep the camera

every positive.
¤ Be accessible. Employees want access to

on” during remote meetings.
Often an employee departing is “not about the money.
They are leaving you, they are leaving your culture,” Ryan

company leadership – particularly younger ones, Ryan
said.
¤ Express empathy. Your other employees will see

said.
A positive company culture means the chance of

and realize “they will have my back” in time of need.
“Remember, the camera’s on,” Ryan said. “Even

employees leaving “goes down substantially.”
Ryan said she has known employees who have taken
wage decreases – even 20% less money – for a better

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

your body language shows to employees,’ she pointed
out.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 124
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

IF YOU TRUST THE WAREHOUSE
The Spring issue of Link Magazine discussed

packers are usually the best candidates for repurposing.

using statistical sampling as a way to build trust in

They already know how to “build a box” for the best

your warehouse staff and processes. It also presented

packing job to protect the contents. In addition, they

a rationale for building trust with everyone involved

should be able to achieve greater success in choosing

in your business (staff, vendors, and customers) and

what size box to fill. The initial pick/packers then train

achieving a “comfort level” with standards for accuracy,

the others and act as the lead “go to” resource. This

productivity and communication. This article addresses

adds an element of learning and teaching with the first

the more practical and pragmatic aspics of successfully

initiators taking ownership of the program.

implementing a program that everyone embraces.

Greater Trust Leads To New Procedures

With statistical Sampling in place, new hires should
become pickers where their output can easily be
inspected. This initially means a 100% inspection

Start with some simple changes. Every picker and

of every order prior to the carton being sealed and

packer needs to have their own tools with them as

later examined using the same 4% random sampling

they travel thru the warehouse. Maintaining small items

inspection as all the sealed orders. It is never enough to

such as knives, markers and pens in a tool pouch

check and correct. Data that is collected and recorded

around their waist, with a tote for supplies and tape

should be regularly examined; especially during and

is easy to implement. Adding a battery powered weigh-

immediately before a 30 day probationary period expires.

counting scale to their carts, (not a fixed stationary

Elimination of marginal performers during the first 30

location) greatly improves productivity in an immediately

days saves a lot of future aggravation.

noticeable change.

Given that 90% to 95% of a pick/packer’s time is

This sets the stage for implementing “pick/pack

spent in traveling or walking the real pay back comes

where materials for each customer order are removed

from “batch picking” larger or multiple orders. The

from the shelves and placed directly in the right box with

ideal “batch” is any size grouping of single line orders.

every individual picker/packer directly responsible for

Accumulating these “one-liners” for periodic picking

continually checking their own activities. .

timed to meet the shipping schedule requires a leap of

It is simple, but sophisticated, technique that

faith and knowledge of achievable output. Pulling 20 to

eliminates checking, order packing and a host of minor

100 orders at a time means putting them in warehouse

functions that are unnecessary if the personnel can be

sequence manually by shuffling the paperwork or,

trusted do their jobs with a very high level of accuracy.

preferably, using a WMS program to sequence the pick

When initially implementing a “Pick/Pack” program

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

path.
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SEMS AND SPECIALS INC

6483 Falcon Road, Rockford, IL 61109
TEL 1-800-888-7367 FAX 815-874-0100 EMAIL sales@semsandspecials.com

WEB www.semsandspecials.com

NEW PERSPECTIVES, SAME GREAT CUSTOMER SERVICE
Sems and Specials, Inc, Rockford based cold
header servicing the distribution market, has several
announcements to share.
Bruce Hayes, who founded Sems and Specials 33
years ago, has taken on the CEO position. Sebastian
Janas is now President, handling the day-to-day
operations
Kelly Charles has been promoted to Vice President of
Sales, and is very excited about the changes in the sales
department. “We have made some key additions over
the past year, enhancing our already-excellent customer
service”, Kelly shared. Adding to the already solid team of
Becky Russo-Botti, Ed Esparza, Mike Kanaval and Darrell
Snedigar, we have 4 new account managers.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

The 4 new additions each bring an invigorated energy
and new perspective to the Sems team. Tim Kubkowski
is new to the industry, but is a 3rd generation fastener
professional. Erica Strandquist (second generation) has
a background in both manufacturing and distribution.
Nate Roell has rejoined the team, after spending 6 years
at a distributor. Finally, Trish Donalson came on board in
May, after many years in customer service at an outside
processor.
With these additions, Sems and Specials has the
capacity and dedicated staff to help our distributor
customers grow. Growth breeds excitement, and we are
truly excited to be part of your supply chain!
Please reach out for a quote today!
SEMS AND SPECIALS
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TEL 323-817-2226 EMAIL london.penland@fastenershows.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

NORTH AMERICA’S MOST EXTENSIVE FASTENER
TRADE SHOW IS STILL GOING STRONG
More than four decades after the start of the
International Fastener Expo (IFE), North America’s most
extensive business-to-business tradeshow for all types
of fasteners, machinery & tooling and other industrial
products is going strong. While many attendees have
experienced supply chain challenges over the past year,
they will once again have the chance to connect with more
than 400 domestic exhibitors and 100-plus international
exhibitors when the show convenes Oct. 17-19, 2022 at
the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas.
For IFE exhibitors who are looking to gain more
attention, IFE has three hotel reservation sponsorship

Emails are all available with more information at www.

opportunities to increase brand awareness before the

fastenershows.com/digital-opportunities.

show. “Your company will be seen by every attendee

Another one can be Water Station Sponsorships

who uses our hotel website,” explains Morgan Wilson,

where company names are prominently displayed on

show director. “Premium Sponsorship Packages, Landing

a water station on the show floor. It’s a highly visible

Page Promo Cubes, and Reservation Acknowledgement

option.”
For exhibitors, IFE amounts to a valuable use of time
and resources. “88% of the attendees are based in the
U.S of which more than 61% are distributors of fasteners
and/or distributors of other related products,” Wilson
says. “It is no wonder that 80% of our exhibitors say that
the show is a ‘must exhibit’ event. There is still time to
ensure space at the next show.”
Many familiar companies are returning to the IFE expo
floor, with several new faces looking to test the waters.
For attendees it makes for a remarkably diverse set of
products and cutting edge technology.

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

PAY TRANSPARENCY BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR
The Biden Administration is beating the drums for the
concept of “Pay Transparency” as a supposed remedy for

bringing this to reality will create a lot more problems than
it will solve.

pay discrimination in the workplace. The idea is that, by

The big secret as to why some of these “trends”

making the pay levels of everyone publicly available, it will

in personnel practices exist is that they are pushed by

automatically do away with inequities in compensation

academics, employee advocates, and people who are

levels (which inequities are assumed to be an inherent

staff employees or government workers who are not

evil). This should then lead to happier workers and more

themselves bosses who are responsible for the bottom

productive employees. Sure! (?)

line. Employers are seeking stable workforces free from

What does “pay transparency” mean? It involves

internal strife. Parties who push these policies do so

laws that compel prospective salary information to be

because they themselves benefit from the implementation

disclosed to job candidates. It encompasses company

of such “transparency”, and their advocacy creates a

policy that freely states to existing employees what is

“bandwagon effect.” It follows on other widely discussed

being paid to people at all levels of the organization. It is

ideas where companies loudly proclaim their support of

very easy to find articles written and speeches given by

issues by which they can “virtue signal”, but they know

“experts”, politicians, and social commentators who tout

it is not really in their own business’ interest. Look at

the virtues of pay transparency and how it will make things

all the articles written lately on how productive remote

so much better for companies.

work is (after the pandemic). Wonderful for employees,

Here is a telling bit of information. A 2020 study

sure, but how about service for the customers of these

by WorldatWork showed that 67 per cent of surveyed

businesses? These “experts” will tote out “evidence”

organizations view pay transparency as increasingly

that company productivity will be improved, but it is

important. BUT-----the report, conducted with support

largely evidence backed by wishful thinking and anecdotal

by Mercer, showed that only 14 per cent of these

observations. What about “diversity” and “anti-racism”

organizations are giving pay transparency more than a

programs initiated at companies? Sometimes these

“moderate” level of attention. It seems like business

programs might just result in dividing their workforce by

leaders are buying in to the public arguments being

insisting on people’s acceptance of guilt. What about

advanced extolling transparency (or they give the politically

the constant push for four day workweeks or 35 hour

correct answer that they agree with its proponents) but

workweeks at the same pay? What do those plans do for

studiously avoid any action. It’s like they know that

customer service?
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Birmingham Fastener
and Supply Inc. is excited
to announce the acquisition
of Champion Sales and
Manufacturing, Inc., a leading
rubber gasket company based
in Magnolia, TX. With over 100
years of combined experience
in the rubber gasket industry,
the acquisition strengthens
Birmingham
Fastener’s
waterworks product offering,
manufacturing diversity and
world-class staff.
Champion manufactures
mechanical joint, push-on, and
other gaskets for the waterworks
industry. With this acquisition,
Birmingham Fastener and its
sister companies can expand
product and service offerings to
their customers.
“Jerry Franey has always
been someone I have looked
up to in the waterworks
industry,” says Birmingham
Fastener CEO Brad Tinney,
“I am deeply humbled that
his family chose Birmingham
Fastener to continue the legacy
he started in 1983. We both
share a deep belief in domestic
manufacturing.”
“Champion Manufacturing is
well known for their experience
in creating the highest quality,
custom made gaskets,” says
Tinney, “Champion’s technology
and expertise will allow us to
better support our customers
as they seek custom gaskets
made from specialty rubbers
and elastomers that are
manufactured to the tightest
tolerances.”
For further information
contact Birmingham Fastener
Inc. by Tel: 1-800- 695-3511 or
online at www.bhamfast.com.
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

STRUCTURAL BLIND RIVETS
structural rivet is set. Above this groove there is a skirt
that the setting nosepiece pushes this skirt into the rivet
body to lock the mandrel heard in the rivet body and also
seal the rivet body at the flange end of the rivet body.
		The structural blind rivet is also a flush break pull
mandrel blind rivet. This means, no matter what range
of the work thickness is, the mandrel will break flush at
the flange of the structural rivet body. Even though the
		Structural blind rivets have high tensile and shear

structural blind rivet is a multi-grip blind rivet the mandrel

values after setting. They also have a large grip range

will always break flush at the flange of the set rivet body.

capabilities. The 3/16 diameter structural blind rivet has
a grip range from .062 to .437 and a set tensile value
of 450 lbs. to 1000 lbs. and a set shear value of 550

BREAK
POINT

GROOVES

SEAL
RING

lbs. to 1300 lbs. the 1/4 diameter structural blind rivet
has a grip range of .080 to .625 and a set tensile value
of 830 lbs. 1850 lbs. and a set shear value of 1270
lbs. to 2400 lbs. Structural blind rivets also locks the
mandrel material that is in the shear plain of the set

GROOVES

rivet. The structural blind rivet in used in applications
where high locking strength is required to secure the
riveted components.
		The structural blind rivet has the ability to self plug
the hole of the blind rivet application and the center
hole of the structural rivet body. The mandrel head has

		
Structural blind rivet mandrel have a high tensile

a sealing ring at the very end of the mandrel head. This

strength values. This mandrel tensile is as high 2800

sealing ring, when set, seals the center hole of the rivet

lbs. When setting structural blind rivets the power setting

body. The tensile break point of the mandrel, is a radial

tool has to pull the mandrel with a pulling force grater

groove that is deep enough in the mandrel shank that

than2800 lbs. to have the mandrel break at it’s pre-

the mandrel will break at this radial groove when the

determined break point to set the structural blind rivet.
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UC COMPONENTS, INC.

18700 Adams Court, Morgan Hill, CA 95037
TEL 408-782-1929 EMAIL sales@uccomponents.com

WEB www.uccomponents.com

UC COMPONENTS LAUNCHES A NEW, FULL-FEATURE WEBSITE
UC Components, Inc. is pleased to announce the
launch of our new company website. The updates
didn’t simply improve the look and feel of the site. We
added a full-featured, more intuitive, product browsing &
buying experience for the customer, enhanced technical
specifications, interactive & downloadable CAD drawings,
2D sales prints, 3D models, increased resources,
improved navigation, live chat capabilities, more
detailed information on the company itself, industries
served, product offerings, RediVac® & other processes,
certifications, a brand-new company blog, and more.
UC Components, Inc. is a pioneer and innovator
in vented screw manufacturing and has been the world
leader in high vacuum hardware since 1974. Today,
UC is one of the leading manufacturers of fastener
and seal products for clean-critical environments of the
21st century, with a focus on plated, coated, polished,
cleaned, and vented fasteners for High and Ultra High
Vacuum equipment.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

The UC Components, Inc. family of RediVac®
products includes both inch and metric sizes of center
and slot-vented screws, washers, and nuts. Our vented
fasteners promote faster, more efficient pump-down
of vacuum systems by providing a path through which
trapped volumes of air can be evacuated from the vacuum
chamber. We also offer non-vented fasteners for throughholes in HV and UHV systems and other applications.
Our RediVac® family also includes cleaned and
vacuum-baked O-rings which are manufactured from top
quality fluoroelastomer materials and available in a wide
range of inch & metric sizes.
RediVac® means ready for vacuum service, now.
Our proprietary RediVac® system ensures that every
fastener and seal you order arrives ready to install
immediately. The process reduces surface particulates
and other contamination by utilizing a multi-stage cleaning,
inspecting, and packaging process all done inside of a
top-of-the-line certified ISO Class 5 Cleanroom.
UC COMPONENTS, INC.
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

STAFDA SAILS INTO SAN DIEGO FOR ITS 46th
ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
The Specialty Tools & Fasteners Distributors

consultant, Bob DeStefano, will head

Association (STAFDA) has set its sights on downtown San

up a session on web strategies for

Diego for its upcoming Convention & Trade Show, October

today’s post-COVID world, with noted

30 – November 1. This is the first time STAFDA has met

economist, Alan Beaulieu, rounding

in San Diego and it took 17 years to book. Fall is the

out

most popular time in the city and they have many repeat

education with

clients, but STAFDA finally lucked out! Most events will

his forecast for 2023 and beyond on

take place at the San Diego Convention Center and the

Tuesday, November 1.

host hotels are the Marriott Marquis San Diego Marina,
Omni San Diego, and the Horton Grand.

STAFDA

STAFDA

continues

its

commitment to the next generation of industry leaders

The three day meeting begins on Sunday, October

by inviting college students with an industrial distribution

30 with four educational sessions in the morning, one

or supply chain major to the Convention. On Sunday

in the afternoon, along with Speed Interviewing college

afternoon, they – along with STAFDA members under

students. The morning presenters are business leaders:

35 – participate in a NextGen Luncheon where a STAFDA

David Burkus will address how to

member panel discusses industry issues, business

build and maintain high performance

partnerships, and more. Students then roll into a Speed

teams whether remote, in the office,

Interviewing Session.

or a hybrid;

STAFDA offers a golden opportunity for attendees to

Steve Yastrow

interview a potential hire or intern.

In today’s tight labor market,

focuses on outside sales and how

STAFDA’s known for

to influence through improvision;

its memorable opening

Ken Rutkowski,

parties and this year is no

a business futurist, will tackle

exception! The “Boo at the

“What’s your Pandemic Pivot?” and

Zoo” party will be held in

Dr. Kevin Elko,

the world famous San Diego Zoo, Sunday night, October

the #1 sports

30. STAFDA did a buyout of the Zoo and for three hours,

psychology performance consultant

attendees can get up close and personal with animals

in the country, will share the “bold

from around the globe!

gold standard” of success and

members are encouraged to come in costume! There will

leadership.

be a costume contest and prizes. Plus, there will be food

On Sunday afternoon, STAFDA’s online marketing

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

And because its Halloween,

stations throughout the night and entertainment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy. For more information
contact by email nelson@intuilize.com or visit www.intuilize.com

MITIGATING INFLATION’S IMPACT IN YOUR
DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS
The US produces and consumes more than ever
before, but inflation has been sleeping for a long time.

margins- opportunities for profit protection exist across
all aspects of distribution.

In 2021 alone the Producer Price Index rose by four
times as much compared to previous decade’s levels

Streamline Your Products Portfolio

. In both cases - cost-pull or demand driven-- there

It’s all about cutting out the unproductive SKUs

are two forms: one where higher inputs cause rises in

from your product portfolio so you can focus on those

product prices; another happening when people keep

that are paying off. Streamlining your process and

demanding things without enough supply available on

reducing input volumes can help you place larger

markets, so they start price gouging.

orders with suppliers but also focusing capital efforts

Cost-pull inflation is currently evident across global

towards developing only those items that offer superior

supply chains, with the rising cost of everything from

returns is an efficient way create growth opportunities

raw materials (e.g., metals +26%, wheat 50%) to

within one’s business while also ensuring they are

energy (+110%), transportation (transpacific container

staying ahead of trends where others may become

300% air freight 20%). And it’s not just companies

complacent.

that are feeling this pressure; even “unskilled” labor in

With a product catalog as large and diverse as

many markets has become competitive and disruptive

fastener distribution (anything between 10,000 to

because so many other players want their piece too!

150,000 SKUS) it’s easy to see how managing each

There is a high possibility that inflation will

SKU can take up valuable time. In order to not lose

continue to erode the value of currencies, and this

your focus on what really matters - selling products-

trend could even accelerate. Even if overall costs level

you need an effective way of organizing them so that

off for now there will still be unpredictable price spikes

everything has its place without getting out of control!

in certain essential items such as food because supply
can suddenly get interrupted by unplanned events.

Which Products Generate The Most GM$

Inflation is not a magical thing that can be made to

50% of the GM$ is coming from less than 15%

disappear with the wave of one hand. However, there

products. A recent study analyzed millions transaction

are steps you could take in order protect your company

data for distributors and found that 50 percent comes

from this economic decline and its effects on operating

from just a few select products.
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc. Roman
graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree with a minor in
Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with an emphasis in Accounting
and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University. Roman is a licensed CPA as well as
being a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for his expertise
in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers and acquisitions,
contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning. Visit online at www.taxplanning.com.

CHANGES FOR SMALL BUSINESSES THAT USE
DIGITAL PAYMENT SERVICES IN 2022
Due to a change promulgated by the American
Rescue Plan of 2021, small businesses that are utilizing
digital payment services such as PayPal, Venmo, Cash
App, etc. will notice a change. Any third-party settlement
provider accepting credit cards on behalf of the business
and putting money into the business’ bank account will
have to be reported to the IRS.
If payments received from digital payment services
were for goods and services that were sold to customers,
it was previously up to you to make sure you were
reporting that income on your tax return. But now,
beginning in 2022, if you receive more than $600 in
total in the year – regardless of how many customers
are paying – your payment service is required to report
that amount to the IRS. In full disclosure, those amounts
should have already been reported as income anyway.
But in reality, most small business owners just
forget. Never fear, because now the digital payment
service companies have the burden to submit the
required information to the IRS (and they’ll send you a
1099-K) for your tax return. The new tax rule is separate
from a proposed IRS reporting requirement that originally
would have handed over transaction data on accounts
with more than $600 aggregate inflow and outflow.
That proposal, originally part of President Biden’s
Build Back Better plan, was raised to a $10,000
threshold after much pushback and has not yet been
acted on by Congress. Whether you are selling products
or services on Amazon, Etsy, eBay, even technically at
craft shows and face-to-face, you can now expect to
receive a 1099-K form sometime around January 31,
2023, from the payment services that you’re using of the
revenue they reported on your behalf to the IRS for the
purchases of goods and services made in 2022.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

Keen readers will notice that the new laws only
affect goods and services. How do the services keep
track of payments from friends or family members? Great
question and most digital payment services had these in
place before January 1, 2022. A lot of digital payment
services now provide you with options regarding your
payment details. It often boils down to two questions:
1) Is this a payment between family members/friends?
or 2) Is this a payment for goods and/or services? If
the person sending the payment’s answer to the first
question is “Yes”, then nothing further needs to be
done.
However, if the payment is for goods and/or
services, the response will be noted to the digital
payment service company and the receiving entity will
receive the appropriate tax forms. Some services are
taking an even larger step towards compiling information
related to their customers. Via its official blog, PayPal
recently announced that “You may notice that in the
coming months we will ask you for your tax information,
like a social security number or tax ID, if you haven’t
provided it to us already, to continue using your account
to accept payments for the sale of goods and services
transactions and to ensure there aren’t any issues when
these changes take effect in 2022.
This helps us meet our obligations to the IRS and
ensures that you will be able to continue using your
account and access PayPal and Venmo features and
services”. This is just a very small example of how the
tax laws are set to change for 2022 and beyond. There
are numerous other important laws that businesses
should be aware of such as the usual updates to
individual income tax rates and other aspects of the
United States tax code to utilize!
ROMAN BASI
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Würth Revcar Fasteners, a Würth Industry
North America company, is pleased to announce
that it has fully leased the building at 1 Avery Row
in Roanoke, Virginia. The distribution warehouse
building, consisting of 387,558 square feet, had
been occupied by the Home Shopping Network for
the past 30 years. The building will be the single
largest Würth facility in North America and serve
as the new headquarters and primary distribution
center for Würth Revcar – Industrial Division. The
renovated space is expected to open in the third
quarter of 2022.
Revcar Fasteners was founded in Roanoke in
1969 and has been headquartered in the Roanoke
Valley since. The Würth Group, the world’s largest
industrial distributor and leader of innovative
supply chain solutions, acquired the company in
1996 as part of the Würth Industry North America
network of companies. The company is a full-line/
full-service assembly component supplier and
an approved Level One Fastener Distributor to
many US Navy and military accounts worldwide.
Würth Revcar’s deep ties to the region guided the
company as they conducted a thorough location
search. Their initial investment is expected to
be in excess of $5 million in office renovations,
sustainable energy solutions, and warehouse
infrastructure, with subsequent investments in
warehouse automation and equipment to exceed
the first phase of investment.
“We are thrilled to relocate Würth Revcar
to a new, larger headquarters in Roanoke,”
shared Dan Hill, chief executive officer of Würth
Industry North America, “This move represents
another significant milestone for our fast-growing
organization. The new facility supports our
customer-centric distribution strategy in North
America while accommodating our growing team.
As a family-owned company with a 75-year history,
we are honored to play a role in the growth of the
Roanoke area through our new building.”
“We are excited about the opportunity for a
world-class headquarters that will allow us to
attract, retain, and develop top talent in the
same location as a highly efficient, large-scale
distribution facility,” said Chapman Revercomb,
managing director of Würth Revcar Fasteners.
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“We expect to add 50 office and warehousing
positions as we ramp up operations in the new
facility,” he added.
The parties to the transaction express their
appreciation to the Roanoke Regional Partnership
and Roanoke County Economic Development for
their role in this transaction and fostering a business
environment that attracts new development and
retention of Roanoke-based businesses.
Würth Industry North America (WINA) is a $1+
billion division of the Würth Group, the world’s largest
industrial distributor. Within the Würth Group, founded
in 1945, WINA is a privately held, family-owned business
that believes satisfying customers is not enough.
With more than 420,000 parts in their international
supply chain, WINA provides each customer with
extensive global reach and local knowledge from deep
investment in its network of distribution centers across
the United States, Canada, Mexico, and Brazil.
		
For more information on Würth Industry of North
America and the Würth Group, please visit the website
www.wurthindustry.com.
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA ANNOUNCES NEW VENUE FOR
2022 FSTNR WEEK By Nancy Rich
Fastener Show, Training, Networking,
Recreation All In One Week
MWFA will hold FSTNR Week August 22nd -August
26th. This event has proven to be a significant week
of opportunities bringing the fastener industry together.
This year’s show and golf will be at Oak Brook Hills
Resort in Oak Brook, IL. This venue offers attendees the
opportunity to stay on site for both events saving on travel
time and allowing for more networking! This upscale
conference hotel is 15 miles from O’Hare International
Airport. The resort has several areas for dining, indoor and
outdoor pools, a gym, spa, game room and sports courts
for guests to enjoy. The resort is also near the Morton
Arboretum, Brookfield Zoo, and upscale shopping at Oak
Brook Mall.
The week will kick off with an added feature of FSTNR
Week ‘22 on Sunday (August 21st) with a charitable
event.

The MWFA is proud to partner with Sleep in

Heavenly Peace. SHP works with groups/communities
to build beds for kids who don’t have their own. They

believe that a bed is a basic need for the proper physical,
emotional, and mental support that a child needs. Sleep
in Heavenly Peace is 100% volunteer-driven and donationdriven. MWFA is inviting the fastener industry to donate to
cover the cost of building beds and come help us build the
beds on August 21st. Industry personnel, families, and
friends, come out and enjoy the socialization while helping
children in need. No special skills needed to assist, as
there’s something for everyone!
A Safeguards for Buying Import or Domestic
Manufactured Fasteners Seminar, guiding fastener
personnel with a checklist of potential pitfalls and a list
of questions to identify and ask prior to ordering special
parts will be held on August 23rd from 9:30-12:00 prior
to the opening of the show. This seminar focuses on
avoiding costly mistakes in product error. The class will
be taught by Richard Pease, who before owning his own
company R.K. Precision Products, worked for domestic
cold header manufacturers, and various Industrial
Fastener Distributors. Richard has over 35 years of
product experience, purchasing, and sales in the fastener
industry. He has been instrumental in coordinating MWFA
education programs for many years.
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STEEL KING INDUSTRIES INC.
2700 Chamber Street, Stevens Point, WI 54481
TEL 1-800-826-0203 EMAIL info@steelking.com

WEB

www.steelking.com

WAREHOUSE SAFETY: PROTECTING PEOPLE,
EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY
A range of essential industrial safety products can
safeguard distribution centers from collision caused
injuries, rack damage, and reduced productivity
Warehouse and distribution center efficiency and
productivity has risen tremendously in recent decades.
However, the gains can be jeopardized by safety
breakdowns that lead to personal injury, equipment
and product damage. In facilities of any size, this
includes costly vehicle impact to pallet racking, which can
undermine necessary storage and product throughput.
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, each
year in the United States, nearly 100 workers are killed
and another 20,000 are seriously injured in forklift-related
incidents.
Efficiencies have been gained from better floor plans
that allow for quicker throughput, from innovative racking
solutions, and from robotics and other automation. At
the same time, distribution facility employees are more
productive than ever. Nevertheless, without the proper
industrial safety products and approaches, collisions
involving personnel with forklifts, tow tractors, and other
vehicles can be serious, potentially leading to grievous
injury, loss of life, and litigation. Vehicle impact with
facility equipment, structures, and controls can also have
severe consequences.
Racking, work platforms like mezzanines, and
modular offices inside distribution warehouses also
need to be protected with barriers to forklift traffic, such

A WELL-DESIGNED AND PROPERLY INSTALLED ARRAY OF SAFETY
PRODUCTS, INCLUDING GUARDRAIL, GATES, AND ACCESSORIES,
CAN GREATLY REDUCE INCIDENTS AND PROTECT THE FACILITY’S
PEOPLE, EQUIPMENT, AND PRODUCTIVITY

as guardrails, according to Jim Augustyniak, a regional

loaded with inventory could potentially collapse without

sales manager at Steel King Industries, a designer and

warning if not immediately unloaded, inspected, and

manufacturer of warehouse storage racks, pallet racks

repaired. A forklift could also go right through the wall of

and material handling/safety products since 1970.

an inplant modular office inside a distribution warehouse,”

“Badly damaged racking [from a vehicle collision]

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

says Augustyniak.
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GROWERMETAL SpA
Via Nazionale 3, 23885 Calco (Lc), Italy TEL +1-440-773-4948
EMAIL info@growermetal-usa.com WEB www.growermetal.com

RE-THINKING SAFETY THROUGH ADVANCED
WASHERS AND IN-HOUSE PRODUCTION
Located in the north
of Italy, between Bergamo
and Milan, Growermetal
is a leading manufacturer
of safety washers, railway
washers, and special
blanked parts.
Since its establishment in
1950, the company has distinguished
itself by a heritage of know-how and experience in
the creation of innovative solutions. And today, with more
than 70 years of history, its projects keep evolving thanks
to the next generation of the Cattaneo family, which has
run the company since its origin and has extended its
service also to the American markets, with the foundation
of Growermetal USA LLC.
Covering a broad variety of sectors from automotive
to aerospace, the complete range of the Italian company
includes over 4,500 standard washers according to
DIN, ASME, NFE and other international standards, and
a production of more than 2,500 customized parts,
designed according to customer’s drawings. A multifaceted
spectrum of products that is available to the customers in
the USA, Canada, Mexico and South America.
This has led to great flexibility in providing highquality products in shorter times and with guaranteed
performances all over the world. A result that comes from
the combination of internal strategies and processes that
are ISO 9001, ISO 14001, IATF 16949 and EN 9100
certified.
The first and most remarkable key to this excellent
service lies in the creation of an in-house structure,
where all the departments are connected to one another,
guaranteeing a continuous production flow.
Every step is monitored through technologies able
to anticipate and solve potential problems, enhancing an

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

effective management from the tooling to the final quality
check. However, the greatest strength of Growermetal is
linked to its talented team that assists the company and
boosts its innovation.
In synergy with the treatments offered, the innovation
of the R&D laboratories, a fully automated warehouse
and careful quality control, the staff adds value to every
service offered. Therefore, the constant training of the
team is essential in building the business authority.
Such a model responds to the main goals of
Growermetal, aimed at supplying international customers
with excellent products, supporting them and adapting
different solutions to their needs.
As the fastener sector has modernized, Growermetal
has kept in step with the times, expanding its business
also to the American markets.
With the settlement of its USA and Brazilian sales
branches, the quality of the company’s products has been
made available to the international area.
From their headquarters in Cleveland (Ohio) and
Curitiba (Brazil), Growermetal USA LLC and Growermetal
Do Mercosul connect the European washer manufacturer
with the American distributors. A network that has
allowed Growermetal to become a global benchmark
in the production and supply of spring and security
washers.

GROWERMETAL
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FASTCO, INC.
2650 Bay St, Tacoma, WA 98421 TEL 253-383-1767
EMAIL info@www.fastcoinc.com WEB www.fastcoinc.com

QUALITY BOLTS, NUTS & SCREWS SINCE 1963
by Dennis Cowhey, President, Computer Insights

Decades of Problem Solving
Fastco Inc was founded in Tacoma,

FASTCO FOUNDERS EDDIE
NABBEFELD (BELOW) AND
DON JOYNER (RIGHT).

Washington, in April of 1963 by Eddie Nabbefeld
and Don Joyner. Both Eddie and Don worked for
a large steel fabricator in town and realized there
was no fastener distributor around that could
handle their needs, so they decided to start
Fastco and solve the problem themselves. At one
time, Fastco had distribution of both Bethlehem
Steel and RB & W products which back then was

than 40 years at Fastco.

almost unheard of; Nabbefeld and Joyner put

Jim Dunn, a long-time

a great deal of emphasis on integrity and relationship

Fastco Employee, started at Fastco fresh out of the Air

building and managed to pull it off.

Force in 1968 and is still working there 54 years later.

Consistent Loyalty & Success

Industry Focus & Technology

Fast-forward nearly 60 years, Don Joyner retired and

Since Fastco’s roots came from the steel fabrication

since passed away. Sadly Eddie Nabbefeld passed away

industry, they have always put an emphasis on structural

on May 20th this year, but came to work right up to the

bolts. Fastco stocks a full line of plain and galvanized

end of April. Lonny Murrey, Eddie’s business partner,

import and domestic structural bolts. They can also

still works there today. Lonny began his fastener career
at Fastco in 1980 and never looked back.
Fastco goes above and beyond for its customers
and works very hard to take care of its employees.
There are three employees whose careers lasted more

thread and bend steel to make anchor bolts, clevis rod
assemblies, and other construction products. Over the
years, Fastco expanded to become a full-line distributor,
which includes general bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
Sherex rivet nuts, Bolt Hold Asphalt anchors, and many
Simpson Strong-tie anchors and construction screws.
Today Fastco uses The Business Edge software
TM

by Computer Insights, Inc. to run its business. When
founder Denny Cowhey promised Fastco “could do more
work with less people,” he was spot-on. Fastco relies
heavily on The Business Edge for inventory, accounting,
TM

and documentConnection to track and store the vital
information its customers need and expect.
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FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
1545 N. Columbus Avenue Glendale, CA 91202
TEL 562-473-5373 EMAIL info@FastenerTraining.org

®

WEB

www.FastenerTraining.org

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE PRESENTS
FALL 2022 TRAINING SCHEDULE
Whether you’re looking to freshen up your

Early bird pricing is available for Fastener Training

fundamentals or delve deep into the world of fasteners,

Week Chicago through Aug. 1 and Los Angeles through

the Fastener Training Institute (FTI) has you covered with

Oct. 31. Pac-West, NFDA, IFI, MWFA, NCFA, SFA and

a variety of in-person and virtual educational programs.

AIM Prime members receive a $500. In addition, IFI

Information and registration information for all training

members can inquire about grant opportunities by

opportunities is available at fastenertraining.org

emailing Jennifer Bennett at jbennett@indfast.org.

Fastener Training Week Classes
FTI’s popular Fastener Training Week is offered in
Chicago August 22-26 and in Los Angeles November
14-18.
Rather than seven separate one-day courses spread
out over several months, Fastener Training Week offers

What Our Students Say About Fastener
Training Week...
“As a newcomer to the fastener industry, Fastener
Training Week was an incredible experience that gave
me a much greater appreciation of the industry and the
engineering behind such seemingly simple items.”

five intensive days of education covering manufacturing

“From the detailed educational and informative

processes, consensus standards and quality control,

marketing content to the personable instruction and

as well as plant tours. The week features a refreshed

professional coordination, this training deepened my

curriculum with learning labs, hands-on interactive class

technical knowledge of fastener products that will enable

exercises and quizzes to reinforce learning. Courses

me to serve my company and its sales representatives

are taught by industry experts including Salim Brahimi,

better.”

Industrial Fasteners Institute; Laurence Claus, NNi
Training and Consulting; and John Medcalf, Agrati.
Attendees are encouraged to have at least two years

“I really appreciate the opportunity provided by the
Fastener Training Institute to gain more industry knowledge
and experience – thank you!”

of experience in fastener sales, purchasing, manufacturing
or quality assurance or have completed FTI’s Product

Class At The International Fastener Expo

Training Program. Fastener Training Week enrollment is

FTI will offer a full-day in-person class sponsored

open to fastener distributors, manufacturers, end-users

by Star Stainless Screw Company, “How Fasteners Are

and original equipment manufacturers. After completing

Made and What Drives the Cost of a Fastener,” October

this industry training in a small group environment and

17 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Mandalay Bay in

passing a final exam, attendees are eligible for the

Las Vegas at the International Fastener Expo. Early bird

Certified Fastener Specialist™ (CFS) designation.

pricing is available through Oct. 3
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Goebel
Fasteners,
Inc. announces a new and
exciting partnership AM
Supply, Co. as an official
authorized distributor for all
products & tooling.
The two companies
entered into an agreement
that sees AM Supply become
an authorized distributor
for Goebel Fasteners, Inc.
product lines which consist
of metric & American
standard: Blind Rivets,
Threaded Inserts, new
G-Grip™ Stainless Lockbolt
System,
Self-Tapping/
Drilling Screws, Sealing
Washers, Drill Bits, Nut
Drivers, Over-Center Toggle
Latches, Hand & Power
Tools, PPE Equipment,
and many more innovative
specialty products.
“Goebel Fasteners, Inc.
is pleased to partner with
AM Supply, Co. to distribute
our blind fastening product
lines, over-center latches,
new G-Grip™ Stainless
Lockbolt System, and other
product lines throughout the
United States. AM Supply
is Oklahoma’s number one
supplier of fasteners &
tooling for the construction
and manufacturing industries.
With their deep roots in the
local community, they align
with our core values and
provide excellent customer
service to their customer
base. AM Supply is a
great fit for our company’s
vision and we are looking
forward to working together
for years to come,” said

TJ McFarland National Sales
Manager of Goebel Fasteners, Inc.
Robert
Manning,
Sales/
Purchasing of AM Supply, Co.
was equally pleased stating. “AM
Supply, Co. provides service even
after the sale! Our knowledge
and supply make for an efficient
and pleasant experience for you,
but it’s our people that make the
difference. Our number one goal at
AM Supply is to provide outstanding
customer service with great
selection. We are locally owned
and operated since 1960 and we
believe in the hard work ethic and
output of Oklahomans. Partnering
with Goebel and distributing their
innovative fastener solutions will
help us provide our customers new
products that will help streamline
their manufacturing processes. We

67

believe that as a family owned
and operated business we have an
opportunity to invest in our people
and our customers for the long
term.”
The Goebel Group is a family-run
and internationally active business
group of joining and assembly
technology. Considered specialists
in the development of innovative and
high-quality joining elements and
corresponding processing systems,
their friendly and experienced staff,
representatives, and distribution
partners take care that customers
are satisfied and actively support
the entire supply chain as well as
value chain.
Contact Goebel Fasteners, Inc. by
Tel: 713-393-7007, Fax: 713-3937084, email: sales@goebel-fasteners.
com or at www.goebel-fasteners.com.
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ALL AMERICAN SYSTEMS INC.
800 West 5th Avenue, Suite 201D, Naperville, IL 60563
TEL 630-778-6887 EMAIL steve@allamericansystems.com

WEB

www.allamericansystems.com

ALL AMERICAN SYSTEMS - 27 YEARS OF
SUCCESSFUL SELLING by Steve Urhausen (aka Stan Lockhart)
All American Systems is an independent sales
representative group located in Naperville, Illinois a
suburb of Chicago. I joined an existing agency operated
by Paul Burch in 1995 and in 2003, I became sole owner
of the business. With a five-state territory of Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, my desire was
to be a multi-person agency and quickly looked to add
additional salespeople around me. Mike Felty joined
the business that same year and together we began to
add a few more suppliers as distributors turned to us for
products outside of the current range of companies that
we sold for.
Today, All American Systems employs four dedicated
sales professionals and represents some of the best
manufacturers and master distributors in the industry.
We are proud of our longevity with these proven
suppliers and continue to earn their respect by growing
their customer base and increasing sales overall.

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: ANDREW URHAUSEN, LAURA NASH,
STEVE URHAUSEN AND MIKE FELTY

All American Systems prides itself on engineering

acquisitions and natural attrition, so ‘it takes a village…

involvement at the OEM level giving field support to

or, more appropriately, it takes a team” to continue

existing VMI providers while protecting sales channels

to perform at the high level that we hold ourselves

and earning the trust of our distributor partners!

to. Surrounding yourself with capable, trustworthy and

With 45 years in the fastener market in the Midwest,
and having spent six of those years as sales manager

committed salespeople is the key to sustaining a solid
reputation that has taken years to establish.

of two different companies, I learned to appreciate and

I’m proud of my team, Mike Felty, Laura Nash, and

utilize the skill set that a good rep group could provide.

Andrew Urhausen and could not do this job without them.

Knowledge of the markets and end-users in your territory

Our principals like the fact that we have a succession

and being able to make connections with the products

plan in place with our ages relatively staggered and fresh

you sell while utilizing long-term relationships with

legs and ideas available to meet the challenges of this

customers is the secret to successful selling. Some of

ever-changing business environment. I really enjoy what

those reliable contacts are beginning to retire and there

I do and thank all the companies that have allowed me

is constant change in the larger distributors through

to grow my business while we grow theirs!

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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Birmingham Fastener
and Supply Inc. is excited
to announce the promotion
of Rodney Holmes to Vice
President of Sales. Holmes
was previously Sales Manager
of Birmingham Fastener
Manufacturing. In his new role,
he will oversee sales at the
company’s ten plus companies
nationwide.
Holmes is a seasoned
veteran in the industry, with
17 years of fastener sales
experience in a variety of
fields, including waterworks
and structural steel. He has
a proven record of building
lasting business relationships
across industries. His strong
leadership skills and focus
on business development
are key assets that will help
Birmingham Fastener continue
experiencing strong, consistent
growth.
“I am grateful for the
opportunity I have been given
and would not be where I am
without the unwavering support
of my Birmingham Fastener
family,” says Holmes, “It is a true
honor to work side by side with
the best sales and operational
team in the world. These teams
allow us to do whatever it takes
to ensure we deliver outrageous
service to our valued customers
each day.”
For further information
contact Birmingham Fastener
Inc. at 931 Avenue W,
Birmingham, AL 35214. Call TollFree: 1-800- 695-3511, Local:
205-595-3511, Fax: 205-5917107 or visit their website at
www.bhamfast.com.
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YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
CONTACT JAKE GLASER - PAST PRESIDENT TEL 716-510-5632 EMAIL jglaser@sherex.com
WEB www.youngfastenerprofessionals.com SOCIAL www.linkedin.com/company/youngfastenerprofessionals

A PEEK BEHIND THE CURTAIN FOR 2022
WITH THE YFP TEAMS by Jake Glaser, Immediate Past President
New Roles, New Faces
First and foremost, we are so very excited to
congratulate Mallory Cravens Nichols as

Christian

Georgievski

(IFE

Americas),

Brighton, MI! Christian serves as Customer Service
Representative for his Teams at IFE Americas,

our 2022-2023 elected President

providing world class fluid systems

of Young Fastener Professionals

components for multiple industry

Association!

segments! Christian first expressed

Craig Beaty of Beawest Fasteners

desire to join our ranks here at YFP

will serve as Vice President, and

while attending the Pac-West Annual

Jake Glaser of Sherex Fastening

Conference in Long Beach, CA in March

Solutions will remain on the Board

of 2020! Since that time, Christian

as Immediate Past President. We are
eager to continue our work with the YFP Teams and

has been an exceptionally strong industry
participant, attending any and all Regional and

to continue to support our industry association family

National association events spreading the good word

and our members as we proceed through this year!

of IFE’s products and services, and is an exceptional

In addition to our new leadership structure, we here
at YFP are thrilled to welcome the latest and greatest
addition to our YFP Board!! Joining our Board in 2022:

ambassador for his IFE Teams and for us here at YFP!
Zech Williams (Wurth Revcar Fasteners, Inc),
Commerce City, CO! Zech supports as Purchasing

Vik Lall (Formedge Inc), Ontario, Canada! Vik

Manager, supporting large scale customer operations

operates as an Engineering and Project Manager for

and strategic initiatives for the WINA Teams! Zech

the Formedge, Inc. Teams, a cold forming specialist

comes to us here at YFP with an extensive background in

primarily serving the automotive and general industrial

manufacturing and industrial supply, previously working

markets! Vik brings a strong technical background to

at the OEM level for a world class crane manufacturer,

our Board, having started with Formedge right on the

before joining our ranks in the fastener industry, giving

shop floor as an equipment operator, working his way

him a unique understanding of his customer needs and

into the Engineering and eventual Engineering Project

goals for operation in his role with the WINA Teams!

Management division for his Team! Super excited to

Zech’s proficiency in supply chain management and OEM

leverage Vik’s knowledge and skill sets as we work to

support lend him an excellent lens that will be put to

foster the growth and technical development of our YFP

good use as we continue to develop our educational and

Teams!

networking opportunities for our YFP Teams!
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BTM MANUFACTURING

15403 Andrews Rd Kansas City, MO 64147
TEL 1-800-369-2658 EMAIL sales@btm-mfg.com

WEB

www.btm-mfg.com

#FASTENERBEDCHALLENGE – 2nd BUILD COMPLETED
BTM Manufacturing, a leading manufacturer of
bent and threaded products, hosted their second

Insurance Agency and raised $16,000 for new beds.
Nearly 60 volunteers arrived onsite and were greeted

Sleep in Heavenly Peace bed build on

with a cup of BTM’s U-Bolt blend coffee

May 14, 2022. BTM originally accepted

and breakfast from Kansas City’s Eleos

the #FastenerBedChallenge from Parker

Coffee food truck. Eleos is the official

Fasteners in Fall 2021 and continues

coffee roaster of BTM’s U-Bolt blend coffee

to support the mission to end child

and steak rub. The incredible volunteers

bedlessness. Sleep in Heavenly Peace

managed to shatter our previous record by

(www.shpbeds.org) is a national service

completing 70 beds in three hours!

organization partnering with businesses and organizations
to host bed build events for children around the local
community who sadly do not have a bed.
BTM partnered with ISSCO, INC and Twin Lakes

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

BTM is already looking ahead to MWFA’s Fastener
Week bed building event on August 21st in Elgin, IL.
Who’s ready to join us on this mission and build
some beds?

SEE EVENT PHOTOS ON PAGE 000
BTM MANUFACTURING

FASTENER FAIR USA
DETROIT, MI - MAY 18-19, 2022
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MW INDUSTRIES, INC
2400 Farrell Rd, Houston, TX 77073
TEL 1-800-875-3510 EMAIL sales@mwindustries.com

WEB www.mwindustries.com

OPPORTUNITY OPENS DOORS
At MW Industries we believe that a strong workforce is
built from employee longevity.
One notable example of employee longevity is Hai
Tran, who recently celebrated 30 years as a press operator,
skilled technician and department leader here at MW.
Hai’s story is accurately depicted in Elbert Hubbard’s
timeless quote, “Dreams can come true, but there is a
secret. They’re realized through the magic of persistence,
determination, commitment, passion, practice, focus &
hard work. They happen a step at a time, manifested over
years, not weeks.”
As an American-Vietnamese child born in 1970, Hai
grew up with his grandmother, often lacking food and
having little to no opportunities for education. Life took a
positive turn for Hai when he was able to move to America

HAI TRAN (LEFT) AND RICK EVANGELISTA IN 1991 (ABOVE)
AND IN 2022 (BELOW)

in 1991. Peter Mess, founder of MW Industries, hired Hai
as a press operator. Peter recalls, “Even with the obstacle
of English language skills, I could tell Hai possessed an
intense work ethic and 30 years later, he continues to give
MW his best work.”
Not only is Hai a hard-working employee, he is a
dedicated family man. He and his wife have raised three
outstanding children – two have graduated from college and
the youngest is currently a full-time college student.
Rick Evangelista added, “Hai’s work ethic is second to
none! He does his job with purpose, passion and precision.
Hai has overcome many life obstacles, continued to
improve his skills and pours his work experience into his
co-workers helping them achieve their best too.”
In MW’s 45 years of exceptional manufacturing

Prosperity, integrity and trust are the core pillars

service, we proudly boast of the fact that our dedicated

that strengthen our company and allow our employees to

workforce consists of the majority of employees with 15+

achieve their work and personal goals, thus serving as the

years of service.

cornerstone for our 45 years of industry success.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

MW INDUSTRIES INC
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BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL

USA HEADQUARTERS 5855 Obispo Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
TEL 562-808-8000
FAX 562-808-8137
EMAIL sales@brightonbest.com

WEB

www.brightonbest.com

BBI NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
Febraury 10th, 2022 - BBI
would like to congratulate Ms.
Lucie Rushton, in BBI-Australia, for
her promotion to Branch Manager
at Brighton-Best International Melbourne. Lucie brings extensive
experience in customer solutions
along with several years of experience with our company.
If you would like to contact Ms.
Rushton you may reach her at
lrushton@brightonbest.com.au.
Febraury 15th 2022 BBI would like to announce the
promotion of Bruce Wiggins to the
role of warehouse Manager for the

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Houston branch. Bruce is going on his 17th year with
BBI, and has held several positions including Assistant
Manager. We are excited about the future of our Houston
team and thank Bruce for taking on this new responsibility.
Please help us in congratulating Bruce in his new role.
February 17th 2022 Congratulations to Stephanie
Dixon, one of the January BBI Big
Dawg Award Recipients. Stephanie
is the face of the Ironclad Customer
Service team, but when she is
asked to step outside of that box,
she STEPS UP and gets the job done. We are grateful for
all of her hard work and commitment to being a terrific
team player.
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 2022
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS by Nancy Rich
SEFA would like to congratulate their 2022
Scholarship Award winners:
Em Webb Memorial Scholarship - $1,000
Cailean Nolan, Metric & Multistandard
Gilchrist Foundation Scholarship - $1,000
Donated by Robbie & Gina Gilchrist
Issyana Camacho, Kanebridge Corporation
Vice President
Gilchrist Foundation Scholarship - $1,000

Stephanie Wood, Fastener Supply

Donated by Robbie & Gina Gilchrist
Kyndal Shannon, Hercules Bolt

Chairman
Lee Parke, Vulcan Steel Products

Durable Industrial Finishing Company (DIFCO)
Scholarship - $1,000

Directors

Donated by DIFCO

Matt Dyess, Nucor Fastener

Max Blackburn, Hanger Bolt & Stud

Tony Strein, International Fasteners
Tom Sulek, Star Stainless

SEFA Scholarships - $3,000

Carrie Whitworth, Edsco Fasteners

Ashlee Jackson, South Holland Metal Finishing

Terry Windham, Dixie Industrial Finishing Co.

SEFA Scholarships - $2,000

Secretary/Treasurer

Madison Hunt, Brighton Best International

Nancy Rich

Hannah Sowell, Birmingham Fasteners
SEFA Scholarships - $1,500

Executive Director

Jeremy Charles, Sems and Specials

Nancy Rich

Maxwell Forbes, Durable Industrial Finishing

2022/2023 Board of Directors Announced

SEFA Welcomes New Members
Goebel Fasteners, Inc.

President

Smart Cert

Anthony Crawl, Birmingham Fastener

Sonfast Corporation

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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AZTEC WASHER COMPANY

13821 Danielson Street, Poway, CA 92064 TEL 1-800-927-4375
MAIL info@aztecwasher.com WEB www.aztecwasher.com

AZTEC WASHERS - SEAL IT RIGHT, SEAL IT TIGHT
Aztec Washer Company, Inc., established in 1968,
has served the building and construction industries
for over 50 years. The company is well known for its
competitive, dependable, quality products and customer
care that you can always count on. Aztec is an industry
leader with two primary sealing products; Master Seal®
bonded sealing washers and the Master Flash® pipe
flashing product lines.
Aztec has its corporate headquarters in Poway,
California, with independent operations in Mexico, the
United Kingdom, Poland, Finland, and Australia.
Master Seal® bonded sealing washers are vulcanized
together through a unique process that allows the
metal & rubber portion to maintain optimal weathering
resistance from ozone, ultraviolet light, and most
standard environment agents. The Master Seal® bonded
washers are designed to provide sealing, cushioning, and
vibration resistance for applications where expansion
and contraction occur, such as metal roofing or siding,
electrical installations, automotive, heavy equipment,

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

aerospace, marine, and many other applications. The
Master Seal® Bonded Washers are designed with a
wide range of diameters and various backing and facing
materials to suit common and unique applications. Our
in-house design and stamping capabilities have allowed
us to create custom washers.
Aztec’s in-house lab and network of resources provide
top-rated compounds for its end-users with over twentyfive styles of Master Flash® pipe flashings currently
available, plus the ability to develop designs to meet
evolving conditions, either environmentally or based on
the markets criteria. With a minimum twenty-year warranty
as a standard for the Master Flash® pipe flashings.
These ICC, IAPMO & UPC listed products are suitable for
double-wall heated pipes, also known as type-B vents,
and many others such as electrical conduits, venting, and
solar applications. Our parts are exceptional, as evident
by an ICC listing, an ISO 9001-2015 certification, and one
of the best warranties and customer satisfaction noted
worldwide.
AZTEC WASHER COMPANY
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

NCFA’s 13TH ANNUAL DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL by Marty Nolan
On Thursday, May 5, the North Coast Fastener
Association combined two extraordinary events into one

over the area. The new location was a success and we look
forward to returning to that location in 2023.

program. This year, the theme for the NCFA Distributor
Social was a Cinco de Mayo celebration and it included
Mexican food, margaritas, a photo booth (sponsored by
NCFA member Brighton-Best International) and the usual
measures of good cheer and merriment.
The event was attended by over 250 guests including
suppliers and distributors from all over the country from

Upcoming Events:
August 4th - Night at the Ballpark
(Cleveland Guardians vs. Houston Astros)
September 8th - Screw Open Golf Outing
December 1st - Holiday Bash at TopGolf

coast to coast. This event continues to deliver a great

For more information regarding the NCFA or any of

networking opportunity and has been going strong now for

our events, please contact the NCFA Office at 440-975-

13 years! The Social was held at a new venue in an attempt

9503, lgraham@ncfaonline.com or visit our website at

to keep the location convenient to NCFA members from all

www.ncfaonline.com.
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NCFA DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL
INDEPENDENCE, OH - MAY 5, 2022
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Jim Derry, President and
CEO of Field Fastener has
announced that Chris Pauli will
be promoted to Executive VicePresident and Chief Financial
Officer. In this capacity,
Chris will be responsible for
multiple functional areas
including, operations, finance,
account management, product
sourcing, implementation,
information technology, our
South Carolina, Texas, and
Mexico locations, and our
Taiwan sourcing and quality
office. Chris also serves on
Field’s Board of Directors.
The new role reflects the
tremendous impact Chris has
had on Field’s growth and
culture, and a testament to the
confidence Jim and Bill Derry
have in his ability to execute on
its future growth plans.
“I am honored to serve our
team in this new role. I am
excited to work with Adam as
our new President and the
entire team to continue to
grow this great company to
new heights in the years to
come. I am extremely grateful
for all the opportunities Bill
and Jim have provided me over
the past 18 years. Adam and
I have one of the best and
brightest leadership teams I
have ever had the chance to
work with and I am certain
they will help us achieve all our
strategic goals and improve the
lives our team members, their
families, and the communities
we serve.”
For more information
contact Field Fastener by Tel:
815-637-9002, or online at
www.fieldfastener.com.
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Baron Yarborough has
joined the Birmingham
Fastener and Supply Inc.
family of companies as the
Sales Manager of Champion
Manufacturing. Champion, a
rubber gasket manufacturer
in the greater Houston area,
was recently acquired by
Birmingham Fastener, one of
the nation’s most prominent
fastener manufacturers.
Yarborough has been
a rising star in the fastener
industry, involved in many
industry organizations, including
the Fastener Training Institute.
He is currently the Chairman
of the Southwestern Fastener
Association.
In his new role, Yarborough
will be leading the manufacturing
and sales of rubber gaskets for
the waterworks industry. His
strong leadership skills and
proven track record of success
are valuable assets that will
allow Champion to experience
strong, sustaining growth.
Yarborough and his team
will be working closely with
Birmingham Fastener to supply
American-made products to the
waterworks industry.
“I am so pleased to be
joining the Birmingham Fastener
family and joining the ranks of
so many industry rockstars,”
says Yarborough, “Champion
has a proven track record of
producing high quality gasket for
many industries and we are all
very excited for the opportunity
to expand upon that legacy. “
For further information
contact Birmingham Fastener
Inc. by Tel: 1-800- 695-3511 or
online at www.bhamfast.com.
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PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

TOLL-FREE 1-800-753-8338

TEL 847-438-8338

EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

FASTENER CLASS BACK IN SESSION
On March 24th, MWFA hosted their Fascination with
Fasteners Class. This was the first in person class since
2019. It was obvious the in-person class was missed as
attendance was at a record high. Instructors included Tom
Blakley (Vertex Distribution), Todd Burnley (South Holland
Metal Finishing), Bill Vodicka (Allstar Fasteners), and Jeff
Adams (Wing-Hamlin).
Their knowledge and experience provided students
with a wealth of information. The class especially enjoyed
the opportunity to visit Allstar Fasteners where they could
see the production of fasteners in all stages. We thank
our instructors for taking time to come out and teach.
Thank you also to David Gawlik (Stelfast), Education
Chairman, for coordinating our education programs.

2022 Event Schedule

August 21-26 FSTNR Week
August 21
Sleep in Heavenly Peace - Build a Bed

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

WEB www.mwfa.net

by Nancy Rich

August 23

Safeguards for Buying Import/Domestic
Manufactured Fasteners Seminar
MWFA Fastener Show
Oak Brook Hills Resort, Oak Brook, IL
August 24
Golf Outing Willow Crest Golf Club
Oak Brook Hills Resort, Oak Brook, IL
August 25
MWFA Mixer
Real Time Sports, Elk Grove, IL
August 22-26 Fastener Training Week
Fastener Training Institute
November 3 Scholarship Awards & Elections
Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL
December 8 Holiday Party
Medinah Banquets, Addison, IL
Check www.mwfa.net for more dates and details.

MWFA Welcomes New Members
¤ Cinco Industries - Elgin, IL

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

FASTENER FAIR USA
DETROIT, MI - MAY 18-19, 2022
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LAURENCE CLAUS BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS from page 8

Dimensionally the product is pretty straight forward.
The material and strength properties are where things
get a little more complicated, as the standard provides
for an assortment of different material and strength
choices.

tensile strength of 150ksi in diameters up to 1 1/2”.
¤ ASTM F593 Alloy Group 1, Condition CW –
This includes stainless steels like 304 and 302HQ.
¤ ASTM F593 Alloy Group 2, Condition CW –
This designates 316 stainless steel.

¤ Low Carbon Steel per ASTM A307 Grade A –

¤ Brass per ASTM F468 – This designates that

This is perhaps the most common material choice and

the supplier may choose any brass or naval brass that

designates a low carbon steel possessing a minimum

meets the requirements laid out in this standard.

tensile strength of 60 ksi.
¤ Grade 36 – This designates low carbon steel
meeting all of the requirements for ASTM F1554 Grade
36. A common error is to indicate that the threaded rod
should meet “ASTM A36”. The A36 standard is only

¤ Aluminum per ASTM F468 – This designates
that the supplier may choose any aluminum that meets
the requirements laid out in this standard.
¤ Others – the standard is also open to include
any other material specified by the purchaser.

a raw material standard, and thus, not appropriate to

The default finish is plain with light oil, however,

refer to the mechanical performance of these products.

the purchaser may specify electroplated zinc per

¤ Medium Carbon Alloy steel per ASTM A193

ASTM F1941 or hot dip galvanize per ASTM F2329.

Grade B7 – This designates a medium Carbon

Hot dipped galvanized rods must be processed with

Chromium and Molybdenum alloy that possesses

a galvanizer accustomed to threaded parts and is

a minimum tensile of between 100ksi and 125ksi

capable of spinning off the excess zinc immediately

depending on the rod diameter size.

after removal from the galvanization tank. ASTM F2329

¤ SAE J429 Grade 1 and Grade 2 – This

was written specifically for fasteners and should

designates low or medium Carbon steel that possesses

replace ASTM A153 Class C. Additionally this standard

a minimum tensile strength of between 60ksi and

does not allow chasing of threads after galvanizing.

74ksi depending on the rod diameter size.

Other finishes that are permissible by the standard but

¤ ASTM A449 Type 1 – This designates plain
Carbon, Carbon Boron, or alloy steels that possess
minimum tensile strength of 120 ksi, 105 ksi, or 90ksi
depending on the rod diameter size.
¤ ASTM F1554 Grade 105 – This designates
Carbon steel that possesses tensile strength between
125ksi and 150ksi on rods with diameters between
1/2” and 3”.

get applied far less often include Xylan, Black Oxide,
and Powder Coating.
Threaded rod is exempt from the marking
requirements stipulated in the material specifications
listed above unless the purchaser specifies the need
to do so.
Threaded rod is manufactured in one of two ways;
“cut-to-length” and “made-from-scratch”.

¤ ASTM A354 Grade BC and Grade BD – This

¤ Cut-to-length – When studs or shorter rod

designates alloy steel that possesses a minimum

segments are needed, they are routinely cut from

tensile strength of 125 ksi for Grade BC in diameters

longer, stock rods. This is a relatively simple process.

1/4” to 2 1/2” and 115ksi for diameters over 2 1/2”

The first step involves cutting the parts to length with

and 150ksi for Grade BD in diameters up to 4”.

a band saw. The second step is to use a cutting tool to

¤ SAE J429 Grade 8 – This designates medium
Carbon and alloy steels that possess a minimum

chamfer both ends. The final process is to stamp the
grade identification into the end if it is required.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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CHRIS DONNELL THIS THREE-YEAR SHIPPING NIGHTMARE IS FAR FROM OVER from page 10

Also note, ocean carriers will continue the practice

take a full one out) and it’s creating havoc for truckers

of “void” or “blank” sailings and this will only add to

up and down the East Coast. Many truckers who don’t

the congestion at the origin and will certainly result in

have a load to pull out of the terminal are stuck storing

additional lengthy lead times from the Pacific Rim, higher

the container and chassis until an appointment opens or

costs and equipment shortages.

the terminals change their policy. As of today, it’s being

The second issue we all need to watch is the ILWU

reported that there are more than 1,500 containers and

contract negotiations. Many are fearful of a potential

chassis being under-utilized simply because they can’t

strike or coordinated work slow-downs, so much so

be returned, thus increasing issues with equipment

that many importers have started diverting a portion

shortages. Making matters worse, some ocean carriers

of their containerized cargo to alternative locations

are reluctant to stop the bleeding and are enforcing per-

such as the East Coast. The skinny on the situation

diem charges on the trucker and importer even if the

is we’re in a much better position today than we were

issue of returning a container is not their fault. Both

back in 2015/2016. The relationship between the ILWU

the DOT (Department of Transportation) and the FMC

and PMA seems to be on more solid footing, plus the

(Federal Maritime Commission) are investigating the

added benefit is our government has their finger on the

legitimacy of these charges and others which are being

pulse of the situation, much more so than in 2015. In

passed along to the importer of record and

a recent posting by both leaders of the ILWU and PMA,

This is nothing new for those who primarily ship

they stated that the relationship and negotiations are

through the West Coast, and we’ve seen this for the

running smoother. While they don’t anticipate a contract

better part of 2021. However, with congestion spreading,

being finalized by the July 1st deadline, they are working

once China rebounds, we’re anticipating a wave of

closely together to ensure minimal or no added port

containerized cargo which will negatively impact all port

disruptions. While in my opinion the situation will not be

in North American. This doesn’t even take into account

nearly as impactful as it’s being played out, based on the

any disruptions that may or may not be caused by the

current chain of events happening in the world, should

contract negotiations between the ILWU and PMA. To

there be any disruptions I expect our government would

add fuel to the fire, let’s talk about the rail or intermodal

immediately take action, any type of lengthy delays could

industry which is still seeing congestion at most major

further send our economy into the abyss and we could

rail depots, especially in the mid-West. Based on our

see inflation raise to stratospheric levels.

research it’s clear that there is a huge disconnect

My next topic, port and rail congestion, tends to

between the ocean terminals and our Class I rail carriers,

be contentious since it impacts all importers in some

such as Union Pacific and Burlington Northern. Case

fashion and those impacts are felt in the bottom line even

in point, back in March the ocean carriers alerted the

if the importer isn’t at fault. I previously mentioned how

terminals and rail carriers that they are transitioning their

the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach have reduced

stance on limiting IPI (Inland) rail cargo and allowing more

their levels of congestion, however, with many importers

and more to be moved by the rail conglomerates. The

shifting their imports to the East Coast, this is causing

ocean carriers thought process on this is that it will help

massive bottlenecks at the ocean terminals around New

with the port congestion, yet the rail was slow to react.

York, New Jersey and Savannah. With this somewhat

Currently there are roughly 160,000 containers sitting

unexpected surge, these ports are seeing congestion

idle at the port of Los Angeles, Long Beach terminals

grow to record levels. Today, most terminals on the East

which require rail movement, and this figure grows daily.

Coast have adapted the dual transaction policy (if you

The rail has failed to move adequate equipment to the

bring an empty container to the terminal, you must a

ports in order to keep up with the demand.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE: HEY FASTENER WORLD – SHOW US YOUR UNITS!

from page 12

¤ Distance is commonly measured in the imperial
(inch) system using units of the inch, foot, or mile and
in the metric system, using unit of the meter. Figure
1 shows us three distance dimensions on a typical
fastener. Thread length, fastener length and fastener
diameter are all measures of distance.
¤ Mass is a measure of how much stuff, from which,
a thing is made. I know stuff is not that technical, but
it is a really great way to talk about all the atoms and
their parts (protons, neutrons, electrons) as well as the
things that make those parts (quarks and strings) and
ultimately energy, that makes all things. So mass is a
measure of how much stuff or how much energy a thing
represents. That idea brings us close to Albert Einstein’s
great assertion that mass and energy are the same
thing, and their measures are related to each other by
the square of the speed of light, E=mc².
When thinking about the weight of an object, mass
and force are often confused and it’s by no fault of your

FIGURE 2 THE WEIGHT OF A PERSON ON THE SURFACE OF EARTH
AND ON THE SURFACE OF THE MOON ARE DIFFERENT EVEN
THOUGH THERE MASS IS THE SAME BOTH PLACES

to make sure you’re still thinking of the pound as a unit
of force rather than a unit of money, I suppose. Oh, what
a mess.

own if you find yourself mixing up the two. Our culture

To untangle our confusion, it is critical to realize that

is full of these confusing messages with misuse and

force and weight are the same thing. Your weight is the

mislabeling all around us. So, what’s the difference

force with which you push down against a scale in the

between mass and force? Well, mass is as described

bathroom. Your ability to push against that scale is a

in the paragraph above (a measure of stuff) while force

result of the interaction between your mass and Earth’s

is push or a pull. They are very different, but we’ve

mass. Understanding Figure 2 is a good way to ensure

become accustomed to exchanging their units for one

that you’ve got your thinking straight about mass and

another and therein lies confusion. For example, mass

force. Even though the child on Earth has the same

is measured in the imperial system with the unit of the

mass as the child on the Moon (80 kg, since the child

slug (yes, that’s a real unit), and in the metric system

is made from the same amount of stuff in both places),

with the unit of the gram (microgram, kilogram, etc.).

his weight (force against the surface) on the surface of

Whereas force is measured in the imperial system with

Earth and the surface of the Moon is different. Why is

the unit of the pound and in the metric system with

his weight different at the two locations? Because weight

the unit of the Newton. The kilogram (Kg), a mass unit,

is the effect of masses attracted to one another. This

and the pound (lb), a force unit, are so often compared

force of attraction is what we call gravity. Because Earth

to one another in our culture that we think of them as

is more massive, it places a greater force (pull) on the

measures of the same thing, only being different in the

child than does the less massive moon. Therefore, the

systems they represent (metric vs. imperial). To further

force between the child and Earth is larger than the force

confuse us, they’ve made an attempt to right the wrong

between the child and the Moon. And since force and

by creating new unit names such as kilogram-force (Kgf)

weight are the same thing, the child’s weight on Earth

where the kilogram is meant to be a unit of force rather

is greater than his weight on the Moon even though his

than mass and pound-force (lbf) because they just want

mass is the same in both locations.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 160
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OBITUARY
William John “Bill”
Fivehouse
The fastener industry
lost one of its greats on
January 25th, 2022. Bill
was inducted into the
MFDA Hall of Fame Class
of 2017. Bill started at
Star Stainless Screw
Company in the summer
of 1976 at the age of 16, when a friend got
him a job as a temp worker in the warehouse.
Over the next 46 years, Bill quickly excelled and
moved up the ladder at Star from warehouse
foreman, salesman, distribution manager, NJ
branch manager and finally becoming the Director
of Operations for the company. Bill said of his job,
“One of my greatest joys is helping new employees
find their way in our industry, and helping them
grow into the next group of industry leaders.”
This can be collaborated by many who have been
under his wing through the years. Bill was not only
a mentor, but also a father figure to most and if
you ever just needed to talk or get some advice
Bill was always just a phone call away. Always
eager to help no matter what the situation and
loved to problem solve. He was the “MacGyver”
of the company. In his personal life, Bill was a
gear head. Bill loved cars and he loved working on
them. There were many times Bill would look at
employees cars that had issues and tried to help
solve the problem. Bill was a devout NASCAR fan
and his favorite driver was Bill Elliott. Bill and his
wife Michelle would often plan vacations and trips
around the races and enjoyed taking his RV out to
a campsite near the racetracks.
Bill is survived by his wife Michelle, two
grandchildren who he adored, a brother and sister
plus all of his Star Stainless family.
Donations in Bill’s name can be made to one of
the following organizations:
Boys & Girls Club of Clifton, NJ
www.bgcclifton.org
Speedway Children’s Charities
www.speedwaycharities.org
American Heart Association
www.heart.org/en/affiliates/new-jersey
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BRUNO MARBACHER COST-SAVING IN FASTENING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES CRITICAL SAVINGS FOR THE END-PRODUCTS from page 14

Considerable cost savings can be achieved by reducing

Associated costs include overall logistics of procuring the

the number of parts and the resultant assembly steps.

parts, all processes necessary to prepare the parts for the

Consequently, reducing the chances for errors since fewer

assembly, and finally, assembling them. It is in the associated

elements mean fewer possibilities for errors.

costs where we have the greatest cost saving potential.

Frequently, the price of the final product is not only

Through modern, efficient solutions in procurement,

defined by the technical accomplishments, but also by

product inspection, warehousing, preparation for

what the market is willing to pay. Just how is it possible

assembly, etc., can one achieve significant cost savings.

to offer a piece of equipment that takes many hours to

End-user buyers are mainly interested in the price

develop, test and manufacture at a low price? That can

reductions of fasteners etc. whereas engineers are more

only be accomplished if all cost saving potentials have

concerned about cost reductions of the final product.

been applied.

Selling associated cost reductions to buyers could

The Design Engineer’s Responsibility

present a challenge. Therefore, when cost reductions are
presented it’s very helpful when design engineers and
value engineers are included in the meeting.

Cost Savings Possibilities In Engineering
In manufacturing a product, up to 70% of the total
costs incur in the assembly. The design engineers
should therefore evaluate the fastening methods and the
assembly conditions at an early stage. Which means that
fastener experts should be consulted in the development
and design phase. Thus, much of the subsequent
manufacturing and assembly costs can be eliminated.

Potential Savings In The Assembly
Assemblies with fewer parts are less costly. It is often
possible to reduce the number of parts and even more
Design engineers are the ones who can decisively
influence the cost structure of a given end product. Proper

importantly, to cut down at the number of operations by
using multi-functional fasteners.

material and design are not the only thing that influences

The less a sub-assembly is rotated and/or moved

the end result. The choice of the applied fastening method

around during the assembly, the more efficient the

has just as much influence.

resulting final assembly will be. Automation of the

The price of a fastener has little effect on the total
cost of a given design. Much more important are the
associated costs. The price of the fastener accounts

assembly process is greatly facilitated.

Assembly Facilitators

for about 10-15% of the cost of the fastened joint. The

Assembly “facilitators” make it easier to mount

associated costs represent 85- 90%, depending on how

the parts and prevent improper assembly. Whether

many fasteners are used.
A 10% reduction in fastener price reduces the overall

parts are put together manually or
automatically, sufficient clearance

cost of the fastened joint by only 1.5%. On the other hand,

must

a 10% reduction in the associated costs reduces the

assembly tools and the parts to be

overall cost of the fastened joint by 8.5%.

assembled.

be

provided

for

using

CONTINUED ON PAGE 162
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METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL

201-254-7784

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

admin@mfda.us

WEB

www.mfda.us

MFDA HOLDS INAUGURAL GOLF CHALLENGE by Rob Rundle
The Metropolitan Fastener Distributors Association and

Upcoming MFDA Events

the Mid-Atlantic Fastener Distributors Association held the

Saturday, September 10, 2022

inaugural “MFDA vs MAFDA Golf Challenge” on Thursday,

MFDA Golf Weekend Social

May 12th at the Blue Heron Pines Golf Club in Egg Harbor

Crystal Springs Resort

City NJ.

Hardyston, NJ

This first post-pandemic collaboration of the two

Sunday, September 11, 2022

groups brought together golfers from both associations on

25th Annual MFDA Golf Outing

the Stephen Kay designed course which has been named

Wild Turkey Golf Club

the best at the Jersey Shore.

Hamburg, NJ

The MAFDA golfers won this year’s challenge, but the

Tuesday, December 8, 2022 @ 6:00pm

MFDA’s representatives quickly called for a rematch and

24th Annual MFDA Toys for Tots Drive and Dinner

the two groups are looking forward to an even larger outing

Twin Door Tavern

in 2023!

Maywood NJ

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PENN ENGINEERING ELECTRIFICATION OF FASTENING SOLUTIONS: THE NEXT FRONTIER from page 24

PEMedge® Services
PEM® offers a number of value-add services that
take the strain out of developing repeatable, consistent
electrical joints. PEMedge® Services is a full suite of
capabilities that gives our customers a market edge
by improving product cost, quality, time to market, and
overall performance.
¤ Teardown Service offers a free three-step fastener
analysis where alternative fastening solutions are explored
for customers, free of charge. PEM® application engineers
will disassemble a product, analyze it to assess assembly
structure and fastener usage, and recommend new
fastening alternatives that can improve costs, assembly
time, strength, weight, aesthetics and more.
¤ Testing Service includes accredited testing
to determine the safety, compliance, and application
suitability of parts.
¤ PEMedge® Application Engineering Service
includes collaboration with our global, in-house application

engineers for custom design and product development.
Working closely with our expert engineers at the early
design stage of new fastening innovations has resulted
in big cost savings and improved performance for a broad
range of customer applications.
Beyond teardown, testing, and application
engineering support PEM® also offers free training
through FastenerClass™ – our “master class” in fastening
technology. Participants can learn foundational theory,
best practices, application exploration, and other
techniques to help gain a market edge. These classes
have been extremely popular since their launch and new
classes have recently been added.

Connect with PEM® To Learn More
Moving power from Point A to Point B is not an easy
task. But with new innovations like PEM® eConnect™,
superior electrical connections and performance can be
achieved.
PENN ENGINEERING
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT TORQUE from page 26

Torque is calculated using the universally accepted

This formula is just to show that friction variables can

formula:

interfere with producing any clamping force that is close

T

to being consistent and predictable.

kDW
= 12

To find Torque, the Diameter (D) of the bolt is
multiplied by its load (W). Clamp load can be any
predetermined desired load for the joint or a load that
is 75% of that bolt’s proof load (with respect to Grade
and thread pitch), then multiplied by a factor of ‘k’, then
divided by 12 to convert inches to feet, as some of the
values will be in inches squared. The value of 12 is not
used in Metric calculations.
The value of ‘k’ is the variable. In mathematics, k is a
constant, but with fasteners, it is a constant variable. This
represents the coefficient of friction between the moving
parts while under pressure.
The value of k is usually determined experimentally.
This can be done using a load cell or by placing a bolt and
nut into a solid fixture. Using a beam type torque wrench,
turn the nut against the fixture while observing the beam.
At some point, the beam will stop advancing. Make note
of this torque value as this is the point the bolt has gone
into yield. Any further rotation of the nut and the beam will
begin to drop downwards.
These methods will determine the k factor for the
particular conditions of that bolt and nut; different types

Using a high speed power tool can cause an elastic
rebound effect upon the bolt. The joint compresses
greater than normal under the high speed pressure which
advances the nut further than normal. When the tightening
stops, the joint rebounds back to normal exerting a
greater force against the nut that produces more tension
on the bolt than expected. In some cases, this could be
close to yield.
Speed, whether by hand or power tool, is not as
affected by friction because of a built up momentum that
would overcome any burrs or thread inconsistencies. In
some cases, this would cause thread stripping of the bolt
or nut.
Torsion will destroy a bolt if there is not enough
threads in the grip. That is, if the bolt breaks with only one
or two threads left on the body of the bolt or one thread
outside the nut, there were not enough threads or basic
material to absorb the torsional twist of the assembly.
Always try to maximize the number of threads in the grip.
This will also help reduce the chance of metal fatigue.
Small screws are especially susceptible to head
failure due to excessive torsion. The head is against the
joint surface and there is not enough material to absorb
the twist. Slow application of low torque will help the life
of the screws.

of plating finishes, oils, wax coatings and anti-seize

A torque number does not mean anything to an

lubricants. Once the k factor has been determined, it may

impact wrench or most power tools. Torque values are

be used on other sizes of bolts with the same surface

meant to be used as a guide, and then apply the proper

conditions.

variable(s). However, it is the technique of applying that

Because of ‘k’, a torque wrench’s accuracy can be ±
150%. In fact, torque is only accurate under one condition,
which only accounts for less than 50% of its use, and that
is with using a lubricant.

torque which will go a long way to making the connection
a safe connection.
The key to avoiding failures in any bolted joint is to be
consistent.

GUY AVELLON
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LARRY BOROWSKI MEASURING DOWEL PINS from page 28

The most practical instrument set up to measure
dowel pins accurately is what most people call a bench
comparator or super-mic. Essentially a highly accurate,
rigid, linear measuring machine with a digital readout and
the ability to regulate measurement pressure similar to
the unit pictured below.

measuring dowel pins is the environmental conditions.
If a supplier and a purchaser of dowel pins measure
the same pins with the same instruments, but have
differing environmental conditions of 10 degrees F
or more, they will obtain differing results. All critical
or high tolerance measurement should be taken in a
The ULM (Universal Linear Measurement machine)

temperature controlled environment.

The universally

shown above has a resolution of .000010” and can

acceptable measurement temperature is 68 degrees

be connected to a computer to electronically capture

F, +/- 2 degrees F, and it is highly recommended that

measurements as they are being taken. One of the key

suppliers and purchasers of dowel pins work within this

features of such equipment is not only the resolution, but

calibration type environment. It is also recommended

the ability to provide a consistent measuring pressure

that the dowel pins be allowed to normalize to the room

which is very important when dealing with extremely

temperature for 2 to 24 hours so that they can stabilize

small tolerance ranges.

before taking measurements.

Such equipment can be quite costly which is why

It does seem like a lot of expense and trouble to

most people just assume a good micrometer will do the

measure a simple dowel pin, however the facts remain

trick.

that products having a total tolerance of only .0002

Measurement of the dowel pin itself should be done
across (2) flat anvils as shown in the picture opposite.

inches require this kind of care to obtain accurate
measurements that can be correlated between two or

It is also a good practice to measure in the orientation

more parties. Many suppliers of dowel pins have not

shown, then rotate the pin 90 degrees and measure

taken this kind of care to measure these products in the

again to check for any out of round condition that might

past. As long as instruments of insufficient resolution

be present. Dimensional conformity does not allow for

without pressure control are used in uncontrolled

an out of round condition.

environments, dowel pin controversies will continue to

An additional precaution that should be taken when

arise for suppliers.
LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740

TEL 562-799-5509 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fastener.org WEB www.nfda-fastener.org

YFP ARE LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS by Amy Nijjar
Are you interested
in donating your time
and energy to the Young
Fastener Professionals?
The YFP Board is currently
laying the groundwork to
provide YFP involvement
and support to all areas
of the industry. If you are
interested in volunteering, mentoring, or being added
to the YFP email list, please reach out to Amy Nijjar at
amy@nfda-fastener.org.

NFDA Upcoming Events
The National Fastener Distributors Association has
some great in-person and virtual events coming up.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Be sure to save the dates and join us!
August 10
NFDA/YFP Roundtable - Operations
Virtual
October 12
CEO Roundtable
Virtual
November 9-11
Executive Summit
Naples, FL
December 14
Roundtable – Sales/Marketing
Virtual
For registration information visit www.nfda-fastener.org
or call Amy Nijjar at 562-799-5519.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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JOE DYSART HOW FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS CAN HANG ONTO EMPLOYEES WITH THE STAY INTERVIEW

from page 30

In a phrase: It’s much better for fastener distributors
to develop the fine art of conducting Stay Interviews -than become the master of The Exit Interview.
Here are key tips from recruiting experts on how to
develop your own Stay Interview -- and save yourself the
hassle of going back into the marketplace to experiment
with yet another stranger:
¤ Bring in a software package to maximize
the efficacy of your stay interviews: HRSoft (www.
hrsoft.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/STAYviewStay-Interview-Software-HRsoft.pdf) offers a specially
designed software package -- STAYview -- to ensure you
get the most from your Stay Interviews.
The software was designed with HR consultant and

STAY INTERVIEW SOFTWARE CAN ENSURE YOUR BUSINESS MAKES
THE MOST OF STAY INTERVIEWS

for all data gathered -- as well as external benchmarks
and commentary.

author Finnegan.
Key elements of the new software solution include:

StayRight also offers charting comparisons, filtered

¤ Training and guiding managers on conducting Stay

data, robust analytics and reports -- which together
enable managers to maintain deep insight on the morale

Interviews
¤ Managing the hierarchy - My Team - of who is to

of their employees.

be interviewed by each leader in the organization along

     ¤ Add Employee Pulse Surveys for Additional

with the complete workflow

Insight: HR departments at fastener distributorships

¤ Developing the fully Customized Stay Interview for

can also augment Stay Interviews with software that
enables them to stay abreast of overall employee morale

each employer
¤ Producing STAYview Action Plans for each employee

and engagement. Software vendors that offer employee
pulse interviews include:

and follow-up interviews
¤ Producing analytics to show leaders those
employees who are likely to separate from the company
¤ Scheduling with reminder prompts to ensure Stay

¤ Reward Gateway (www.rewardgateway.com)
¤ Kazoo (www.kazoohr.com)
¤ Workvivo (www.workvivo.com)
¤ Waggle (www.waggl.com)

Interviews get done on schedule.
¤ Increasing visibility of retention and engagement

¤ CultureIQ (www.cultureiq.com)
¤ Peakon (www.peakon.com)

issues
¤ Providing leaders the tools and confidence

¤ Use the same script and/or questions:

necessary to conduct Stay Interviews and act on their

Burr recommends standardizing the questions fastener

results.

distributors use in their Stay Interviews. This will enable

Meanwhile,

competitor

HSD

Metrics (www.

hsdmetrics.com/stayright) offers its own package for
managing stay interviews -- StayRight.

managers to analyze information and insights on an
employee-by-employee basis.
Plus, the collation and analysis of these standardized

The Web-based system handles the entire process

interviews -- using either off-the-shelf stay interview

-- including notifying employees, collecting data from

software or a custom solution -- may enable you to

interviews and reporting on results.

develop business-wide policies based on concerns

And the 24/7 web portal displays numerical findings

widely shared by your employees, he says.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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Sherex Fastening Solutions, a global
leader in engineered fasteners, tooling, and
automation, is proud to announce its relationship
with Budd Sales Company, an engineered
fastening specialist, to be a sales representative
in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.
Budd Sales, owned and operated by Tom
Buddenbohn, has over 40 years’ experience
working with manufacturers to find the right
fastening solutions for their applications.
Sherex’s wide-range of quality fastening products,
including rivet nuts, clinch nuts, threaded inserts,
wedge-locking washers and nuts through its
Disc-Lock® and TEC Series® product lines, and
the tooling to install these fastening products,
makes the match an ideal fit for Budd Sales.
“Sherex’s product profile is exactly what Budd
Sales is looking for and what manufactures in the
Southwest are looking for,” said Buddenbohn.
“Sherex has outstanding products and customer
service so this will be a win with manufacturers
in this region.”
Sherex has provided quality fasteners to
producers in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Louisiana for almost 20 years and Budd Sales
will provide even more visibility for Sherex
products across this region.
“Tom is well regarded in the industry as a
leading fastening expert so we’re very excited
with Budd Sales representing Sherex,” said
Sherex President Adam Pratt. “Manufacturers
and assembly facilities will benefit the most from
this relationship.”
Sherex Fastening Solutions is a leading
manufacturer of fasteners for thin sheet material
applications in steel, aluminum, and composite
materials. Sherex manufactures rivet nuts, clinch
nuts, inserts for composite, stud and nut plates,
and through the acquisition of Disc-Lock, wedgelocking washers and nuts. Sherex services a
wide-range of industries, including automotive,
general manufacturing, renewable energy,
agricultural, and aerospace.
For additional information on any of the Sherex
brand fasteners, tools, and automation please
contact Sherex at 1-866-474-3739 or visit our
website at www.sherex.com.
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. CONTAINER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM from page 32

Simple Receiving & Accounting
Multiple purchase orders can be assigned to a
single container. The packing list your supplier provides
at the time of shipment is used to pre-receive the
product before it is physically received.
When a container ships, the value will automatically
post to your Inventory-on-the-Water general ledger
account. When the container arrives and is verified,
the inventory is immediately on hand, and the value
moves from your Inventory-on-the-Water account to your
Inventory Asset account.

Inquiries include the container information, the
purchase order’s Original & Current Promised Dates, and
the shipment’s Expected Arrival Date.
Container reports include Open, Shipped, and
Updated containers. There is also a Container Shipped
as of Report, which will enable you to view shipped
containers as of date back in time.

Testimonials
“ECC has been using the container system for
several years now, and not only do I love it as the buyer

The Business Edge Container Management System

but my sales team and warehouse love it too. From

enables you to enter the tariffs for each type of product

a purchasing aspect, when I make shipments from

that you import. The duty setup in the tariff will increase

overseas, I enter it in then those parts are flagged. Now

the landed cost of the product based on a cost, weight,

my sales team knows parts are on the water and know

or piece. Tariffs can optionally be set up with different

approximately when they will be here without going to a

duty amounts per country.

different screen. For my warehouse, once the shipment

TM

Once the container is shipped, invoices can be

arrives and they verify it is correct, they just receive the

applied to the container. These can be invoices for the

container all at once. The Business Edge also created

product or expenses you have defined, such as freight

a special report for the containers on the water that our

and insurance.

accountants needed. This feature has been amazing for

Valuable Reporting
Inquiries and reports satisfy the most demanding

TM

Engineered Components Company.”
Kevin Corona, Director of Procurement & Planning
@ Engineered Components Company

accountants.
The system keeps track of raw and landed costs.

“The Business Edge and its importing and container

The detailed allocation of these costs can be viewed in

system are crucial to our import business. It allows us to

the Container Inquiry. Cardex inquiries show the increase

track all items on a container easily and allocate all of its

of the landed cost for the duty and expenses applied to

associated costs.”

the container each time it happens.

TM

Ken Rosenblatt, Owner @ Hi-Q Fasteners, LLC

CONTINUED ON PAGE 115
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. CONTAINER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM from page 114

“We were so excited when the Container Receipts
System became available within The Business Edge

included within The Business Edge, all this information
TM

TM

can be entered quickly and available for everyone to

The process of receiving multiple purchase orders

access. Additionally, all freight and tariff charges can be

is so easy when done on one container. The system

easily applied to the container receipt, and the product

calculates the duty fees, then distributes the freight and

costs are updated in real-time. The container system has

miscellaneous charges, and calculates a landed cost

definitely been an added value to our company. Thanks,

for each item—good riddance to the days of the timely

Computer Insights team!”

receiving process.”

Greg Parker, General Manager

Kerry Gonzalez, Process Manager

@ Global Industrial Components

@ FPC Corporation

Start Saving Time & Money
“Before GIC started using The Business Edge’s

TM

For more information about The Business Edge

TM

Container Management System, everything was tracked

contact Dennis Cowhey, President, Computer Insights,

on a shared spreadsheet. Operators had to keep track

Inc. 108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Tel:

of sale dates, carrier information, and purchase order

1-800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or visit them

data manually. Now that we utilize the container system

online at www.ci-inc.com.

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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FASTENER FAIR USA REUNITES THE FASTENER INDUSTRY IN DETROIT

from page 34

engaging way. Attendees and exhibitors were invited to
the dedicated Speed Networking lounge to prepare for and
conduct their meetings in a private, relaxed environment.

Opening Night Party And Happy Hour
Fastener Fair USA hosted a complimentary happy hour
at the end of Day 1 to facilitate industry connection and
networking in a fun, productive space. The party took place
at the GM Renaissance Center Wintergarden and featured
a great live band, open bar, and catered hors d’oeuvres.

Expert Knowledge

Save The Date

Located right on the show floor, the Future of Fastening

Fastener Fair USA is continuing its momentum

Theater featured an “Ask the Expert” panel presented by

into 2023, bringing the industry back together in a new

the Industrial Fastener Institute and Fastener Training

location – Nashville, TN, May 16-17, 2023, at the Music

Institute. Attendees were welcome to submit questions

City Center. Nashville will become the every other year

beforehand or ask questions in real-time during the open

location for Fastener Fair USA. Interested in becoming an

discussion format. Jo Morris, Managing Partner at Desert

exhibitor? Learn more and request more information here.

Distribution, moderated the session and was joined by

“We are grateful for all exhibitors, attendees,

panelists Dr. Salim Brahimi P.Eng., Ph.D, Laurence Claus,

associations, and media who made the 2022 Show

President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc., Carmen

successful,” said Bob Chiricosta, Event Director, Fastener

Vertullo, VP, AIM Testing Laboratory, and John Medcalf,

Fair USA. “We are always working to build a bigger and

Principal Engineer of Peak Innovations Engineering.

better event for our customers, and we continually ask

New for 2022! Speed Networking

members of the industry for feedback. Nashville has
repeatedly come up in our polls as one of the top two

Speed Networking provided registered attendees

locations where participants would like to see the show.…

with pre-matched meetings with relevant suppliers at the

so, we’re listening and looking forward to providing even

Show. This free event allowed participants to network

more opportunities to network and do business in Music

with potential business partners in an efficient and

City!”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 117
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FASTENER FAIR USA REUNITES THE FASTENER INDUSTRY IN DETROIT

from page 116

About RX Global
RX is in the business of building businesses for
individuals, communities and organizations. We elevate
the power of face-to-face events by combining data
and digital products to help customers learn about
markets, source products and complete transactions
at over 400 events in 22 countries across 43 industry
sectors. RX is passionate about making a positive
impact on society and is fully committed to creating
an inclusive work environment for all our people.
Fastener Fair USA is North America’s fastest-

RX is part of RELX, a global provider of information-

growing trade show and conference event for the

based analytics and decision tools for professional and

fastener industry and the manufacturing sectors it

business customers.

serves. Under new management by RX, this dynamic

Visit www.FastenerFairUSA.com for the most up-to-date

and productive two-day event serves as an essential

information or contact Ray Filbert, Sales Manager, Raymond.

marketplace drawing fastener professionals from every

Filbert@RXGlobal.com or Blanca Delgado, International

segment and all around the world.

Sales Executive, Blanca.Delgado@RXGlobal.com.
FASTENER FAIR USA
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IFI RESHORING FASTENER MANUFACTURING & STRENGTHENING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

Joe Kochan: We continue to focus on three areas of
the business: talent, inbound supply chain, and customer
service.

from page 36

(governmental, cost, supply chain, labor, floor
space)? If so, what are the challenges and
how can manufacturers overcome them?

The spotlight on talent engagement and work life

Jeff Liter: Finding employees has reached a critical

balance has only increased over the last couple of years.

stage. A percentage of those completing applications

Employees expect and deserve more from companies than

do not intend to work and are only looking to fulfill

in these areas. EFG has been able to listen and increased

requirements for unemployment benefits. It seems we are

initiatives such as the summer EFG Games, community

competing with unemployment for workers.

involvement, monthly raffles for safety, attendance, and
just plain and simple fun. Each business unit has put

Joe Kochan: Sure, there are. All the points you
mentioned.

volunteer overtime practices in place to ensure people

As such, the strongest headwind is labor. Supply

that enjoy overtime are able to take advantage of it and

chain, floor space, cost concerns, etc. can be overcome

others that would like more personal time do.

with investment. However, it takes time, investment, and

EFG’s supply chain team has both been challenged

people availability and desire to overcome labor short falls.

and very successful in ensuring we have the material

Can automation and investment solve some of the labor

requirements on-hand to meet our customer demand.

concerns? Sure, but not all. That is why EFG continues

As most businesses in this environment, we have had

to implement, improve, and incentivize people to join

shortfalls here and there but not significantly impactful.

the company as trainees, cross train current employees,

We have done that through strong supplier relationships,

and focus on engagement and retention activities for the

customer demand planning and reviews, and forward-

talented people we have.

looking analytics and execution.

Charlie Kerr: I’ll start by saying, at least for parts we

Customer service is and always will be a pillar of

were making prior to being sourced in China around the

EFG. We continue to ensure we have the proper people in

mid 1990’s, the work didn’t leave overnight, so it’s not

the business that can answer the call when a request for

going to come back overnight. In some ways that might be

help comes in with the ability to follow through until the

a positive because it allows time to absorb the returning

customer has what they have asked for.

work. In our case (Kerr Lakeside Inc.) sourcing from China

Charlie: Kerr: The standards are stocked in our

hurt our socket screw business indirectly. A metal baking

warehouse, and it’s been that way since the early 1960’s

pan made in China is stamped with dies held together

when we got into the Hex Socket Screw Business. Being

in most cases with socket head cap screws. Domestic

able to ship with next to no lead-time is a huge advantage

stamping houses losing work to China translated into a

for us on that product line. In the event the desired part

reduced need for our parts to assemble stamping dies in

is out of stock, we usually can offer a delivery time that is

their plant.

still less than transit time from Asia.

Q3: Are there headwinds you face that
make permanent reshoring a challenge

We did lose most of our pipe fitting business to
China. What was a real sore spot for me was I went to
Builders Square and bought a few of the parts we used to
make. All these parts had NPTF tapered pipe threads.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 166
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA PERFECT SETTING
FOR SEFA CONFERENCE by Nancy Rich
April 25th-27th brought together many companies in
the Southeast to enjoy the 2022 SEFA Spring Conference.
The Embassy Suites by Hilton/Greenville Golf Resort
& Conference Center provided meeting space, outdoor
dining for the awards dinner, and golf all in one location.
The group enjoyed the convenience of the venue’s easy
access for those driving and flying in.
This event created great networking opportunities.

for their kindness in their support to our industry. Robbie

The event began with an opening reception where members

reminded those new to the industry, especially the

could have a relaxing casual atmosphere to catch up

young fastener personnel entering the fastener industry,

with each other while enjoying a sliders bar and taco bar,

of the importance in attending and getting involved in

something for everyone. The reception provided casino

the association as associations are great for industry.

fun for all attendees. After all it’s more fun with free

Those new to the industry have an opportunity to learn

money!! The big winner of the night was Tom Borer, from

from others and enjoy the benefits especially networking

Kanebridge, taking home the big win trophy. Now you know

through the association.

who to hang with at the casinos for a lesson on winning!
The next day was a great golf day, other than a brief
downpour, allowing golfers an afternoon on the scenic

Golf Winners Were Announced....
1st Place

Paul Pappy

Preserve at Verdae Golf Course. Evening brought the

Kensey Buchanan

awards dinner where there was recognition of outgoing

Cliff Alexander

president Lee Parker (Vulcan Steel Products and chairman

Chip Fullere

Tom Sulek (Star Stainless Screw).
Mr. Parker, president, also took this opportunity to

2nd Place

Hayden Gaston
Tony Strein

thank Robbie and Gina Gilchrist for their generosity in

Dewey Oxner

supporting students in the fastener industry through their

Andy Roach

scholarship fund. The Gilchrist’s established the fund over

Closest to the Pin-Women

Mallory Nichols

20 years ago awarding over $80,000 to 70+ applicants.

Closest to Pin– Men-

Paul Pappy

This year they were very generous in awarding two SEFA

Longest Drive– Women

Mallory Nichols

Scholarships. The industry appreciates Robbie and Gina

Longest Drive– Men

Tim Kubkowski

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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SPIROL HOW TO DESIGN THE PROPER HOLE FOR HEAT / ULTRASONIC INSERTS from page 38

Correct hole size is critical. Larger holes decrease
performance, while smaller holes induce undesirable
stresses and potential cracks in the plastic. Undersized
holes may also result in flash at the hole edge and make
the Insert difficult to install.
SPIROL provides the recommended hole sizes for
each Insert style in the Inserts for Plastics Design Guide.
The recommended holes need to be reviewed if glass/
mineral fillers are used. If the filler content is equal to
or greater than 15%, it is suggested to increase the
hole 0.08mm (.003”), and if the content is equal to
or greater than 35%, the suggested hole increase is
0.15mm (.006”). For intermediate contents interpolation
is suggested.
For straight holes, the taper should not exceed
1° included angle. Tapered holes should have an 8°
included angle. Only straight Inserts should be used in
straight holes, and only tapered Inserts should be used
in tapered holes.

STRAIGHT HOLE

Molded holes are preferred over drilled holes. The
strong, denser surface of the molded hole increases
performance. Core pins should be large enough to allow
for shrinkage.
Insert performance is affected by the plastic boss
and/or wall thickness surrounding the Insert. Generally,
the optimum wall thickness or boss diameter of the

TAPERED HOLE

plastic is two (2) to three (3) times the Insert diameter
with the relative multiplier decreasing as the Insert
diameter increases. The wall thickness has to be enough
to avoid bulging during installation, and strong enough
to withstand the recommended installation torque of the
screw. Poor knit lines will cause failures and reduced
Insert performance. Ribs can be added to the boss for
added strength.
The diameter of the clearance hole in the mating
component is very important. The Insert, and not the
plastic, must carry the load. The hole in the mating
component must be larger than the outside diameter of
the assembly screw, but smaller than the pilot or face
diameter of the Insert. This prevents jack-out. If a larger
hole in the mating component is required for alignment
purposes, a Headed Insert should be considered.

HOLE IN MATING PART MUST BE SMALLER THAN INSERT PILOT DIAMETER
IN HOST TO PREVENT THE INSERT FROM PULLING THROUGH THE
ASSEMBLY – KNOWN AS “JACK-OUT”.

SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.

THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK

PENCOM and Aramid Technologies,
developer of SmartCert®announced they are
working on a digital transformation project to
streamline and automate PENCOM’s product
certification quality management process using
the award-winning SmartCert solution.
SmartCert QR code provides customers
quick 24/7 mobile access to review quality cert
paperwork during shipping.
PENCOM, a manufacturer of components
for OEM design engineers, uses SmartCert
to improve internal processes and enhance
its customer experience across the United
States and international locations. During the
project’s first phase, PENCOM transitioned its
product certs from a manual paper system to
SmartCert’s secure, cloud-based solution. Certs
and documents are digitally linked to all products
and stored in a centralized archive accessible
24/7 by internal departments via the SmartCert
shared dashboard.
“Implementing the digital SmartCert solution in
one of PENCOM’s manufacturing plants increases
our time efficiency by approximately 80 percent
over our manual paper system. It also significantly
reduces the amount of paper we use, making us
more eco-friendly,” says Mario Callejas, global
quality assurance manager at PENCOM.
The second phase of PENCOM’s digital
transformation project improves the customer
experience and gains additional internal
efficiencies. PENCOM is expanding SmartCert to
its customers, which totally automates the cert
transfer process. Documentation for sales orders
is sent to customers via the SmartCert platform.
“The fastener industry is very competitive
and SmartCert gives us an edge by eliminating
the problem of missing certs and providing
real-time updates,” says Mike Gray, chief
commercial officer at PENCOM. “Our customers
have universal access via the self-serve, cloudbased SmartCert dashboard from any location or
mobile device. This increases efficiency for both
PENCOM and our customers.”
SmartCert is the industry’s first cloud-based,
self-service platform that allows buyers and
sellers to easily manage and exchange all the
required quality certs and documentation that go

123

with a product. SmartCert benefits include:
Secure, system simplifies cert transfer process
Self-serve SmartCert dashboard eliminates
missing paperwork and provides 24/7 access
Universal platform streamlines inbound and
outbound cert exchange
Eco-friendly reduces paper copies
Quick onboarding process takes less than two
weeks with minimal disruption
Subscription-based model expands with your
business needs
“PENCOM is a global leader in the component
manufacturing industry and has more than 25
logistics sites. They are well known for their innovative
approach to customer service and support, which
makes them an ideal customer to use the SmartCert
solution,” says Lyndon Lattie, co-founder and CEO of
Aramid Technologies.
For more information, contact PENCOM at 1300
Industrial Road, Suite 21, San Carlos, CA 94070. Tel:
650-593-3288, Email: sales@pencomsf.com or visit
them online at www. pencomsf.com.
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM STAFDA WEBINAR: EMPLOYEE RETENTION ABOUT MORE THAN 50 CENTS from page 40

If you show empathy, a certain number of employees
will take advantage of you, but 97% will appreciate that
you will assist them.
¤ Flexibility. Does every job have to be 8-to-5 or
can working hours be adjusted for an employee due to
babysitter availability or other situation?
¤ Conduct ‘Stay’ interviews. Employers traditionally
conduct “Exit” interviews, but should add “Stay” interviews
too.
Start by asking for three things the employees like.
Then instead of asking the negative of what they “don’t
like,” ask the positive of “If you were me, what changes
would you make?”
Ryan said in the first round of “Stay” interviews,
employees tend to “tell exactly that they think you want to
hear,” but in subsequent sessions many tell more. And
then they become more likely to stay with the company
that wants their input.
¤ Invest in training. Many are reluctant to pay for

training because the employee leave. But Ryan asks:
“What if you don’t train them and they stay?”
She suggested offering $1,500 to employees for
a variety of training programs. That can be lunch and
learn, sending an employee to a trade shows, or even
participating in a group such as Toastmasters.
An outside trainer brought in for sessions “can say
some things, but employees hear it differently” than from
a boss, Ryan noted.
The 3% to 5% who take advantage of the training “are
your future leaders,” Ryan predicted.
¤ Thank your people. Ryan recalled that while a
salesperson in the welding division of Lawson Products,
the boss hand wrote a compliment on her commission
statement.
A commendation mailed to home may end up on the
refrigerator along with the kids’ art work, she added.
The webinar is available to STAFDA members at
www.stafda.org
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IF YOU TRUST THE WAREHOUSE from page 44

FIGURE 1

This technique is available to any Fastener Distributor

on the fly. Boxes, bins and totes are ideally removed

who trusts their warehouse crew and usually saves 70% to

from the shelf at the point of picking, weighed and

80% of the time and effort required for old style individual

immediately returned to the stock position. If a container

order fulfillment. Obviously with the orders picked and

is emptied, turning it upside down signals the stockers

packed on the fly the “order finishing” requirements are

that replenishment is required. Noting this manually or

radically diminished, especially if shipping labels can

with an online report can trigger a systematic, efficient

be provided to the pick/packer or created using a cart

batch restocking effort or alert the stockers to do the job

mounted printer.

whenever they are nearby. This saves even more steps with

At the opposite end of the batch size spectrum multiple

minimal training and management intervention.

orders going to one customer should also be filled using

While current pick carts and cartons can be utilized,

batch pick/pack techniques. For customers who order

they may not be optimal for pick/pack. Self-forming

several times per day this means holding all the orders for

bottoms for the cartons and a more user-friendly cart

a timed release with confidence that shipping schedules

should be investigated. Our preference is for a multi-shelf

will still be met. For most operations 40 to 50 individual

cart with wheels located in a diamond pattern instead of

lines in a batch is about the maximum that can be handled

the four corners. (Figure 1). This is essentially a three wheel

manually by shuffling paper documents. Computer directed

cart that can turn around in its own radius and tracks in a

operations are limited only by the quantity of materials

straight line with minimal effort. If there are ramps to be

that the transport cart can hold. Regardless of whether

negotiated a six-wheel cart with swivel casters on the ends

the orders are for one customer (a little lower risk) or for

and fixed casters in the middle will be safer and just as

multiple customers one trip through the zone or warehouse

maneuverable. Unfortunately, for many cart manufacturers

should complete every order without backtracking or

this may be a special item, but empowering an innovative

wasted movements.

warehouse staff to develop their own version to suit the

Where weigh counting is required, this too is done

facility and context can be a team building exercise.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 170
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL 847-370-9022 TEL 847-516-6728 TEL nancy@nefda.com TEL www.nefda.com

NEFDA AWARDS 2022 SCHOLARSHIPS by Nancy Rich
The following students were selected to receive
2022 NEFDA Scholarships:
¤ $3,000 NEFDA Scholarship
Matthew Lewis, son of Scott Lewis of Atlantic Fasteners
¤ $1,000 NEFDA Scholarship
Julian Lesieur, daughter of Brian Lesieur of Crescent Mfg.
¤ $500 NEFDA Scholarships
Natalie Barr, daughter of Freddy Barr of Stelfast
Christopher Rundle, son of Rob Rundle of R W Rundle Assc

NEFDA Announces New Board

OFFICERS
President
Morgan Rudolph, Rick Rudolph Associates
Vice President
Rob White, S B & W
Chairman
Katie Donahue, Arnold Supply

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Treasurer
Lisa Breton, D. B. Roberts
Secretary
Nancy Rich
DIRECTORS
Jason Bourque, Bolt Depot
Matt Callahan, MJ Callahan Inc.
Laura Driver, D. B. Roberts
Frank Hand, Fall River Manufacturing
Corey Magyar, Smith Associates, Inc.
Andrew Potter, Vertex Distribution
PROXY BOARD MEMBERS
Dan Bielefield, Crescent Manufacturing
Harley Kata, The Coating House
Becky Sicignano, D.B. Roberts
Brian Sidney-Smith, G.L. Huyett
NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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IFE NORTH AMERICA’S MOST EXTENSIVE FASTENER TRADE SHOW IS STILL GOING STRONG from page 46

supplier, distributor, master distributor, add services to
the industry, etc., find out more reasons why you should
register to attend the next event.”
The conference features keynote speakers, panelists,
and an educational program that will cover a variety of
topics from leaders in the industry. Attendees learn
about growing their business, technology, outsourcing,
and more including:
¤ Ecommerce/Digital Retailing Best Practices
¤ How to Sell with an Empty Shelf
¤ Identify, Attract, and Retain Top-Performing
Employees
Current sign-ups include: Amazing Magnets; Clients
First Business Solutions; Camcar Innovations; Pat Mooney
Saws; Alox.Online; Air Control Industries; Core MFG;
ACTON METAL PROCESSING CORP.; and so many more.
Check www.fastenershows.com for a complete list.
Networking opportunities are the secret ingredient of
any trade show and IFE provides many chances to make
new connections. For example, the Welcome Reception
takes place on Monday, October 17 at the Daylight Pool
at Mandalay Bay from 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. The event
features an open bar, light appetizers, and a live DJ.
Another fun outing is the Annual IFE Golf Tournament at
the Bali Hai Golf Club on October 17th. Registration for
the tournament begins in June.
Additional special events include full day training
and conference tracks and the Fastener’s Hall of Fame
& Young Fastener Professionals Award Ceremony.
“Each year, thousands of attendees come to Las

¤ Social Media Marketing for Every Budget
¤ Leadership Strategies to Combat the Labor Shortage
¤ Sales and Marketing Guide to SEO Optimization
¤ Essential Steps to Tighten Up Your CRM
¤ Trends in 3D Technology
“The people and products at IFE literally bind the
world together with necessary tooling, machinery, and
fasteners,” Wilson adds. “Even among all these tangible
products, the final ingredient that makes IFE so beneficial
is an intangible one and it amounts to inspiration. People
come away from IFE with renewed perspective new
friends, and valuable connections. These elements can’t
be overlooked, and it’s often necessary to get out of the
office to find this inspiration. Attendees and exhibitors
are spending time, money, and effort to be here and it’s
our mission to put on the best show possible. We look
forward to seeing you there.”

Vegas to network and do businesses with hundreds
of suppliers, showcasing every type of fastener for the
industrial, construction, aerospace, and automotive
industry; electronic fasteners, specialty tooling products,
special application fasteners, tooling and machinery,
hand tools, power tools, service solutions, and much
more,” Wilson enthuses. “From industrial to construction,
electronic to automotive and aerospace, this is the
trade show where all levels of the supply chain come
to network and see customers, build new relationships,
and find new products. Whether you are a manufacturer,
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO

MW INDUSTRIES (TEXAS) - ANNUAL CRAWFISH BOIL
HOUSTON, TX - MAY 6, 2022
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JIM TRUESDELL PAY TRANSPARENCY - BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR from page 48

What impact will pay transparency rules have on

regardless of their respective skills and effort. Finding out

the hiring practices of a company? Under some already

they are making less than someone else may lead them to

existing state laws and some proposed federal guidelines

be resentful, slack off on efforts, or to seek employment

a salary range must be provided for jobs advertised (or

elsewhere.

provided during initial interviews). At a certain point in the

Those who favor total pay transparency argue that

process the applicant must be apprised of the existing

it benefits the employer by raising morale and making

salary range for the targeted job. Some of these same

employees happier. Well, that might be the case if a

rules will prohibit an employer from inquiring about the

worker is pleasantly surprised to find their compensation

applicant’s salary history. Do these types of requirements

stacks up well against others and the industry in general.

interfere with the freedom to contract? Cannot the parties

It is not likely to be so if the information makes them

engage in the “dance” where the potential employee wants

jealous, bitter or hopeless. Will it make employees more

the best offer and the employer is trying to contain costs?

collaborative? Not too likely if someone now knows he

Such changes in hiring procedures would inevitably lead

or she is underpaid. Another reason advanced in the

to raising the employer’s entire salary base. Transparency

quest for acceptance of transparency is that it will help

seems to exist on the premise that it is a good thing to

companies close pay gaps that might exist. Maybe the

raise all salary levels (which will only fuel inflation) without

employer has good reason for these variances, and

regard to increasing productivity.

putting them out in public will not help.

What happens when total compensation at a

One argument that might have some validity is that

company goes up? Unless there is commensurate gains

by outing the information in the open the company will

in productivity or revenue the company will have to limit

not be fighting rumors, innuendos or exaggerations that

hires. They may have to lay off existing workers. Only so

are circulating. Hard data might put to rest the incorrect

much overhead can be supported!

“underground” beliefs that might be stirring up trouble.

What about the open sharing of salary levels of

But what if, inevitably, there are indeed pay gaps among

existing employees? It might just heighten tensions

similarly situated people? The end result is likely to be

among the workforce as employees find who makes

anger, perhaps lawsuits, raising all pay levels in response

more than they do. Employees are unlikely to take into

or the least likely response—cutting pay for the highly

account that this other person in a similar job is viewed

compensated in order to even out the playing field. None

as being more productive or as possessing special skills

of these options seem to be very palatable.

deserving of higher pay (this is a reason it is wise to have

Pay transparency has far more downside than upside

trackable metrics of what constitutes good performance).

for employers. That is why it’s not surprising that company

People generally tend to see themselves as performing at

leaders may express approval for the theoretical concept,

a level at least on par or perhaps superior to their peers

but then do nothing to bring the practice into action!

JIM TRUESDELL
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The NEFCO Corporation, a leading partner
to the professional construction trades, has
completed the acquisition of Jiffy Fastening
Systems Inc. (“Jiffy”), headquartered in
Lexington, Kentucky. This is NEFCO’s 6th
acquisition since 2017.
Founded in 1967, Jiffy supplies a large breadth
of product to mechanical, electrical, plumbing
and HVAC contractors throughout Kentucky,
Ohio, and Indiana. Jiffy services customers out
of three branches located in Lexington, KY,
Louisville, KY, and Cincinnati, OH.
“Jiffy is one of the best SHARP® suppliers
in the Kentucky and Ohio market and we are
excited to join forces. The acquisition of Jiffy
furthers our commitment to be the national
leader in SHARP® products as we continue to
execute on our vision to partner with contractors
across every jobsite in America. Through this
partnership, NEFCO will expand its presence
into the Midwest and service contractors in
Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Tennessee, and
West Virginia” states NEFCO President & CEO,
Matthew Gelles. “Jiffy has been fortunate to
have the exceptional leadership of the DeMoss
brothers and we are excited to welcome Jeff,
Kevin, and Steve DeMoss to the NEFCO family.
All three brothers will continue to lead the Jiffy
business and we look forward to working with
them for many years to come”.
“The folks at Jiffy Fastening Systems, Inc./
Bluegrass Tool Warehouse, Inc. could not be
more excited to join forces with the NEFCO
family” stated the DeMoss brothers. “NEFCO is
also a family business with a huge footprint on
the east coast, stretching from Maine to Florida.
Both families share the same core values
of taking care of family, employees who are
extended family, and customers who are treated
like family. Couple these values with the added
bonus of going to market in the same way with
the exact same product mix (SHARP®) and this
is a perfect match. We are very excited to join
the NEFCO team!!”
Founded in 1967, Jiffy Fastening Systems
Inc. is a family business started by Bob and
Mary DeMoss. Bob and Mary subsequently sold
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the business to their three sons, Jeff, Kevin and
Steve in 1988. Under their leadership, Jiffy has
dominated the Kentucky and Ohio market as the
leading supplier of SHARP® (Strut, Hardware,
Anchors, Rod, Pipe Hangers) and Power Tools
throughout Kentucky, Ohio and surrounding
markets.
NEFCO is a family run construction supply
company whose mission is to be the single best
partner for contractors whenever they build. NEFCO
is the industry leader in SHARP® products, with 19
locations throughout the East Coast and Midwest.
NEFCO partners with contractors by providing
localized, contractor-centric services including
extensive product expertise, large local inventories,
fast dependable jobsite delivery, turnkey engineering
services, and specialty fabrication and assembly of
construction materials.
For more information, contact NEFCO Corporation
at 411 Burnham Road, East Hartford, CT 06108. Tel:
1-800-969-0285, Email: Inquiries@nefcocorp.com or
visit them online at www.gonefco.com.
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ANTHONY DI MAIO STRUCTURAL BLIND RIVETS from page 50

		
The power setting power tool pulling jaws have to
maintain it’s grip on the mandrel to reach the 2800 lbs.
pulling force. To prevent the jaws from slipping at this
pulling force, grooves are rolled into the stem of the
mandrel at the section that the pulling jaws must grip.
These mandrel grooves have a pitch between them equal
to the grooves of the pulling jaws. As soon as the grooves
of the pulling jaws engage the grooves of the mandrel, the
pulling jaws will hold their grip on the mandrel until the
mandrel breaks at it’s break point and then the structural
blind rivet is set. Without these grooves on the mandrel
the power tool pulling jaws will slip and the mandrel will
not break and the structural blind rivet will not be set.
Because of these grooves, slightly worn pulling jaws will
still grip the mandrel and set the structural blind rivet.
Without these grooves, slightly worn jaws will not grip the
mandrel and will not set the structural blind rivet.
		The mandrel retention loads of the structural blind rivet
is as follows:- 3/16 diameter 50 lbs. to 100 lbs. minimum,

1/4 diameter are 100 lbs. to 250 lbs. minimum These
retention loads are the holding strength between the rivet
body and the mandrel. It will take a force larger than these
minimum values to dis-assemble a structural blind rivet
before setting. Because the minimum retention forces are
so high between the rivet body and the mandrel, special
assembly machinery is necessary to assemble structural
blind rivets.
		The friction force is very high between the structural
rivet body and the mandrel when setting the rivet. The
mandrel head must expand the rivet body when setting
the structural blind rivet This friction is so high that
the mandrel can break at it’s pre-determined break
point before the rivet is set, creating a mal-function. To
avoid the mandrel breaking pre-maturely the assembled
structural blind rivet is dipped in a tank of lubricant. This
lubricant dries to the touch but reduces the friction load
between the rivet body and mandrel when setting the
structural blind rivet.
ANTHONY Di MAIO

STAFDA SAILS INTO SAN DIEGO FOR ITS 46th ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW

STAFDA’s General Session on Monday, October 31,
includes two State of the Industry
speakers: STAFDA President, Allan
Guthrie, DXP
Enterprises,
and
Jude
Nosek
with
Keson Industries. They’ll share
what’s happening from a distributors
and manufacturer’s perspective,
respectively. Keynote speaker,
British outdoor adventurer, Bear
Grylls, then takes the stage for a
power-packed talk on overcoming
obstacles and resilience.
STAFDA’s Trade Show is open Monday afternoon
and Tuesday, November 1. Manufacturers who exhibit
in the Trade Show are dedicated and committed to
the construction/industrial channel and recognize the

from page 52

importance and value of STAFDA distributors.
The 500+ booth STAFDA Show is the only show in the
channel that brings over 35 different product categories
together under one roof. Plus it’s a buying show! Show
specials, discounts, and terms help a manufacturer end
the year on a high note while it gives distributors an
incentive to place show-only orders. Manufacturers also
use the show to debut new products.
Spouses and companions have special programs which
include a city tour, a sail on San Diego Harbor, or a cooking
experience at the San Diego Wine and Culinary Center.
STAFDA’s Closing Party on Tuesday night, Some Like
it Yacht, will be held on the Marriott Marquis’ Marina
Terrace overlooking sailing vessels of every kind in San
Diego Harbor.
It’s time to raise the main sail for a smooth cruise into San
Diego for STAFDA’s October 30 – November 1 Convention &
Trade Show! (It’s a closed meeting for members only; please
visit stafda.org for more information).
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
SPRING CONFERENCE - GREENVILLE, SC - APRIL 25-27, 2022
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NELSON VALDERRAMA MITIGATING INFLATION’S IMPACT IN YOUR DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS from page 54

One solution to this problem is lowering the total

Even the most disciplined pricing gurus among

cost of SKU management by dropping most products

us can attest that those numbers would make it

that drive minimal GM$. This approach could have

extremely difficult for any owners, finance managers

a negative impact on your sales effectiveness and

and sales managers to deliver an optimal experience

ultimately lead you back into losing money. When

for every customer and their business bottom line —

customers need products no longer in our portfolio,

if they don’t have an agile process to update their

reps can’t offer them comprehensive solutions for their

pricing.

business problems and as such we’re left with less

By utilizing the built-in capabilities of the ERP you

revenue at hand than before which would make things

have, you can set and provide pricing to your customer

even worse!

with a few clicks while replicating most of the price

What you should do is perform a product

guidelines you have today. This method takes all of the

segmentation (not an 80/20 rule) where your critical

guesswork out of your pricing strategy and execution

A and B items are protected so that the main source

meaning your team saves time, and more importantly,

of GM$ isn’t compromised. This way, when adding

you are mitigating inflation’s impact in your distribution

new products into your portfolio they will be properly

business.

prioritized based on their importance to revenue rather

And do not forget to revamp your standard, actual,

than just guessing which ones might generate more

and forecast costing processes to ensure the true

sales without knowing anything about them yet!

impact of input cost changes is reflected in the cost
of goods sold in your pricing. At Intuilize, we helped

Be Price Agile And Keep Up With Inflation

several distributors to implement this dauting job in

Pricing is a target that moves incredibly fast. In fact, it

weeks.

is probably a better analogy to say that pricing is like
30 moving targets, all running at full speed in different
directions.

You Can Mitigate The Inflation’s Impact In
Your Distribution Business

Your pricing strategy can (and should) be different

The current inflationary environment provides you

if you are quoting a long-term contract, a long list of

with immediate and added motivation to step through

materials for a bid, or one line item over the phone. At

your value chain. By acting quickly, companies will be

the end of the day someone has to make a decision

able gain significant advantages in a rapidly changing

on how to make money or lose money, but how many

world .

of those individuals have the right data to prepare to
handle the real volume of those decisions?

With the right strategies, it would be possible to
reduce price/cost volatility impacts by using predictive

For example, let’s say a typical mid-sized distributor

analytics and evaluating cost pass-through methods.

called “ACME 2025“ has 1,000 customers. Let’s

With this in mind we hope that you have found some

also assume they have an average number of active

helpful information about how best practices can help

SKUs at around 10000 SKUs and at least 3 quantity

strengthen customer relationships while also improving

breaks (1,000 | 2,500 | 5,000)...when you run the

your business’s profitability over time!

math on that you get a whopping 15 Million possible
combinations that need to be priced properly!

Data is the new currency of business and it’s time
for you to get on top your game.

NELSON VALDERRAMA
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PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740

TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

562-684-0695

EMAIL

info@pac-west.org

PAC-WEST AFTER HOURS NETWORKING EVENTS

WEB
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www.pac-west.org

by Amy Nijjar

Mark your calendar today! We are excited about

The Pacific-West Fastener Association was created

the upcoming Pac-West After Hours networking events.

in 2009, as a unification of the Los Angeles Fastener

Here’s the schedule:
¤

August 18 – Vancouver, BC

¤

November 17 – Bay Area, CA

We can’t wait to see everyone at these fun and
casual events!

			
¤

October 6

member companies through educational opportunities,

For more information about Pac-West contact Amy

Save the dates for our Pac-West Fall events:
September 14-17

Distributors. It’s core purpose is to strengthen our

alliances, advocacy, and highly effective relationships.

Looking Ahead....
¤

Association and the Western Association of Fastener

Nijjar at 562-799-5509 amy@pac-west.org.

Fall Conference
Denver, CO
Fall Dinner Meeting &

			

Vendor Showcase

			

La Mirada, CA

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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STEEL KING WAREHOUSE SAFETY: PROTECTING PEOPLE, EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY from page 60

insufficient training.
A more comprehensive solution is to
establish visual and physical barriers
in the form of guardrails, such as Steel
King’s Steel Guard and Armor Guard. The
guardrails, made with 11-gauge steel,
keep pedestrians in defined walkways
and vehicles along predetermined routes
with protective barriers maintaining
separation.
For heavy duty protection, three-ribbed
RACKING INSIDE DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSES NEED TO BE PROTECTED WITH
BARRIERS TO FORKLIFT TRAFFIC, SUCH AS GUARDRAILS

Fortunately, a well-designed and properly installed
array of safety products, including guardrail, gates, and
accessories, can greatly reduce such incidents and
protect the facility’s people, equipment, and productivity.
In today’s tight labor market, a proactive approach to
safety can also pay off in hiring and employee retention.
“Labor is in high demand now and people want to
work in a safe environment. So, a company that shows
that it prioritizes keeping its warehouse employees safe
with visible barriers like engineered guardrails [to prevent
vehicle-pedestrian collisions and rack/equipment damage]
has an edge in labor retention,” says Augustyniak.

guardrail like Steel Guard is designed
to withstand impacts from forklifts and
other vehicles commonly operated in

warehouses and distribution centers. The guardrail can
be installed with a single rail or a double rail that offers a
42-inch-high barrier.
A medium-duty guardrail like Armor Guard is usually
a sufficient and more economical means to separate and
protect people in workstations and walkways from light
shop traffic. They have two ribs and can be installed at a
single or triple rail height.
The guardrails also facilitate efficient traffic flow.
When pedestrians are kept out of traffic lanes by
guardrails, forklift operators can maintain their expected
pace unimpeded, so overall efficiency is improved.

Optimizing Safety
In warehouses and distribution centers, collisions
between forklifts or other vehicles and employees or
visitors are a prime concern, so providing adequate
protection is essential.
At a minimum, walkways and work areas around
racking should be clearly defined. Lines painted on
the floor can be helpful in promoting such separation.
However, when no physical protection is provided, forklifts
and other vehicles can cross over to the pedestrian side
for reasons such as operator inattention/distraction or

A COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION TO SAFETY CONCERNS IS TO ESTABLISH
VISUAL AND PHYSICAL BARRIERS IN THE FORM OF GUARDRAILS, SUCH
AS STEEL KING’S STEEL GUARD AND ARMOR GUARD

CONTINUED ON PAGE 169
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FASTCO INC. QUALITY BOLTS, NUTS & SCREWS SINCE 1963

from page 64

THE CREW AT FASTCO, INC - HERE TO HELP YOU WITH YOUR BOLT, NUT & SCREW NEEDS - GIVE US A CALL!

The Business Edge software, coupled with
Computer Insights’ fast and friendly support team,
TM

hardware store stocks industrial fasteners of many sizes
and styles, including many hard-to-find fasteners.

helps make Fastco’s day-to-day operations run smoothly.

Their large inventory, industry expertise, exceptional

At Fastco, we like to sleep well at night, so we do

customer service, and speedy shipping make Fastco,

everything with honesty and integrity, even in the little

Inc. your friend in the fastener business.

things. Fastco believes this recipe for success will keep
them going for many years to come.

Quotes From Our Customers
“We simply love working with the employees at

Ready To Help

Fastco! They are excellent at communication and

Fastco has serviced the needs of manufacturing,

accuracy. I am continually amazed at the speed in which

construction, and other industrial and heavy-duty

they are able to produce orders. I highly recommend you

industries since 1963. Their Tacoma, Washington

give them a call if you are looking to work with a company
with employees who care.” General Mechanical
“Great people, got everything I needed with prompt
service.” L. Anderson
“Always excellent service and best pricing around,
A+ operation.” M. Grylls

More Information
Fastco Inc can be reached at 2650 Bay Street,
Tacoma, WA 98421. Contact them for more information
by telephone 253-383-1767, email info@fastcoinc.com
or at www.fastcoinc.com.
Computer Insights, Inc. can be reached at 108 3rd
Street, Unit 4, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Contact Dennis
Cowhey, President, by telephone at 1-800-539-1233,
email sales@ci-inc.com or at www.ci-inc.com.
FASTCO, INC
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Jim Derry, President and CEO of Field
Fastener has announced that Adam Derry
will be promoted to succeed him as President,
effective immediately Jim Derry will remain the
company’s CEO. As CEO, Jim will focus on
key customer relationships, acquisitions, and
facilitating strategic planning.
The new role reflects the tremendous impact
Adam has had on Field’s growth and culture,
and a testament to the confidence Jim and Bill
Derry have in his ability to execute on its future
growth plans.
“It has been an honor and privilege to lead
the Field Team for the past 8 years, I have
had the best job on the planet! It is the right
time for a leadership change; Adam has been
preparing for this change for years and is ready
to take over. The organization is also ready, our
Culture is better than ever, our value proposition
has never been stronger, and the future is very
promising for Field. Adam will do a great job
leading the Team going forward.”
In this role, Adam will provide strategic
direction for the entire organization, ensuring
Field achieves its financial and organizational
objectives. Adam will have overall accountability
towards Field’s operating plan, and ten-year
strategic plan, as well as protecting and
enhancing the Field culture as it continues to
grow. Adam joined Field in 2006 and has been
most recently serving as the Chief Customer
Officer since 2018, and on its board of directors
since its inception in 2015.
“What an honor it is to follow in the footsteps
of my Dad and Uncle, and lead this incredible
company. The impact and legacy that Bill and Jim
have made on the Field team, our customers,
and in our communities is immeasurable. We
believe strongly that we are well positioned to
continue our growth, and that our best days are
ahead. We have a strong culture, a compelling
value proposition, and have a clear vision that
our team is bought into.”
In 1990, Jim and Bill Derry acquired Field
from Dick Field. Since that time Field has seen
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aggressive growth; achieving an 18% average growth
rate per year due to its world class culture and
staying customer centric.
Under Jim’s leadership, Field grew beyond $100
Million, and rolled out the 30-Fieldamentals, which
is at the heart of Field’s culture.
Field is a global distributor of fasteners and other
small components to the OEM market. They are
the best in the industry at providing ongoing cost
reduction through both technical support services
and inventory management systems. Over the past
30 years, Field has averaged 19% annual growth
each year and for the eighth time in the last ten
years have been recognized by Inc. Magazine as one
of the fastest growing privately held companies in
America.
For more information about Field Fastener’s
products and services, contact them at 9883
North Alpine Road, Machesney Park, IL 61132.
Telephone: 815-637-9002, or visit them online at
www.fieldfastener.com.
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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TIM O’KEEFFE AWARDED NFDA’S 2022
FASTENER PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR by Amy Nijjar
The National Fastener Distributors Association

1985 to 1992 the firm closed on 300 deals, spanning

(NFDA) is pleased to announce that Tim O’Keeffe of G.

a wide array of industries. In 1992 he purchased G.L.

L. Huyett (Minneapolis, Kansas) is the 2022 recipient

Huyett from Bob and Dolly Hahn. What started as a

of its Fastener Professional of the Year award.

small single-employee business has now grown to 160

The Fastener Professional of the Year award was

employees, four distribution centers, two manufacturing

created by NFDA to honor individuals and companies

centers, a Minneapolis, Kansas headquarters, and a

that make a substantial positive impact on people’s

technology center in Sidney, Nebraska.

lives. Past recipients include:

In 2020, O’Keeffe was inducted into the National

¤ Robbie Gilchrist of Capital Marketing

Fastener Hall of Fame. In 2021 he was named by

(High Point, North Carolina) – 2017

Worldwide Fastener Sources as its first ever Fastener

¤ Jim Ruetz of AIS
(Franksville, Wisconsin) – 2018
¤ Kevin Queenin of Specialty Bolt & Screw
(Agawam, Massachusetts) – 2019
¤ Don Nowak of Falcon Fastening Solutions
(Charlotte, North Carolina) – 2020
¤ Jim Derry of Field
(Machesney Park, Illinois) 2021

Professional of the Year for “acumen, business culture,
and charitable work.” He is a regular columnist for the
American Fastener Journal, and he and his colleagues
at G.L. Huyett invest in charitable work and community
betterment. O’Keeffe was the Associate Chair of the
NFDA from 2007-2010. In addition, he has taught
college courses and is a consultant for private equity
firms.

In his nomination of Tim to receive this award,

O’Keeffe is married to his high school sweetheart,

Mike McGuire of Worldwide Fastener Sources said,

Carol Quinn. They have five kids and four grandchildren.

“Tim is not only one of the better innovators and

Tim will receive his award at the NFDA Annual

mentors in our industry today, but Tim understands

Meeting & ESPS® Welcome Reception in Minneapolis,

well the value of ‘paying it forward’.”

Minnesota on June 21, 2022.

Tim O’Keeffe grew up in Nebraska and graduated
from the University of Nebraska with highest honors

Nominations for the next Fastener Professional of
the Year award will open in January 2023.

in 1983 with a degree in economics and minors in

To register for the NFDA Annual Meeting & ESPS®

computer science, business, and philosophy. After

or to find out more information about NFDA and

a two-year stint at Procter and Gamble, he started

its programs, visit them online at www.nfda-fastener.org

a business brokerage in Kansas City in 1985. From

or call 562-799-5519.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE PRESENTS FALL 2022 TRAINING SCHEDULE

from page 66

In this class, Laurence Claus, NNi Training and
Consulting, takes participants into the fastener
manufacturing world and explores why the sometimes
under-appreciated components are complex engineering
marvels.
The course covers different methods of producing
fasteners, the advantages and disadvantages of each
manufacturing method, and other steps the average

concepts and how crystal structure, phase combinations,

fastener may undergo. Students will learn how these

and alloying determine the properties exhibited by

different processes, as well as raw material and

fasteners. Participants will then learn how we make

customer expectations, drive fasteners into a value-

transitions by heat treating to achieve more desired

added powerhouse of a component.

properties for the application.

This training is ideal for professionals in fastener
sales, sourcing, quoting, purchasing, quality assurance,

Online Learning Library

marketing, management and engineering.

FTI continues to offer its expanded Online Learning
Library featuring over 40 training videos. FTI’s webinar

Webinar Presented By FTI And The
Industrial Fasteners Institute
FTI and IFI present a webinar September 13,
“Understanding the Value Your QMS Brings to Your

series provides a great introduction to any of the Certified
Fastener Specialist sessions. Reference materials and
quizzes are included with each video rental, when
available.

Organization,” which is ideal for fastener distributors,
importers, manufacturers, or end-users, and especially

FTI thanks its 2022 Sustaining Sponsor, Wurth
Industries of North America.

those in roles in fastener quality assurance, internal

For detailed descriptions of classes, webinars and

auditing and executive management. Knowing a few

the Online Learning Library, visit fastenertraining.org.

things about fastener quality can prevent a lot of

Email Jo Morris at jom@fastenertraining.com to be

problems. This non-technical webinar explores fastener

added to the newsletter and stay updated on training

quality from the perspective of your Quality Management

opportunities.

System (QMS).

About Fastener Training Institute
Class Presented By FTI And The Industrial
Fasteners Institute

The Fastener Training Institute is a nonprofit
organization that provides beginning and advanced training

FTI and IFI present an in-person, two-day training

on fastener products, standards and specifications. Our

October 24-25, “Fundamentals of Metallurgy and Heat

core purpose is to enhance fastener use, reliability and

Treating of Fasteners” in Independence, OH, on the

safety. Our mission is to make you more knowledgeable

fundamentals of fastener metallurgy and heat treatment.

about the fastening products you buy, sell, specify or

This class focuses primarily on steels. Participants will

use.

gain a better understanding of fundamental metallurgical

For more info, please visit fastenertraining.org.

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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FASTENER FAIR USA NETWORKING PARTY
DETROIT, MI - MAY 18, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 177
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MWFA ANNOUNCES NEW VENUE FOR 2022 FSTNR WEEK

from page 58

Join us on August 24th for the 69th MWFA Golf
Outing at the picturesque Willow Crest Golf Club, home
to numerous professional and amateur golf events.
With a beautiful, natural setting, gently rolling bent
grass fairways, well-bunkered greens, and unique water
challenges, the 18-hole championship course is one
The afternoon of August 23rd will be the 40th MWFA
Fastener Show. The Tabletop Show will allow suppliers
from across the country to exhibit their products in the
heart of the fastener industry. The show will open at
1:00 p.m. and run until 6:00 p.m. While the industry has
enjoyed many virtual meetings with their associates, the
preferred option is an in-person meeting. It’s often said
the face-to-face meeting is the most productive, so take
advantage of this opportunity to showcase your products,
source new suppliers, reconnect with industry personnel,
and learn about new products and their applications.
The show features suppliers of fasteners, secondary
services, heat treating and plating as well as services to
the fastener industry. The show can also be utilized as
a valuable education tool for those new to the industry.
This economical event allows companies from across the
country to travel to Oak Brook which is easily accessible.
The show will be followed by the Fastener Bash
which always proves a great time to continue those
conversations begun at the show and secure new
relationships for suppliers and distributors. The Bash
will feature an open bar and appetizers from 6:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m.

of the finest in Oak Brook, Illinois. This Chicago golf
course features multiple teeing areas for golfers of all
experience levels. The course is a Certified Audubon
Cooperative Sanctuary, where land, water, and wildlife
are protected. Enjoy rolling fairways, well-bunkered
greens, and challenging water hazards.
The week doesn’t end after the show and golf.
On Thursday, August 26th, the MWFA will host one of
their MWFA Mixers inviting fastener friends to the patio
at Real Time Sports in Elk Grove. This allows more
networking while enjoying beverages, pizza, appetizers,
and raffles. The fun casual atmosphere allows local
and out of town companies to enjoy a great Chicago
evening together.
Fastener Training Institute will be participating in
FSTNR Week by providing their Fastener Week program
for those desiring to achieve their Certified Fastener
Specialist certificate.

This week class offers intense

education and plant tours. Students may then take a final
exam to be eligible for the Certified Fastener Specialist™
(CCFS) designation.
For more information about this class and additional
classes offered by FTI visit www.fastenertraining.org
This week will offer several sponsorship
opportunities allowing you an extra opportunity
to have your company name highlighted. Please
consider a sponsorship making you a special part
of a memorable week.
For more information or registration for these events
and sponsorships, visit www.mwfa.net or contact Nancy
Rich mwfa@mwfa.net. We look forward to seeing you in
August!
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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YFP A PEEK BEHIND THE CURTAIN FOR 2022 WITH THE YFP TEAMS from page 72

for an idiosyncratic approach for each individual, to
ensure we maximize their training experience, and the
knowledge share experience of their assigned Mentor!

We’re Back!! Live, In Person Events
We are so happy to welcome our new Board

We are so excited to be back folks!! Now that we

members to our YFP Family, as we continue to show and

are all able to meet face to face again, we are excited to

grow in support of our Industry Associations!

capitalize on that and to make our presence felt at all our

Now that you have meet the new talent… let’s see
what they have been working on for the upcmong year.

Industry Association events here in 2022! There will be
YFP participation at all Regional Events, and we cannot
wait to see you all at the IFE show this year! We will be

YFP Action Plan And Initiatives For 2022

collaborating with the IFE Teams to host an educational/
networking seminar, as well as some YFP Fun with a

YFP Regional Coordinator Model

sponsored social hour while we are all together on the

We here at YFP have developed a Regional

IFE Show floor! Of course, we will also be excited to host

Coordinator Model to best serve and support out Industry

our YFP Annual Virtual Christmas Party, and this year we

family, electing select individuals to serve as Regional

are going to pull out all the stops to make this year’s

Coordinators across the US and Canada, with the focus

Holiday Party the (virtual) place to be!!

being to promote YFP and our Fastener Industry Events
and bolster participation in their region. The goal here is

That and so much more to follow loved ones, so stay
tuned out there and we cannot wait to see you all soon!!

to ensure we have Regional coverage for all associations

Young Fastener Professionals (YFP) is committed

and association events with a YFP appointed Team

to providing educational and networking opportunities

member leading the charge and supporting our fastener

for ambitious young professionals desiring professional

family for best value and attendance! Our Regional

growth within the fastener industry. We empower,

Coordinator will also be influential in spreading the good

advocate for, and provide opportunities for education

word of the fastener industry at local schools, trade

and networking for young fastener professionals.

shows, etc., highlighting the career opportunities the

Young Fastener Professionals is a community of

fastener industry has to offer so we can continue to bring

young professionals that seek to offer a glimpse of the

in and develop A Teams players in our industry!

fastener industry through the perspective of the next
generation. While respectfully preserving the industry’s

YFP Mentorship Program

past, the next generation is hastily shaping the future

Revamped initiative for us this year at is our YFP

of the business spectrum through technology, while

Mentorship Program, geared towards connecting our

implementing the most current business practices.

members and mentees with industry veterans most

This organization aims to create a platform for young

suited to foster the growth and development based on

professionals, and the businesses employing them

criteria unique to each individual seeking Mentorship,

to develop, educate and enhance a variety business

be that educational and technical training specific to our

initiatives. YFP also serves as forum for networking,

industry, general professional development, networking,

referrals and professional support to further improve the

or all the above, we are refining our Mentorship program

fastener industry as a whole.

YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
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LAURENCE CLAUS BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS from page 96

¤ Made-from-scratch – When a longer rod or a
non-stock material or item is needed, it is usually made
from scratch. This involves several additional steps from
the process described immediately above. In the first
step a blank is cut a little long from round bar on a band
saw. In the second step the threads are created using
thread chasers to cut them from full size round bar. In
the third step the part is cut-off a second time. There is
a small unthreaded stub that is required to hold the part
during the threading process. This must be removed.
Then the ends are chamfered and the one end marked,
if necessary. Finally the part is sent out for coating, if

FIGURE 2: EPOXY ANCHOR

¤ Extenders – It is not uncommon, especially during
the setting of anchor bolts for them to be set low. The

required.
Threaded rod has a myriad of different uses in

easiest fix is often to extend them with a section of

construction and industrial applications. Several of the

threaded rod. This is accomplished using a coupling nut

more common uses include:

and an appropriately sized cut-off from the threaded rod.

¤ Hangers – Threaded rod is commonly employed

¤ Anchor Bolts – Threaded rod can quickly be made

as part of the hanger system for plumbing, HVAC, and

into an anchor bolt. They are not necessarily as good

electrical piping and ductwork. A threaded nut or coupling

as a headed anchor bolt, but they are a satisfactory

is installed into the ceiling or floor structure on one end
and a band or connector installed on or around the item
being supported on the other end with a threaded rod
in-between suspending the item the proper distance off
the ceiling or floor.

alternative and easy and inexpensive to fabricate. To
provide pull-out resistance when embedded into the
concrete, the embedded end will receive a nut or nut and
washer that have been tack welded into place.
¤ Pipe Flange Bolts – Studs cut from longer

threaded rod are commonly utilized on pipe flanges.
								
These usually are manufactured to ASTM A193 Grade B7
or sometimes ASTM A307 Grade b.

FIGURE 1: THREADED ROD AS HANGERS

¤ Epoxy Anchors – Holes are drilled into preexisting
concrete, the rod installed, and then back filled with
epoxy to hold it all secure.

FIGURE 3: STUDS FOR PIPE FLANGE CONNECTION

CONTINUED ON PAGE 172
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL 847-370-9022 TEL 847-516-6728 TEL nancy@nefda.com TEL www.nefda.com

BOWLING PARTY A GREAT SUCCESS! by Nancy Rich
The New England Fastener Distributors Association
kicked off the spring with a Bowling Party giving members
and industry friends a chance to get together after a long
winter. Nearly 70 attendees from across New England
joined in for appetizers, dinner, cocktails, and networking
followed by a (mostly) friendly bowling competition. The
evening featured great fun as well as a few raffle prizes
donated by Callahan Sales, Rick Rudolph Associates,
and SB&W.

Thanks To The Many Event Sponsors
GOLD SPONSOR
Crescent Manufacturing
DB Roberts
Ford Fasteners
MJ Callahan, Inc.
Rick Rudolph Associates
Star Stainless Screw Company

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

SILVER SPONSORS
ASI Fastener Specialists
Beacon Fastener & Components
Brighton-Best International
Distribution One
Fall River Manufacturing Co, Inc
North East Fastener
Smith Associates, Inc
SPIROL International
Stelfast, Inc

NEFDA Welcomes New Members
G. L. Huyett
Goebel Fasteners, Inc.
The Coating House
Zago Manufacturing Co.
NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
SPRING BOWLING - MASHANTUCKET, CT - MARCH 31, 2022
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CHRIS DONNELL THIS THREE-YEAR SHIPPING NIGHTMARE IS FAR FROM OVER from page 98

Rail depots in Chicago and other locations are still

metals, and foods which were staple exports for both the

seeing record congestion levels, driver retention costs

Ukraine and Russia, have dried up. Semiconductors are

soaring, and chassis numbers in short supply to do the

manufactured using palladium and xenon, huge amounts

rail companies really want to load up on the West Coast

of these metals come from Russia and with the embargos

only to further bury the rail terminals at the receiving end?

taking place, those materials need to be sourced

Only recently has the DOT (Department of Transportation)

elsewhere. Things like wheat, sunflower oil and eggs

and the FMC (Federal Maritime Commission) started to

are massive exports for the Ukraine and by not being

put pressure on the carriers to develop and implement a

able to ship these items we see rising costs across the

long-lasting improvement plan.

board including futures and at the shelves via shortage.

All of the above is further impacting the local drayage

There’s a lot that hangs in the balance and this conflict

or delivery of cargo. Going the final mile is costing

is directly affecting all things regarding shipping. Should

everyone more today than it’s ever cost and there is

this conflict continue for a long duration or expand into

no relief in sight. Trucking rates over the past 2 years

the surrounding countries, it would create chaos globally.

have increased by more than 40% and with the current

While the issues listed above only represent a

conflict between Ukraine and Russia, the cost of fuel

small number of things affecting the global supply chain,

and our country’s refusal to open our reserves, it only

importers, manufacturers and distributors should take

pushed fuel costs higher. As of May 17th, average fuel

notice and prepare, I’m afraid the next few months are

costs nationwide eclipsed the $4.00 per gallon, the first

going to be extremely volatile. My advice, in order to

time it’s ever done that. There is even rumors about

mitigate these challenges, don’t try to go this alone;

a massive diesel shortage affecting the East Coast

plan and prepare so in the event the above happen or

which will only add to the increases people are seeing.

continue to worsen you’ll be that much more ahead of the

To understand how important trucking is in the United

game. Increase your collaboration between your logistics

States, more than 70% of all product shipped to, from,

provider, suppliers and carriers. Look at your supply lines,

and within the United States is moved by truck, a figure

ask yourself whether your supply chain is primarily reliant

of more than 732 billion dollars in 2021. Couple that with

on one or two suppliers. Is your supply chain reliant on

the complexities of the trucking industry such as driver

one country? If you answer yes to either question, it’s

retention, increases in coercion cases being filled by

time you take a long hard look at your supply chain and

drivers, and the stringent government guidelines passed

make it more robust and adaptable so you can weather

down onto the trucking industry, and it’s no wonder we

the many obstacles in the future.

are 80,000 drivers short today. Indeed, the American

Last but certainly not least, if you are hearing that

Transportation Association (ATA) predicts that by 2026

the global supply chain issues will be resolved soon, I’m

we will see that number double. In the short term, with

not sure who’s saying this (and yes, I’ve been asked this

the threat of increased congestion, we are in the eye

very question) but I’m here to tell you, we have a long

of the perfect storm and we all must work through this

way to go. Based on our analytics, we’re not anticipating

together.

any type of real change until at least the end of the year

While I won’t go into great detail about the impact

and some have come out saying they don’t see things

surrounding the conflict between Ukraine and Russia, I

returning to the “new” normal until the second quarter of

think it’s important to state this conflict is having a large

2023. If this sounds like your trapped in the Bill Murray

impact on the global supply chain. Items like fuel, precious

movie “Groundhog Day”, you’re not alone.
CHRIS DONNELL
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE: HEY FASTENER WORLD – SHOW US YOUR UNITS!

¤ Time, like displacement, is also a measure of

from page 100

Spock, “Live long and prosper.”

space. That’s just weird, but it’s true. Time is a way to

One of the greatest things about the standard unit of

go, like up and down or left and right. You can think of

time, the second (s), is that it’s the same is the imperial

time as a road that can be traveled while also having

and metric systems. At least that makes it easy to

the opportunity to travel along the roads of left-right,

remember.

back-forth, and up-down. These roads together represent

Now that we have a basic knowledge of displacement,

the three dimensions of space and one dimension of

mass, and time, let’s see how they are used to measure

time. Traveling through time is as if we’re all in a big

the performance characteristics of a fastener.

train car moving together. Only this train moves us all

Distance (looking only at the size component of

through time, not space. All at a similar rate and in the

displacement) is clearly measured in the fastener’s

same direction – the future. This was another of Albert

overall dimensions such as diameter, length, thread

Einstein’s great ideas, that space and time are the same

form, fillet radius, etc. There is nothing much hidden

thing and are together considered spacetime. There’s so

here. Common units of measure are the inch (in) in the

much strangeness when we first begin to contemplate

imperial system and the millimeter (mm) in the metric

this equivalency that I don’t have high hopes in my ability

system. There are exactly 25.4 mm in 1 in.

to work you through it to the point of it being sensible in

Mass is indirectly measured when we measure a

this short article, so I won’t commit much spacetime to

fastener’s weight. Remember that weight and force are

it. It is simpler to understand if you begin with the idea

two words describing the same thing. Fasteners are often

of time being a measure of how far you go in a particular

sold by weight and fastener lot sizes are sometimes

direction, just like moving through space. To quote Mr.

classified by weight. Let’s get a little deeper on how
mass and weight are related. Isaac Newton’s second
law of motion, F = ma, explains their relationship. In
Newton’s famous equation, F is force, m is mass, and
a is acceleration. A force on an object is equivalent to
the product of the object’s mass and the acceleration
it’s experiencing. Acceleration is a measure of how fast
an object is speeding up, slowing down, or changing
direction. You might have guessed that acceleration is
a vector because it has size and direction and you’d be
correct. If we know an object’s mass and we measure
how fast its speed is changing, we can calculate the
force that is causing the change by multiplying the mass
and the acceleration. But wait, before you grab your
calculator, make sure the units you’re using for mass
and acceleration are compatible. Mixing units is a rookie
mistake, but it’s made all the time and even by trained
scientists controlling hundred million-dollar projects.

FIGURE 3 SPACETIME DIAGRAM SHOWING THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN SPACE AND TIME DIMENSIONS

Read-up on the Mars Climate Orbiter disaster for an
example.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 174
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BRUNO MARBACHER COST-SAVING IN FASTENING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES CRITICAL SAVINGS FOR THE END-PRODUCTS from page 102

Assembly-Friendly Fasteners

Fasteners with cylindrical heads and a favorable length
to diameter ratio are easier to feed in an automated
assembly. When “screwbotics” are used, fasteners with
bulky heads or fasteners with a non-cylindrical heads
(e.g. flat head screws) are much more likely to cause line
shutdowns.
Principally, fasteners with an internal drive are better
suited for automated assembly. For certain types of
assemblies, drives with excellent stick fit capabilities
facilitate assembly tremendously. Good examples of this
are socket screws with a 6-lobe drive (Torx).

Potential Cost Savings in Preparation
Of The Components
Each additional process of a given component increases
its production costs. Therefore, one must minimize
the number of processes when installing fasteners. A
fastened joint is most cost-efficient, if it does not have
to have its holes pre-drilled. However, if a hole must be
pre-drilled, a hole shape which allows the use of a threadforming fastener should be used.

Multi-Functional Fasteners
Multi-functional fasteners reduce the number of
operations and combine functions of different elements.

Drive Styles Consolidation
The drive types should be consolidated as well. Thus,
the product range can be streamlined, and the assembly
can be completed more cost-efficiently, using fewer tools.

Cost Savings Potential For Everyday Applications
Often time it does not require a great deal of
investment, but merely spending some time on how one
can make a better fastened joint.
Here are a few suggestions:
Instead of using special fasteners, one should always
consider using standard off-the-shelf fasteners, particularly
if the quantities are small.
Special fasteners are more difficult to procure and
have longer lead times.

For instance, a screw with a washer and a split lock
washer can often be replaced by either a sems screw or
screws with an integrated dished flange. Thus, assembly
becomes faster and can be automated. The locking
elements cannot be left out accidentally and additional
logistic costs are thus eliminated.

Size Consolidation
Too many different sizes increase the procurement and
inventory holding costs. Consolidating sizes reduces costs
and facilitates assembly and make it easier to service the
finished product.

Fasteners come in standard lengths. It is important
that engineers are encouraged to stick to this “off-theshelf” available length.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 163
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BRUNO MARBACHER COST-SAVING IN FASTENING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES CRITICAL SAVINGS FOR THE END-PRODUCTS from page 162

It is often much more cost efficient to make a design

standard, here one should suggest what is commonly

change to accommodate standard length fasteners. It is

available, possibly discuss option with the fastener

often much more cost efficient to make a design change

manufacturers.

to accommodate standard length fasteners.
Example for metric fasteners:
Length such as: 8 10 12 … are readily available.

There Are No Limits to Cost Saving Potentials
There are many more possibilities to make fastened
joints more cost efficient. It requires spending some time
looking into all the possibilities. It would be a good idea to

Example for inch fasteners:
Length such as: 5/16, 3/8, 1/2.

consult a fastening technology expert early in the design
phase. Thus, one is able to “do it right the first time.”
It is also important to view fasteners not just as “nuts

If special features such as “assembly facilitators”

and bolts,” but as integrated parts of a sophisticated

are necessary, then one should design these features

assembly. Only if one takes fastened joints seriously and

based on recognized standards. This will allow a fastener

explores all aspects, can one make them safe, reliable,

manufacturer to utilize the same tooling repeatedly. This

and yes, cost efficient.

provides cost savings for the manufacturers, which most

In a follow-up article, we will address some examples

are willing to pass on. There are metric standard that

of potential cost savings which are based on line walks,

cover these features. For inch fasteners there is no such

tear downs, etc.
BRUNO MARBACHER
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JOE DYSART HOW FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS CAN HANG ONTO EMPLOYEES WITH THE STAY INTERVIEW

from page 110

¤ Make sure the employee’s manager -- and
not HR -- is the primary interviewer: Given that an
employee generally has a day-to-day relationship with a
manager -- rather than HR -- it’s critical that the manager
conduct the Stay Interview, according to Christopher
Mulligan, CEO, TalentKeepers.
¤ Be ready to be the listener -- and hear some
things you’d rather not hear: “The employee should
talk the majority of the stay interview, as the interviewer
listens and takes notes on key points and concerns.
“In order to be effective, the management team

SURPRISINGLY, DISSATISFACTION WITH PAY IS GENERALLY NOT
THE PRIMARY TRIGGER THAT SAPS EMPLOYEE MORALE

must approach these interviews with an open mind and

of “Generations, Inc.” -- thinks a Stay Interview should

with humility.

be scheduled immediately, “if you feel that someone’s

“It will be common when the employee may not like
something or want a change in their work environment.
And it is easy for managers and especially owners to
take the criticism personally.

becoming discouraged, disheartened, burnt out,” or
similar.
Adds Peacock: “The most important thing is for the
employee to know you will listen on a regular basis.”

“Leave your ego at home and be ready to listen for

¤ Telegraph clearly that the Stay Interview will

ways you can improve your business and the loyalty of

be a safe space for the employee: The very premise

your employees.”

of the Stay Interview -- ‘Tell me what’s on your mind

¤ Experiment with the frequency of your Stay
Interviews: Recruiting experts interviewed for this
piece were all over the map on their advice to fastener
distributorss on how often to schedule Stay Interviews.
Mulligan suggests at least once-a-quarter -- with the
first interview scheduled within 14 days of the hire.
Michael Murphy, CEO, Platinum Group, agrees:
“Frequent -- possibly quarterly -- check-ins can keep

-- good and bad’ -- demands real trust from a fastener
distributor employee.
So you’ll want to be sure employees are convinced
they won’t be penalized for what they say.
Says Mulligan: “Executed properly, stay interviews
provide a safe, structured discussion for team members
to share their career growth aspirations, how they prefer
to led, engaged and recognized.”

things relevant, addressing what might be top-of-mind

¤ Be prepared to dig deep: The more granular

for employees. The exact frequency will depend on the

you’re able to get with your Stay Interview, the more likely

current climate of the company:

you’ll be able to effect real, productive change.

¤ Are there big shifts in direction that might effect
people’s well-being?

Jim Peacock, owner/principal, Peak Careers
Consulting, for example, discovered -- with a little digging

¤ Or, are there external forces at play that require

-- that one of his employees was secretly pinning for

pivots -- where utilizing each employee’s skills to the

some imaging software that would enable her work to

maximum are essential?

appear more artistic and professional.

Kaye thinks as often as once-a-month could work.

Says Peacock: “This was a minor thing for me and

And Meagan Johnson, an expert on fostering optimum

a convenience thing for her. I would never have known if

workplaces that feature multi-generations -- and co-author

I had not asked her.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 165
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JOE DYSART HOW FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS CAN HANG ONTO EMPLOYEES WITH THE STAY INTERVIEW

from page 164

“Our research has proved that if managers are
willing to hang in and drill deeper,” they’ll be able to find
three or four changes for an employee that they’re able
to make”, Kaye says.
¤ Ensure you follow through:

Probably the

easiest way to sabotage your Stay Interviews is to nod
and smile -- and then do nothing.
Most employees realize that asking for the moon
will get them nowhere. But they’ll also be thoroughly
FASTENER DISTRIBUTOR MANAGERS NEED TO SECURE
OVERWHELMING EMPLOYEE TRUST FOR STAY
INTERVIEWS TO WORK

disenchanted with your fastener distributorship if you

¤ Have answers ready for those tough questions:

concerns.

ask them to share openly -- and then ignore all their

While many managers at fastener distributorships are

Says Platinum Group’s Murphy: “Letting them know

reluctant to do Stay Interviews for fear they’ll be unable to

they are heard by the actions you take after the interview

deliver on some employee requests, Kaye recommends

is the most powerful thing you can do.” Adds Burr: “If

managers be honest about what they’re actually able to

the organization fails to act, employees will never trust

do -- and then focus on those capabilities.

the process again.”
JOE DYSART
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IFI RESHORING FASTENER MANUFACTURING & STRENGTHENING OUR SUPPLY CHAIN

from page 118

Not one Chinese fitting even came close to gaging

landed cost assumption is destroyed. The recent and,

correctly. Nobody who must make specification compliant

in some cases, still current shortage of micro processing

parts can compete with somebody who doesn’t have

chips make this point. The car companies made the

to meet the standard but happens to have a much

news, but almost every device that plugs into a wall

lower price. The Kerr Lakeside quality supervisor who

outlet or runs on a battery has at least one chip inside

inspected the Chinese parts jokingly suggested we start

of it. In most cases the chips have the lowest unit

making Teflon plumbing tape.

landed price of all the components in an assembly.
When the chips did not arrive, they went from being

Q4: Do you expect the reshoring trend to
last? Why?

a negligible cost consideration to the most expensive
part of the assembly. Harry Mosher of the Reshoring

Jeff Liter: I do think reshoring will in many cases

Initiative calls this “cost of ownership.” One more reason

last for several years. The continued interruptions to

I believe reshoring is going to be a sustained practice are

supply have disrupted manufacturing costing far more

geopolitics. Russia invading Ukraine and China acting

than the savings. Covid, dock congestion, shipping

belligerently toward Taiwan has converted a great many

costs, container shortage, tariffs, wars, and conflicts

companies to the idea that a cheaper unit price isn’t

have all created issues over the past year and will likely

always the least costly option.

continue. Tensions with China and Taiwan is a threat to
the fastener supply that is the most recent worry.

About IFI

Joe Kochan: I do. Companies are challenging the

Industrial Fasteners Institute, headquartered in

current and lengthy supply chain models that are often

Independence, Ohio, is an Association of the leading

employed with fasteners and other manufactured goods.

North American manufacturers of bolts, nuts, screws,

Risk assessment, management and mitigation is happening

rivets, pins, washers, and a myriad of custom formed

much earlier in sourcing and planning process. These

parts. Suppliers of materials, machinery, equipment

activities and experiences are highlighting the total cost

and engineered services, are Associate Members

of not having product available and on-hand as compared

of the Institute. IFI membership currently stands at

to previously thought savings of an extended supply chain.

70 Company Members with 61 Subsidiaries and 55

Fortunately, EFG continues to invest in people, equipment,

Associate Members.

and our supply chain partners to provide options to

For 90 years, IFI’s fastener manufacturing member

customers that help mitigate product availability risks while

companies have combined their skills and knowledge to

providing a blended cost-effective solution.

advance the technology and application engineering of

So, do I expect all manufacturing to be re-shored?

fasteners and formed parts through planned programs

No. Do I expect a significant shift and heavier blend of

of research and education. Users of fasteners and

onshore product? Yes, I do.

formed parts in all industries benefit from the continuing

Charlie Kerr: Yes, I do. For a long time, the unit
landed price of a part was thought to be what that part

design, manufacturing, and application advances made
by the Industrial Fasteners Institute membership.

cost. Assuming the part arrives on time and is fit for

To inquire about IFI membership, contact Dan

use, that cost picture was probably a close estimate.

Walker, Managing Director at dwalker@indfast.org or call

When a part arrives late or is not fit for use that unit

216-241-1482 for details on eligibility and benefits.

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE

FASTENER FAIR USA
DETROIT, MI - MAY 18-19, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 175
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SEFA GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA PERFECT SETTING FOR SEFA CONFERENCE

from page 120

SEFA Is Grateful For The Many Sponsors Of
The 2022 Spring Conference
PREMIUM SPONSORS
¤ Eurolink Fastener Supply Service
¤ Metric & Multistandard Components Corporation
¤ Goebel Fasteners, Inc
¤ Star Stainless Screw Company
The final day of the event opened with a Table Top
Show running during the morning.

The show was a

success to exhibitors and attendees alike as all found
the show productive and informative. The rest of the day
provided informative sessions including:
¤ Laura Flowers (Birmingham Fastener) discussing
Social Media including LinkedIn as best utilized by our
industry. Laura was very helpful in giving several tips
on utilizing social media and it’s various platforms for
companies.
¤ Chris Donnell (Scanwell Logistics) discussing

¤ Stelfast Inc
CONFERENCE SPONSORS
¤ Brighton Best International
¤ Brikksen Stainless
¤ Kanebridge Corporation
¤ RIE Coatings
¤ Sems and Specials
GOLF SPONSORS
¤ Advance Components
¤ Atlas Distribution
¤ Goebel Fasteners, Inc.

current logistics status and expectations. Chris reminded

¤ Kanebridge Corporation

us the logistical nightmare is not going away anytime

¤ Nucor Fasteners

soon and updated on current situations.

¤ RIE Coatings

¤ A panel consisting of Mike Bailey (Nucor Fastener),

¤ Scanwell Logistics

Anthony Crawl (Birmingham Fastener), and Lee Parker

¤ Sems and Specials

(Vulcan Steel Products) discussed What we learned,

¤ Sonfast

new strategies, and best practices. Although each

¤ Vogelsang Fastener Solutions

company has different situations, we are all facing more
challenges than ever before between COVID, logistics,
and world issues. Different tactics work for each
company but staying ahead of the challenges is key.
The meeting closed out with a drawing for a
complimentary (sponsored by SEFA) Certified Fastener
Specialist Class conducted by Fastener Training Week.
SEFA will hold their 2023 Spring Conference at
Sandestin Golf & Beach Resort in Sandestin, FL so be
sure to check thesefa.com for updates.

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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STEEL KING WAREHOUSE SAFETY: PROTECTING PEOPLE, EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY from page 144

When easy employee access is needed, durable

the most likely sources of damage – forklifts – with

safety gates can be utilized where required. For

accessories like Guard Dawg, a highly visible and

greater flexibility of use, Augustyniak recommends

effective rack protector. The protector’s sections are

utilizing safety gates with post openings designed to

anchored to the floor, nestling the uprights and standard

accommodate an easy change in the swing direction of

footplates of the racking. With a low-profile design, this

the gate. For added safety, sturdy steel springs should

safety equipment is often used at intersections and

automatically close the gate after an employee uses it.

along high traffic routes to preserve the rack that is

Guardrails can also be installed to protect a wide

most likely to be damaged.

range of important equipment. This includes rack

As warehouse and distribution centers become

aisle ends, mezzanines/platforms, conveyor systems,

larger and more efficient, it becomes even more

machinery, mechanicals, electrical panels, building

important for operation managers to sufficiently protect

features, and offices situated amid material handling

the safety of their employees and equipment along

or manufacturing operations. With racking systems

with the facility’s productivity. Those who proactively

and mezzanines protected, inventory stored on the

implement the proper safeguards, including guardrail

structural equipment is also safeguarded.

and accessories, will profit for years to come in this

Finally, pallet racks can be protected from one of

regard.

STEEL KING
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IF YOU TRUST THE WAREHOUSE from page 126

Spreading carton supplies and packing materials

there really is no point in even staying in business. More

throughout the warehouse can utilize otherwise lost

Supply Houses fail from poor personnel selection and

space at the aisle ends or in voids adjacent to building

training than from any other internal or external force.

columns. Specialized packing materials are normally

A major rationale of initiating a Statistical Sampling

stocked at the point of usage. This puts cushioning

process is to identify the weak links due to ineffective

comingled with the more delicate items and reduces the

people and processes. By collecting trustworthy data it

possibilities of damage at every point of the process.

becomes relatively easy to turn the numbers into solid

Full carts of prepacked materials are exchanged for

information. A simple example would be tracking picking

ready to roll empty carts at the “Order Finishing Station.”

errors and discovering that 90 per cent of the problems

Transferring the tool tote and replenishing supplies

can be attributed to one individual. Clearly, this makes

should take only seconds and the pick/packer can go

a case for retraining, retasking or terminating the sub-

onto the next batch while their picked orders have flyers,

performing staff member. Similarly, if everyone is making

dunnage and paperwork added before being weighed (if

the same mistake a properly designed and implemented

necessary) and routed. One Order Finisher should easily

training program is often the best solution. Pick/pack

handle the output from five or more pick/packers.

success is therefore built on a foundation of an effective

The picker/finisher ratio goes even higher with semiautomated taping equipment and some inexpensive roller
or skate wheel conveyor. Under these circumstances, an
output conveyor is used to accumulate orders prior to

sampling program.

Pick/Pack Is Not A Stand Alone Program, It
Requires An Informed Community

staging or to feed pallets or conveyors for sortation by

Emphasize that the pick/packer’s job is to keep

route or carrier. As timing becomes more stable and

moving and finishing orders. Everyone else in the

trustworthy, the same conveyor can even be used for

operation is there to support them. If a product is

batch receiving of UPS, USPS and FedEx orders in the

not on the shelf for any reason, it slows down the

morning with order finishing in the afternoon. Many high

operation. As other warehouse staff members rotate

volume Internet focused Distributors use an extension

into this position (and everyone should) they will have

conveyor directly into the carrier’s truck or trailer to

a better understanding of their supporting roles as

further minimize travel and handling.

expediters. With training and encouragement, stockers

The net result will be labor cost savings through

should preemptively look for shelves with low inventory

better quality and reliability. The by- product of predicable

levels to restock products long before a picker arrives.

timing translates into always fulfilling the promises made

This changes their perspective as well as their job

to customers and more time for performing the support

description. Obviously if the Warehouse Management

functions that keep the warehouse running smoothly.

System (“WMS”) is used to direct these activities it

Along the way, labor savings usually comes from people

simplifies the process.

who cannot “get the program” and leave of their own

People need feedback to know how what is

accord, “flunk out,” or move into other functions better

expected and how they are performing. Record and

suited to their potential.

post all the data that is accumulated. Initially this

How Does This Impact Personnel Issues?

will tracked according to the warehouse teams/shifts
and then extended to groups of pick/packers and

No matter how well designed and intentioned, a

finally individuals. Good-natured competition with fairly

quality-based program’s ultimate success comes from

distributed monetary or psychological rewards is not just

the people involved. If you cannot trust the individuals

for the top producers, management should also include

to perform properly and respond to your program then

recognition of improvement.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 176
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LAURENCE CLAUS BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS from page 156

¤ Double Arming Bolts – Threaded rod is used in
conjunction with four nuts to secure the cross arm on
each side of a wooden utility pole.

TABLE 1: ANCHOR BOLT STRENGTH GRADES

The threads shall be either Class 1A or Class 2A
Unified Coarse (UNC) thread series per ASME B1.1.
When not specified the default understanding is that the
threads will be made to Class 2A. For sizes greater than
one inch, the purchaser may choose the 8UN Threads
FIGURE 4: DOUBLE ARMING BOLTS (SEE UPPER CROSS TIES)

Series. Unlike threaded rod, however, there is no option
for the Unified Fine (UNF) threads series for these

Anchor Bolts
Another product that sometimes incorporates
threaded rods are anchoring points for structural

products. Threads are to be inspected per System 21
requirements, which mean that a Go/Not Go ring gage
and major Diameter check verify the thread condition.

members, columns, equipment, and any number of items

A very important instruction for manufacturing is

that need anchoring. Although threaded rod can be used

given in this standard. Grades 55 and 105 are both

for this, there is a special brand of fasteners known as

intended to be heat treated. To assure that these

Anchor Bolts specifically for this purpose. Anchor Bolts

products have metallurgical toughness restored by

are defined as, “… partially or fully threaded, one end of

tempering, the Grade 55 has a minimum tempering

which is intended to be cast in concrete while the opposite

temperature requirement of 800°F and the Grade 105

end projects from the concrete, for anchoring other

of 1100°F. These minimum tempering temperatures

material. The end cast in concrete may be either straight

are quite important because tempering at too low a

or provided with an uplift-resisting feature such as a bent

temperature will result in an Anchor Bolt that is likely still

hook, forged head, or a tapped or welded attachment.”

somewhat brittle, a completely unacceptable condition

They are also known as Anchor Rods and are
governed by ASTM F1554. This standard covers straight,

for this type of fastener.
Several other important considerations include:

bent, headed, and headless anchor bolts. It does not

¤ Grade 36 must be weldable.

cover mechanical expansion anchors, powder activated

¤ Bending can be done hot or cold but no cracks are

nails, and anchor bolts fabricated from deformed bar.

allowed and the reduction of area in the bend region

The standard covers four different materials; Carbon,

should not dip below 90% of the straight shank.

medium Carbon Boron, alloy, and high strength low alloy

¤ Bending temperature for non-heat treated versions

steels. It designates three different strength grades and
two different thread classes. Table 1 describes the three
different strength grades incorporated in this standard.

should not exceed 1300°F.
¤ For Grade 55 added heat should be less than 700°F
and Grade 105 less than 1000°F.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 178
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MARK DENZLER DISCUSSES SUPPLY CHAIN AND
OTHER ISSUES RELEVANT TO BUSINESS By Nancy Rich
Mark Denzler, President, and CEO, of the Illinois
Manufacturing Association addressed the MWFA and
the Chicago Midwest Chapter of the (NASF) National
Association for Surface Finishers in a joint meeting.
The Illinois Manufacturers’ Association works with Illinois
manufacturers and suppliers to address challenges and
shape the future. The IMA works closely
with Local, State and National government
bodies to ensure that Illinois Industry has
a voice and a seat at the table to help
shape legislation that affects us all.
Mark told the audience that the lack of
employees continues to be the biggest
challenge for all manufacturers in Illinois.
The IMA hosts Manufacturing Day in
Springfield each spring to allow member
companies the opportunity to meet with
State Representatives to let them know about the issues
they are facing. Mark understands the importance of
Manufacturing in Illinois as well as the United States.
“Far too many people still have a negative
connotation of the manufacturing sector and envision
belching smokestacks and dirty, dangerous shop floors.
In reality, nothing could be further from the truth. Today’s
manufacturers are clean, diverse, sustainable, and hightech. We have a great story to tell about amazing innovation
and breakthroughs in efficiency and sustainability. Since
1990, there is no sector that has reduced its emissions
more than the manufacturing sector. Over the last decade
alone, American manufacturers have reduced emissions by
21 percent while increasing economic output by 18 percent
according to the Energy Information Administration.”
Mark also discussed an Illinois law which prohibits
companies and institutions from collecting or utilizing
biometric data without formal written consent. The Illinois

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) is the first and the
oldest biometric regulation in the United States. Enacted in
2008, it regulates the collection and storage of biometric
information. Biometric information includes a wide variety
of identifiers such as retina scans, iris scans, fingerprints,
palm prints, voice recognition, facial-geometry recognition,
DNA recognition, gait recognition, and
even scent recognition.
Mark indicated that if the company
was issuing the phone or laptop and
the employee is using fingerprint or
face recognition to unlock the device or
utilized timeclocks that use biometrics,
it could be considered a violation of the
law.
Facebook recently offered a $650
million dollar settlement for a longstanding lawsuit which originated in Illinois and originally
involved just 3 residents. To avoid any fines or penalties
under the law, employers must get a signed document from
employees allowing collection of such data.
Mark is very active lobbying in the general assembly of
the Illinois House and works closely with the governor, while
serving on various committees to promote the interests of
manufacturers in Illinois. He commented that if Illinois was
its own country, it would rank among the top ten producing
countries…that is how big our manufacturing footprint is!
He encouraged everyone in the room to “use your voice and
use your vote” to promote stronger manufacturing support
from local politicians.
“Manufacturers have created a great story, and
the IMA is committed to telling it. We need to continue
reimagining the future, transforming the perception of the
industry, and inspiring the next generation of manufacturing
leaders. Our nation’s success depends on it.”
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE: HEY FASTENER WORLD – SHOW US YOUR UNITS!

In the imperial system, acceleration is commonly
measured in feet per square second

( ft/s² ),

from page 160

for mass (m), to calculate the mass, as in m=F/a. You

and

can see by these examples that we never measure an

in the metric system as meter per square second

object’s mass directly but calculate it by either measuring

( m/s² ). There are other variants, but these are the

how the object accelerates from a known force or by

most common. Using the imperial units to find the

measuring the force exerted on the object with a known

force with F = ma, we would multiply the object’s mass

acceleration. Either way, we know one component of

in slugs (slug) and its acceleration in feet per square

Newton’s second law, measure the second and calculate

second ( ft/s² ) to produce a pound (lb) force unit.
1 slug x 1 ft/s² = 1 lb. Using metric units, we would
multiply the object’s mass in kilograms (kg) and its

the third.
We typically calculate mass by measuring weight

acceleration in meters per square second ( m/s² ) to
produce a Newton (N) force unit. 1 kg x 1 m/s² = 1 N.

and using a known acceleration. The acceleration of

This is a wonderful way to measure force, but we

an object contains. Objects accelerate toward Earth’s

don’t usually measure weight this way.

We usually

masses due to the force of gravity near Earth’s surface
is the same for all objects regardless of how much mass
surface at a rate of

( 32 ft/s²

or 9.8 m s² , in the

/ )

measure weight by measuring how strongly Earth pulls

imperial and metric systems respectively. You may be

an object’s mass toward itself. In measuring weight

asking yourself (as many do) why all objects accelerate

this way, we measure the force (weight) directly rather

at the same rate regardless of their mass if the force

than calculating it by knowing the mass and measuring

(weight) on them increases with their mass. It seems

acceleration. Interestingly, if we measure weight directly,

sensible, according to Newton’s second law, that heavier

by the interaction of two masses (gravity), then we can

objects would fall faster because the force of gravity

use Newton’s equation (F = ma), but this time solved

is greater on them, but that is not what we observe
experimentally. What’s missing? What’s missing in our
minds is Newton’s first law of motion, the law of inertia.
This law says that objects continue to do what they’re
doing without change unless an unbalanced force is
applied to them. At first glance, this doesn’t seem to be
the direct evidence we’re looking for, but let’s compute
the consequence of the idea and see what happens.
Before we calculate, let’s make sure we have the
idea of inertia. Inertia is an object’s tendency to resist
change. Inertia is an intrinsic property of matter and its
connection to the universe. Inertia is a measure of and
object’s mass. The more mass an object has, the more
inertia it has. In other words, the more mass something
has, the more it resists being accelerated. We know this
intuitively by our experience pushing heavy things verses

FIGURE 4 PORTRAIT OF ISAAC NEWTON
COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA.COM

pushing lighter things. Given the same force of push,
lighter objects move faster than heavy objects.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 180
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ROBERT FOOTLIK IF YOU TRUST THE WAREHOUSE from page 170

With job rotation every individual has a chance to
demonstrate what they can achieve and ideally share
what they have learned.
Keep the information/statistics separated by the

but the results will be readily visible to even an outside
visitor.

Trust Is A Two-Way Street

type of picking, i.e. full warehouse vs. conveyor, as well

The long-range goal should be to implement an

as any seasonality or outside factors. Note and explain

incentive based payment system that shares the savings

any anomalies so that everyone fully appreciates what

being generated by the pick/pack improvements with

is going on. A night or early morning crew is going to

everyone in the warehouse. However, one should never

experience fewer interruptions and this measurably

complicate people’s paychecks until everyone in the

helps their output. Without factoring this into statistical

company has reached a very high level of trust. Every

comparisons with the day crew, the information becomes

individual in the organization must be on board with this

meaningless at best and antagonistic at worst.

and that will not happen is less than a year…for even the

By bringing the personnel into the program a step

best operation.

at a time while providing vital feedback information, you

What one can immediately implement are tangible

can build trust and confidence in the system, but more

and psychological incentives such as ice cream, pizza,

importantly support the person and team. Statistically

candy or cookies to take home, etc. when goals are met

sampling the output will help minimize any possible

and exceeded. Public recognition and endorsements

quality risk and with active customer involvement

as skill sets are mastered cost little and go a long

(reporting to the quality assurance individual) there will

way towards building trust. This is another feedback

be an additional element of tracking.

mechanism that enables and enriches the individuals

Other Considerations

and teams. When people know how they are performing,
as measured against both their peers and previous

Housekeeping, layout and lighting are obvious

methods, there is a solid reason to continuously

starting points. People need to have sufficient light to

improve. It also insures that management is fully

read and not have to worry about stumbling, tripping and

aware of the program’s success and cognizant of any

impacting trash, columns and storage equipment. Neat

changes that should be implemented. Feedback works

is nice, but precision and order are far better. Having

for everyone.

teams clean up adjacent aisles and then analyzing the

Everyone wants more money, but job satisfaction,

results is one way to develop stocking consistency and

pride and recognition are the best motivators. This is

standards that fit your context. The object is to get the

how trust is built, as the right atmosphere, philosophies,

staff to look for improvements not just walk around the

tools and techniques come together to create synergies

building.

that ultimately generate far more income for both the

All these changes will set the stage for implementing
a more sophisticated future WMS and can gain perhaps

company…and the individuals most involved in satisfying
the customers.

60% to 90% of the benefits before making any substantial

At the highest levels of trust “Gain S\haring” of the

software and hardware investments. It will take months

funds generated will ultimately reward everyone in the

to fully build this level of trust so starting on this in the

warehouse by adding to their pay while enhancing the

near future is imperative and it has never been easier.

corporate bottom line. In this manner, trust becomes

With everything in place, it is payback time. Cleaning

a highly profitable virtue for everyone and rewards the

up and systematizing the warehouse should be providing

customer with the confidence that their trust in you

better quality, higher productivity and a happier work

will be returned by motivated, well-paid and trustworthy

crew. Some of these enhancements can be quantified,

individuals.

ROBERT FOOTLIK
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LAURENCE CLAUS BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS from page 172

¤ Grade 36 and Grade 55 are commonly paired with
Grade A nuts per ASTM A563, either Hex or Heavy
Hex depending on the diameter of the Anchor Rod.
¤ Grade 105 Anchor Bolts should be paired with Heavy
Hex Grade DH nuts per ASTM A563.
An important consideration regarding the nut is that
other grades of nuts may be substituted using choices
from ASTM A194/A194M or ASTM A563 as long as
the “Nut Pairing Rule”, the Proof Load Stress of the
nut should be equal to or higher than the Anchor Bolt’s
minimum Tensile Strength, is maintained. This will

FIGURE 5: ANCHOR BOLTS FOR BUILDING COLUMN

assure that the Anchor Bolt fails in an obvious fashion
before the nut.
Much like threaded rods, Anchor Bolts may be

¤ Light Poles
¤ Traffic Signals

supplied plain, zinc plated, hot dip galvanized, or

¤ Industrial Equipment

mechanically zinc coated. The bolt and nut must possess

¤ Water Storage Tanks – anchoring the leg

the same coating type, but this is not required for any

columns and the standpipe

paired washer.
Whereas threaded rod does not have specified
marking requirements, Anchor Bolts do. The default
requirement says that the end protruding from the
concrete shall be spray painted blue for Grade 36, Yellow
for Grade 55, Yellow on the protruding end and white
on the encased end for weldable Grade 55, and red for
Grade 105. There is also an alternative or supplemental
marking requirement should the purchaser prefer this
method. For the protruding ends, Grade 36 shall be
stamped with “AB36”, Grade 55 with “AB55” and Grade
105 with “AB105”. The Supplemental Requirements may
also specify the inclusion of the Manufacturer’s insignia
or ID.
Anchor Bolts are used for all types of anchoring
applications. Several common applications include:
¤ Bridges – anchoring the bearings, approach
slabs, and steel railings
¤ Steel Buildings – anchoring the building columns
and bearing plates

FIGURE 6: TYPICAL WATER TOWER

CONTINUED ON PAGE 179
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LAURENCE CLAUS BASICS OF ALL-THREADED ROD AND ANCHOR BOLTS from page 178

¤ Electrical – Substation equipment, Buss
Supports, and poles

FIGURE 9: HEADED ANCHOR BOLTS BEING SET

FIGURE 7: ELECTRICAL SUBSTATION

¤ Ground Mounted Solar Structures
¤ Wind Tower Masts

FIGURE 10: 90° ANCHOR BOLTS BEING SET

Anchor Rods may be made from threaded rod with
a nut or nut and washer tack welded onto one end.
Although these are probably not as good as a Headed
Anchor Bolt, they are commonly used and are particularly
advantageous when timing or availability is an issue.
Swedged Rod Bolts are an alternative design to
FIGURE 8: WIND TOWER MAST ANCHORAGE

an Epoxy Anchor and have indentations for pull-out
resistance on the embedded end. These commonly get

Headed Anchor Bolts have a formed head that gets
embedded into the concrete and serves to provide
the uplift-resistance. These are often use in concrete

used in highway work.

Summary

foundations to secure structural steel columns, light

Both Threaded Rod and Anchor Bolts provide very

poles, Bridge Rails, Substation Structures, and Wind

important duty. Some of these products are commonly

Tower masts.

imported and although many of these sources provide

90° Anchor Bolts have a bent portion called the

quality product to these standards, some do not.

“Leg” that is embedded in the concrete and serves

Considering the types of applications that these products

to provide the uplift-resistance. These are commonly

are used in, it is imperative that these or equivalent

used to support structural steel columns, light poles,

standards be followed to the letter. These standards give

highway sign structures, bridge rails, and industrial

the guidance needed to assure that these products will

equipment.

perform as intended.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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from page 174

Now, let’s put all of this together. Newton gave us

to gravity is independent of the object’s mass. The

another wonderful relationship known as the Universal

conceptual realization is that even though an object with

Law of Gravitation. This sounds very grand, and it is,

greater mass is pulled on harder by gravity, it’s greater

but it’s really just an illustration of his second law. The

mass also provides it with greater inertia or resistance

universal law is stated Fg =G mE+mo/r² , where Fg

to change, therefore mass is irrelevant because it both

is the force of gravity, G is the universal gravitational

adds to and subtracts from the effect in the same

constant, mE is the mass of Earth, mo is the mass on an

amount. Amazing!

object and r is the distance between the center of Earth

Other performance characteristics like tensile

and the object mo. If we put all the numbers into this

strength, yield strength and shear strength are not

equation correctly for your mass, the result would be your

directly measured either. All these characteristics are

weight. That’s amazing! Try it.

calculated by using a measuring force applied to a

But that’s not the best part of this equation. The

fastener and an area that is calculated from a distance

best part happens when we substitute for Fg on the

measurement. Before we get into how that works, let’s

left side with an equivalent version of the weight of the

define our terms.

object from Newton’s second law, which is moa, where

¤ Tensile strength is the pressure that causes a

mo is the mass of the object and a is the acceleration

final rupture in the fastener from being pulled along its

due to gravity ( 32 ft/s² or 9.8 m/s² ). If we make this
substitution ( mo ag =G mE+mo/r² ), and algebraically
simplify we get, ( ag =G mE/r² ). Because mo appears

square meter is also known as a Pascal (Pa), in honor of

on both sides of the equation, it can be removed. This

the physicist, Blaise Pascal.

long axis and is measured in pounds per square inch,

psi, or Newtons per square meter N m² . A Newton per

/

result is the proof that all objects, regardless of their

¤ Yield strength is the pressure that causes the

mass, fall at the same rate toward Earth’s surface.

fastener to transition between reversable stretch and

The results says that the acceleration of an object due

permanent stretch. Yield strength is expressed in the
same units as tensile strength above.
¤ Shear strength is the pressure that causes
material rupture against the grain (tearing perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis) and is expressed in the same
units as tensile strength above.
Since all the strength qualities are pressures and are
measured in units of pressure, let’s look at pressure and
its relationship to force. Pressure is the ratio of force

and area, P = F A , where P is pressure, F is force and

/

A is area. In a tensile test, force F is measured by the
instrumentation and area A is calculated by measuring
the diameter and thread pitch of the fastener, both
distance measurements. Common pressure units are
pounds per square inch (psi) or kips per square inch (ksi)
in the imperial system and Pascals (Pa) or megapascals
(MPa) in the metric system. One kip is equal to
one-thousand pounds, so ksi values are simply oneFIGURE 5 ILLUSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS HAMMER AND
FEATHER DROP DONE BY DAVID SCOTT, COMMANDER OF APOLLO
15 SHOWING THAT ALL OBJECTS FALL AT THE SAME RATE
REGARDLESS OF THEIR MASS

thousandth of a psi value. A megapascal is equivalent to
one-million pascals and remember that a Pascal is the
same thing as one Newton per square meter.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 182
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE: HEY FASTENER WORLD – SHOW US YOUR UNITS!

from page 180

Typical modern specification, like ASTM F3125/
F3125M, are dual imperial and metric system specs and
contain both ksi pressure units for imperial fasteners
and MPa pressure units for metric fasteners. See Figure
6 for an example of a dual system specification.

FIGURE 6 TABLE 1 FROM ASTM F3125/F3125M-18

Some fasteners require impact testing. This is a
test that measure the materials ability to absorb energy
without rupturing. This quality is particularly important
to fastener applications that endure cyclical loading and
must absorb energy and dissipate it as heat rather than
material rupture. An impact test (Figure 7) measures the
amount of energy consumed in bringing a material rupture
to the point of rupture. Common units of energy in the
imperial system are the calorie (cal), British Thermal Unit
(BTU) or foot-pound (ft-lb). Common units of energy in
the metric system are the Joule (J) and the kilowatt-hour
(kWh). Although these units seem a bit more exotic that
our basic three (displacement, mass, and time) they are
all built on and equivalent to the basic three. This has to

FIGURE 7 CHARPY IMPACT TESTER

the measurements of the same thing although they are
commutative. The pound-foot (torque) and the foot-pound
(energy) are easy to mix up as you can see. The torque
unit is a vector product (size and direction) the lever or
moment arm (displacement) and the applied force (F),
show in Figure 8.
Torque is the cross product of the moment arm

position and the force,  = r x F, where  = torque, r = the
position vector of the moment arm, and F = the applied
force. The resulting product (torque) is a vector, whereas
Energy, the standard product of force (F) and distance (r)
is a scalar (size only) product. By convention, we use he
unit (force-displacement) for torque and (displacementforce) for energy.

do with the relationship between mechanical work and
energy, a fundamental law of conservation in physics. For
example, the most popular metric unit for energy is the
Joule. Joules are a product of displacement, mass, and
time. 1 J x 1 kg+ m² s² .

/

Torsional strength is typically thought of as the torque
that is required to twist a fastener to failure. Since it is
a twisting failure, torsional strength is measure in units
of torque (rotational force). Common units of torque
are the pound-foot (lb-ft) in the imperial system and the
Newton-meter (Nm) in the metric system. Be careful not
confuse the units of torque and energy, they are not

FIGURE 8 TORQUE IS APPLIED BY A FORCE AND A MOMENT ARM
CONTINUED ON PAGE 183
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Units are every bit as important as the numbers that
precede them. Mathematically, units are handled in

183

from page 182

have meaning, but it’s not the plural of meter, it’s the unit
symbol for millisecond or one-thousandth of a second.

the exact same way as the number before them. Units

We should also take every opportunity to verbally

are added, subtracted, multiplied, and divided just like

express units correctly so that we can spread what is

numbers. I still here my math and physics teachers’

good and correct. A particularly egregious example of

voices in my head saying, “Follow your units…if the units

verbally misstating units is to express pound-force, written

don’t work out, neither do the numbers!” I, myself, might

as lbf as pound-foot. I’ve heard this mistake many times

have said that same thing to my physics students over the

and it always makes me shutter. I believe it is mostly

years a few thousand times or so. It’s true! Without units,

due to ignorance of the pound to pound-force evolutional

our numbers have little meaning. We should do our best

adaptation and the need to accommodate the f in lbf, but

to write units correctly and not let causal communication

it clearly defies sense. Pound-foot (lb-ft) is a unit of torque,

slip in and replace the proper notation. For example, the

not force.

unit symbol for the pound is lb. The unit symbol for many

Let’s show off our units. Take care of your units, look

pounds is lb, not lbs. lbs is not proper notation. Even

after them and treat them well. Be proud of them and

though we may say pounds (plural), we do not pluralize

communicate them clearly to others. Let others notice

the unit. It would be like saying meters (plural) and writing

your units and appreciate you for expressing them clearly

the unit symbol as ms, rather than m. The unit ms does

and correctly.
ROB LaPOINTE / AIM TESTING LABORATORY

PAC-WEST SPRING CONFERENCE AND TABLE TOP SHOW
ANAHEIM, CA - MARCH 16-18, 2022
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